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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the potential congruencies and complementarities of Waldorf 

education, Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP), Culturally Responsive Schooling (CRS), 

Critical Pedagogy and Native American and Indigenous education. Waldorf education, a German 

education reform developed in the early 1920s, is a little researched schooling system, and 

previous research on this reform has examined its impacts within its traditional contexts, namely, 

private schools. At the same time, significant literature exists which addresses the importance 

and efficacy of reforms for students of color such as those in CRP, CRS and Critical Pedagogy. 

There is also a body of work which points to key pedagogical components which support Native 

American/Indigenous students in school. This dissertation examines the interplay between all 

three of these complex systems by examining attempts to integrate them in the classroom. By 

examining Waldorf education initiatives in three distinct contexts, I demonstrate that these 

reforms can work in concert without diminishing the efficacy of any of them.  

I explore three distinct contexts of Waldorf education. The first examined the impacts of 

Waldorf education on students who participated in the reform in a private Waldorf school, who 

transitioned to more traditional, mainstream classes. I conducted participant-observation of a 

local Waldorf school and in-depth interviews with 14 alumni to explore the impact of this 

reform. In the second context, I examined how students responded to the use of Waldorf-inspired 

methods in a community college course I taught, and I investigated their experiences of the 

reform. Seven students who participated were interviewed in order to investigate the impact of 

these reforms on their experience as college students. These interviews were complemented by 

teacher-research I conducted while teaching this Waldorf-inspired course. Finally, I explored the 

potential of Waldorf education as a reform for Native American students, examining my own 
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incorporation of this reform with other pedagogical tools, such as CRP, CRS, and other forms of 

critical pedagogy. Included in this section of research are my reflections on a course I instructed 

with Waldorf-inspired reforms. I also explored various accounts of Waldorf-education reforms 

by tribal communities, like the Lakota Waldorf School in South Dakota. 

Several findings from the research conducted here are encouraging. Students from 

Waldorf school environments demonstrate critical skills and critique schooling environments, 

invoking stances familiar to critical pedagogues. Students from a Waldorf-inspired community 

college course were also critical of the typical schooling experiences they had encountered, and 

spoke of the enriching feeling in their Waldorf-inspired course. Investigation into the 

philosophical tenets of Waldorf education and Native American/Indigenous epistemologies 

shows several examples of overlap and similarity, the most striking being elements of spiritual 

belief and practice as foundational to Native American/Indigenous well-being, and the ability of 

Waldorf education to address this. While these fields may appear unrelated, this study explores 

the praxis of these seemingly disparate bodies of work, by examining their similarities and 

differences. Ultimately, I argue that these reforms can work in concert to support the academic 

success of culturally and linguistically diverse students and Native American/Indigenous 

students in particular. The research in these three contexts demonstrates need for further 

investigation into Waldorf education and its potential to support students of all backgrounds.  
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CHAPTER 1: “NOT A SYSTEM BUT AN ART” 

"Waldorf Education is not a pedagogical system but an art –  

the art of awakening what is actually there within the human being."   

  

- Rudolf Steiner, The Study of Man 

 

Introduction 

 This dissertation examines Waldorf education and Waldorf-inspired schooling as it 

relates to critical pedagogy through multiple lenses in three diverse contexts. In this 

investigation, I focus on the search for potential congruence, synthesis and integration of 

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP), Culturally Responsive Schooling (CRS), and critical 

pedagogy with the schooling practices of Waldorf education, as a means to support Native 

American and Indigenous students. These fields are generally treated separately in literature as 

distinct conceptual frameworks or approaches. This work explores the parallels and 

complementarities of these fields in an attempt to integrate these approaches for the education of 

diverse students. I examine the role of alternative systems of curriculum and pedagogy, and the 

impact they have on diverse youths’ sense of self and their identity as students. I also explore 

how Waldorf schools and Waldorf-inspired education could be informed and complemented by 

the work of CRP, CRS and critical pedagogy to serve as a means to create educational 

experiences to better support diverse student populations and especially Native American and 

Indigenous students. The goal was to explore the ways that these systems could be mutually 

beneficial and supportive.  
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Background. As a Native American educator, I have been both a product and producer 

of public school discourses. I am concerned with the ways students learn, and often don’t learn, 

in public schooling environments; environments which are largely responsible for the education 

of youth from my Native community. I am deeply interested in supporting students holistically, 

utilizing their unique, lived experience to foster their learning. I am always working to support 

culturally and linguistically diverse students. As I describe below, the more I have explored, the 

more convinced I have become that Waldorf education potentially provides a curriculum for 

students of all shapes and sizes. It is from this perspective that my research interest in Waldorf 

schools arose. 

Committed to supporting culturally and linguistically diverse students, I have worked to 

counteract the often oppressive and repressive components of traditional educational programs 

and systems. Many scholars have described in detail the devastating and lingering effects of 

racism in schools, the very real and powerful components of racist ideologies at work 

systemically (Pollock, 2009; 2008) and the problems of privilege and its impact on students 

(McIntosh, 1992; 1990). My interest has been in supporting Native American and Indigenous 

students, often among the most marginalized populations in public school institutions and in 

higher education. This interest has developed into research, community outreach, and attempts to 

build spaces for greater participation of Native American students in school settings.  

Teaching has been my passion for more than 10 years. I have been a certified teacher and 

instructor in some capacity since the summer of 2005, when I received my training as a middle-

years instructor through Teach for America (TFA), an alternative teacher training program 

designed to support underperforming schools in urban and rural areas throughout the United 

States. I taught in north Philadelphia, working primarily with youth from Puerto Rico, the 
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Dominican Republic, and Cuba. More than 96% of my students were from those areas of the 

world, and more than 50% were English Language Learners. In this environment, it quickly 

became evident to me that my preconceived notions of working with students were not the most 

effective means for instruction. In my thinking, I would be lecturing to students who would be 

100% attentive and riveted by my teaching, and that my voice and presence would be enough. 

These assumptions were largely misplaced beliefs. Three grueling and painful months of little 

sleep, trying to cope with students’ excessive behavioral issues, and over-dependence on the 

support of my more veteran teachers in the 8th grade caused me to completely rethink my 

strategy for working with students. By the end of my first year of teaching, the only thing I was 

sure of was the need to change my techniques for the learning and health of my students, and for 

the safety of my own sanity. 

The summer of my second year of teaching in Philadelphia, I completely scrutinized, 

reimagined and recreated all of my systems in my classroom. Every aspect of my teaching 

activity and identity was altered, starting with rules and guidelines in class. Drawing inspiration 

from The Essential 55 (Clark, 2004), I reconstructed the rules and procedures in my class. I 

began to integrate talking and structured conversation circles as a means to engage my students. I 

began the integration of various forms of media and text to meet classroom objectives. I 

abandoned the vast majority of the scripted curriculum and reading anthology assigned for the 

class, incorporating hip hop music videos by artists like Common, and used the structure of 

Facebook and Myspace pages to learn about famous figures in literature and art. I found 

techniques like these to be more engaging for students and thus more likely to support their 

success. I continued to use these techniques and maintained these practices after returning to 

Arizona. 
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After moving back to Arizona in the summer of 2007, I began to work with elementary 

and middle school students from the tribal community where I grew up. Here, I continued to use 

the various learning techniques I had developed in Philadelphia to teach students from my 

community. Working as a tutor for the Native American Studies program in a large urban school 

district, I used engaging activities such as coordination games to teach 3rd graders chess and 

guitar, and I taught 7th graders probability using Blackjack. The dissolution of the Native 

American Studies program saw the end of my employment there. I enrolled as a Master’s student 

in the Language, Reading and Culture program at the University of Arizona. This transition 

provided the opportunity for me to work with an entirely new population of students, as I was 

employed by both the University of Arizona and Southwest Community College (SCC, a 

pseudonym) as a teaching assistant and adjunct faculty member. At the University of Arizona, I 

was tasked with working with students both formally and informally. I served the college as the 

coordinator of a tutoring program and was responsible for training undergraduate students to 

mentor and tutor elementary students. As I progressed in my program, I was also asked to serve 

as a mentor to graduate students entering the Language, Reading and Culture program. In my 

transition from elementary and middle school teaching to college and university level instructing, 

I examined the process of transforming my methods for a new audience. 

My attempts at utilizing alternative learning methods extended to my instruction at the 

community college level. At SCC, I was adjunct faculty in both the Reading and the 

Anthropology departments, and my use of alternative learning methods extended to both of these 

settings. In my reading courses, I attempted to move beyond the usual teaching and materials. At 

first I relied heavily on the assigned anthology reader for the course, but I slowly worked to 

incorporate alternative texts and media, asking students to analyze music videos, rap lyrics, and 
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poetry. Throughout these classes, I worked to bring a critical lens, asking students to explore and 

critique topics like racism, prejudice, and inequality. For example, one class was structured on 

reading and reflection of the text Lies My Teacher Told Me (Lowen, 2008) where students were 

challenged to grapple with the history of Native American genocide, slavery and racism, and 

gender discrimination. Drawing on my experiences in Philadelphia, I knew that students would 

not want to read simply because they were assigned to read; they needed a reason to read. 

Considering my own education at SCC, I was concerned students were not receiving critical 

perspectives of history and politics. In considering the development of the class, I looked to the 

incorporation of philosophies and concepts I was learning in my own graduate courses, including 

critical theory, critical race theory and critical pedagogy. As these classes and my planning 

progressed, I still felt something was missing or lacking; while I had a sense of commitment to 

alternative learning methods and critical and culturally relevant pedagogy, I felt what was 

missing was a coherent method which grounded teaching students in a holistic view of their lives 

and experiences on multiple levels.   

In 2011, I began my doctoral program in Language, Reading and Culture in the College 

of Education at the University of Arizona. I continued to explore components of critical 

pedagogy and to develop my knowledge of CRP and CRS. I also looked to expand my 

understanding of new paradigms for instructing students. A conversation with a mentor who is 

also an educator directed my attention to Waldorf education. I knew very little about Waldorf 

education. While searching for Waldorf schools in Arizona online, I discovered a local Waldorf 

school, the Desert Waldorf School (DWS, a pseudonym). I began to inquire about visiting, 

observing and interviewing students and teachers at the school. I was directed to a weekly 

reading group which met on the campus of DWS that included several teachers, parents and 
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community members. I attended one of the reading group meetings, which at the time was 

focusing on a text by Rudolf Steiner, the founder of Waldorf education. One of the members of 

the reading group, Kim L., a teacher at DWS, began an engaging discussion where she related 

her understanding of the reading to her experience of working with students. She related how the 

text reminded her of how she observed her students, noting the importance of viewing her 

students as “people” and not as “numbers” or “data.” Hearing this, I became even more intrigued 

by Waldorf education and its practices. Up to that point in my educational career, I had never 

heard teachers discuss their students in this way, except within the contexts of my university 

courses. I was excited for the possibility of learning about a system that was implementing a 

philosophy of education which I had long sought to provide. At that point, I decided to pursue 

reading, research and studies into Waldorf education and schooling. 

I explored the possibility of attending a Waldorf teacher training session or education 

seminar, hoping to become better acquainted with the practices of the schools. At this point, I 

learned about Rudolf Steiner College (RSC) in Fair Oaks, California. RSC is one of three 

schools that trains and certifies Waldorf school teachers in the United States. I discovered several 

training programs at RSC, including the Public School Institute (PSI), which provides training to 

public school teachers in Waldorf methods through an immersion style program. I inquired into 

the program, describing my interests in Waldorf education as a scholar, a teacher, and as an 

educator concerned with outcomes for Native American students. I was surprised and honored to 

discover that the administrators of the PSI, Arlene Monks and Sandra Gill, had nominated me to 

receive funding from a fellowship program that supported Native American teachers to attend 

the PSI, all expenses paid. They secured funding for me, and for two weeks in July of 2013, I 

was a student at RSC. 
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Rudolf Steiner College. During the 2013 PSI, there were approximately 80 participants 

organized into various learning tracks, depending on their own teaching levels at their home 

schools. There was a kindergarten track, a 1-3 grade track, and a 4-6 grade track. Our days were 

structured to simulate a Waldorf school experience, with lectures, kinesthetic activities, poetry to 

open and close the day, singing instruction, and lectures on Waldorf philosophy, child 

observation techniques, and assessment. After a lecture, the group was dismissed and we 

received curriculum material for the three grades we were assigned to: three days for 4th grade, 

three days for 5th grade, and three days for 6th grade. Our teachers presented the material in the 

way they would present it to a class of 4th, 5th or 6th graders, stopping for questions and 

comments at various intervals. At the end of my two weeks studying at RSC, I was asked by the 

director of the program, Arlene Monks, to sit and talk with her about my experience of the 

program, the campus, classes, and the environment. In describing my time there, I felt that the 

impact of this experience was almost incalculable: it completely changed my perception and 

beliefs about instruction and teaching. At this point in my teaching career, I had never received 

instruction like this on how to teach students. In classes or in development courses I had taken 

previously, the emphasis was on attempting to insure the successful transmission of the content 

that was being taught. As teachers, we were encouraged to bring in different materials to our 

classes, to utilize different media or texts; but we were not challenged to consider how our 

delivery in class might impact what or how our students learned. Attending this training course, I 

felt empowered and competent to consider entirely new ways of instructing students.  

Upon my return from RSC, I began to consider the possibility of utilizing Waldorf-

inspired methods in my own practice. I began to formulate the ways they might be implemented 

into my community college and university classrooms. Thus began the development of my 
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Waldorf-inspired courses at SCC, courses I taught at the University of Arizona, and classes for 

my tribal community. I took all of the materials I had used from my previous classes and 

disposed of them. I threw away my old syllabi, discarded the assigned textbooks, and erased all 

of the assignments. I began with a completely clean slate. I became excited about the challenges 

such an attempt would produce. I asked myself fundamental questions about potential Waldorf-

inspired courses: what would they look like in practice? How would students respond? Was such 

activity appropriate for students at that level? How would my colleagues respond to the activities 

I was planning for students? How could I incorporate Waldorf methods with the critical 

pedagogy I had used in other classes? My concerns over the potential conflicts regarding the 

appropriateness of my proposed classroom design were assuaged by my enthusiasm for 

designing the course, and in my certainty that the students I taught using Waldorf methods would 

have as positive an experience as I had at RSC. My thought was that, like me, the students would 

learn a great deal from the class, while also having opening and liberating experiences through 

the methods I would use. These methods, based heavily on discussion, art and community 

building, were unlike any I had personally seen as a student or teacher.  

At this point, the concept of healing occurred to me as significant. In my time at RSC, I 

learned that Waldorf education provided unique and engaging teaching methods and perspectives 

that I found to be personally useful, satisfying and healing. During the summers of my studies at 

RSC, teachers and administrators asked about my experiences in the program, knowing that I had 

not attended a Waldorf school as a youth. They recognized that my experiences at RSC were 

entirely new. In examining my personal journals and materials I kept during my studies, I often 

wrote that I felt “full,” “joyful” and “healed.” Many factors contributed to this sense of joy and 

healing. I wrote in one evaluation of the RSC program that it was “the most beautiful experience 
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of schooling I had ever had.” I began to consider more deeply the possibilities for Waldorf-

inspired education to impact youth, particularly culturally and linguistically diverse youth, many 

of whom face the same traumas as I had in public schools.  

Ginwright writes of the need for schools to heal the harms which result “in psychological, 

spiritual and cultural injury” (2015, p. 37), many of which have been perpetrated by public 

school institutions. Schools that engage in healing practices and work to counteract these injuries 

can result in “well-being” for students (Ginwright, 2015, p. 38). This healing and well-being 

“builds the capacity of young people to act upon their environment in ways that contribute to 

well-being for the common good” which then allows youth to work “on behalf of others with 

hope, joy and a sense of possibility” (Ginwright, 2010, p. 85). Considering how this might be 

enacted in public education is of critical importance.  

This study uses ethnographic and auto-ethnographic approaches in exploring the three 

contexts of Waldorf schooling and Waldorf-inspired education and its healing effects. I draw on 

“teacher-researcher” methods, participant observation, and other approaches which privilege 

youth and participant voices. Within these methodological approaches researchers identify with 

and value the participation and input of teachers and students in order to more effectively 

improve institutional programs and practices (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). As the primary 

instrument of research and instruction, I explored the application of Waldorf schooling in three 

contexts where I was both teacher and learner undertaking a “systematic, intentional inquiry” 

(Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993, p. 23-4) into schools and the classroom work that occurs there. 

Central to this framework is the importance of the lived experiences of the participants in the 

institution (Delpit, 2006) and critical reflection and mutual contribution of inquiry into the 

cultural complexity that resides in schools (Delpit, 1998). Scholarship in this field draws on data 
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gathering occurring directly in the moment of classroom and school interactions and focuses on 

teacher actions and reflections (Delpit, 1986). Additionally, it also examines the place and 

actions of youth and students as participants in the institution, as well as being actors able to 

participate in and contribute to knowledge construction (Cammarota, 2008; Cammarota & Fine, 

2010; Kinloch, 2010; Lachuk & Gomez, 2011; McCarty, Wyman and Nicholas, 2014). Equally 

as significant in my research is a strong inclination towards social justice. This work is rooted in 

sociocultural theory, the recognition of cultural complexities, and the move to action in the face 

of inequality (Cammarota, 2014; Cammarota & Romero, 2009; Ginwright, Cammarota & 

Noguera, 2005; Kinloch, 2007). In highlighting teacher and student voices throughout these 

ethnographically sensitive methods, scholars work to clearly identify the cultural experiences of 

those who are often pushed out to the periphery (Moll, 2010, p. 454) and work to undo schooling 

processes where students receive a “disappearing…Houdini Education” where “invisibility” is 

the norm” (Cammarota, 2006, p. 3).  

In privileging youth voice, I will also draw on the work of anthropology and education 

scholars focusing on the experiences of children and youth and their everyday behaviors. In 

drawing on these scholars, there is an inherent belief in the agentive abilities of youth, and the 

need to pay attention to their actions as a means to inform ourselves as researchers and 

practitioners. These behaviors, which can occur in school sanctioned contexts (Goodman, 1978) 

or outside of traditionally sanctioned spaces in schools (Gilmore, 1985; 1983), are incalculable 

evidence and information of youth and their productivity as meaning makers in the world. In 

utilizing ethnographic, participant observation and interviewing techniques, researchers explore 

what participants consider meaningful and work to obtain an emic perspective. Viewing 

experiences from the participants’ perspective opens up possibilities for greater understanding 
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and engagement with youth and highlights their attitudes, beliefs, ideologies and practices 

(Gilmore, 1984). This study will seek to contribute to work on youth, identity and culture 

through a valuing of youth competency, a move away from limitations of the “traditional” 

perspective of youth (Gilmore, 1984, p. 384) in an attempt to understand “meanings” of youth 

and the way they make sense of the world (Goodman, 1978, p. 116). 

 

Literature Review   

As a conceptual framework, I drew on multiple fields of research and analysis in which to 

situate the various studies that comprise this dissertation. I sought to synthesize these seemingly 

disparate literatures in order to show their congruence and complementarities. These included 

works of CRP and CRS, which are a part of critical pedagogy stances. At the same time, I 

examined various issues pertaining to Indigenous and Native American policies, practices and 

perspectives. I will situate this research within the fields of critical pedagogy, critical studies, and 

sociocultural theory. Included will be an exploration of questions regarding Native American 

methods and approaches to education while examining the larger questions of Native American 

epistemologies, sovereignty, and cultural preservation. In examining pedagogy for culturally and 

linguistically diverse youth, I will investigate CRP, CRS and aspects related to their practice and 

perspectives as they relate to supporting Native American and Indigenous education. Finally, I 

will draw on the work of Steiner and others connected to the Steiner education and Waldorf 

education movements, both in the United States and internationally. In this exploration, the 

objective is to demonstrate similarity, connection, and mutual support and possibilities for 

collaboration and integration. This study will also examine and draw on contemporary critiques 

of education policy specifically in critiques of neoliberal education policy and political 
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movements which contribute to attempts to standardize and simplify the complex intertwining of 

the individual and the cultural. Ultimately, I will explore how these perspectives, in concert, can 

contribute to a rich, vibrant and robust pedagogy for culturally and linguistically diverse youth. 

Sociocultural and Critical Theory. Philosophically, this study draws on the work of 

sociocultural theories of learning and interaction, with an emphasis on the need to understand 

cultural schemas and discourses. The understanding of the underlying cultural perspectives in 

which education and learning occur can contribute to their improvement. This theoretical 

perspective has developed with and through the work of scholars like Foucault (1977) and Freire 

(2011), both of whom discussed the nature of experience and reality through an examination of 

cultural institutions and establishments. By examining cultural schemas and the discourses which 

construct them, we see illustrated the challenges and issues schools face in regards to education 

and schooling, and the potential for perpetuating disparity and inequality. The work of critical 

theorists such as Giroux (2011; 2006; 2000) is helpful as it provides further critique and analysis 

of practices and perspectives within society and diverse contexts.  

The study of educational experiences and practices in each of these three contexts is 

inspired by critical theory. Critical theory assumes a stance of questioning and critique in relation 

to power relationships within systems and institutions, including concerns with their “historical 

particularities” (Harvey, 1990, p. 3). Critical theory seeks “to produce a radical cultural critique 

of existing affairs” at the same time being “self-reflexive…seeking to understand both the social 

and material processes” (Harvey, 1990, p. 3). Critical theory also seeks to explore the complex 

and complicated spaces of experience and privileges methods which seek understanding of 

phenomenon within particular contexts in history and environment. In so doing, the researcher 

must abandon conceptions of biases and assumptions as being natural. In critical theory “the 
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immediate world of fact, the experiences of the senses, and even the given-ness of nature itself 

are not to be treated as if they were ahistorical and autonomous entities” (Harvey, 1990, p. 3). 

Critical theory examines the assumptions and underlying perspectives of established 

institutions, such as schools, hospitals and prisons. For example, Foucault undertook the 

exploration of the “docile bodies” (Foucault, 1977, p. 135) created by these institutions acting 

without critical examination. Other scholars have examined schools and critical pedagogical 

practices related to education and literacy (Friere, 2011; 1987) and critical discourses in policy 

development and enactment as it pertains to educational practice (Giroux, 2006; 2000). These 

philosophical underpinnings relate to my explorations into alternatives to status quo, educational 

processes represented in traditional, mainstream schooling practices as most often seen in public 

schools. Sociocultural and critical theory critique these systems, and through critical pedagogy 

seek the development of pedagogy and curriculum that supports all students and resists 

essentializing youth. This dissertation will explore an educational system that seeks to support 

critical thought and critique of systems, while also supporting the holistic development of 

individual capacities of students. This examination of Waldorf education and schools as potential 

sites of critical pedagogy and perspective, and as alternative education systems, will focus on 

their potential to support culturally and linguistically diverse student achievement.   

In the Sixth Annual Brown Lecture in Education Research “Mobilizing Culture, 

Language, and Educational Practices: Fulfilling the Promises of Méndez and Brown” Moll 

(2010) points out significant features of sociocultural learning theory. In a description of the 

similarities and salient connections between the Brown and Méndez cases which worked to end 

segregation in schools, Moll points out the importance of language, culture and context in the 

education of minority children. 
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For so-called minority children, especially in the contemporary social context, 

educational resources and opportunities must include integrating their language 

and cultural experiences into the social and intellectual fabric of schools, much as 

these have always been seamlessly integrated into the education of privileged 

White children (2010, p. 454).  

 

In considering educational reforms and alternatives to status quo schooling processes, 

sociocultural theory argues for a direct attention to the cultural and linguistic assets and 

capabilities of youth, centralizing them as essential to their success as students. At the same time, 

there is a challenge and critique of the privilege of Whiteness, which constitutes the foundation 

of many schooling practices, to the detriment of culturally and linguistically diverse youth. Moll 

points out the importance of considering power in schooling processes, as it is the determining 

factor of “whose language and cultural experiences count and whose do not, which students are 

at the center and, therefore, which must remain in the periphery” (2010, p. 454).  

 Rooted in the work of Vygotsky, sociocultural theory has expanded beyond its origin in 

psychology to impact the fields of education in myriad ways, from theoretical foundations (Nasir 

and Hand, 2006) to impacting various aspects of curriculum, pedagogy (McCarty, Watahomigie, 

thi Dien & Perez, 2004; Moll, 1990; Moll & Arnot-Hopffer, 2005) and assessment (Behizadeh, 

2014). It has also provided the foundation for the powerful Funds of Knowledge work (González 

& Moll, 2002; Gonzalez, Moll, Tenery, Rivera, Rendon, Gonzales, & Amanti, 1995), all of 

which draws on the connection of the social and cultural and its impact on learning in schools 

(Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992). At the core of these approaches and perspectives is the 
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central framing of “social and cultural processes as mediators of human activity and thought” 

which locates “the fundamental unit of analysis for the examination of human behavior as 

activity, or cultural practices” (Nasir and Hand, 2006, p. 458). In considering the social and the 

cultural and its potential to impact schools, Nasir and Hand draw attention to the “complex 

intertwining of the individual and the cultural” (Nasir and Hand, 2006, p. 458) which is 

intriguing to those of us who examine the elements of learning theory, given the complexity of 

people, of culture and society.   

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy and Culturally Responsive Schooling. This study 

offers insights to practitioners and researchers alike through examining points of synthesis and 

opening greater spaces for teaching and researching possibility. One of the most crucial efforts in 

education reform today is the development of curricula and pedagogy which utilize the practices 

and perspectives underpinning the philosophy of critical pedagogy and the various forms of 

culturally relevant pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 2014; 1995; 1992). Many scholars have worked 

to extend the application of culturally relevant pedagogy practice and perspective, including its 

use in developing early literacy programs (Piña, Nash, Boardman, Polson, & Panther, 2015), 

teaching in preschool programs, (Durden, Escalante, & Blitch, 2015) and its incorporation into 

existing pedagogical components, such as read alouds (May, Bingham, & Pendergast, 2014). As 

noted by Piña, Nash, Boardman, Polson, & Panther, the objective of the work in this field has 

been “to move from diversity rhetoric to classroom action in thinking about literacies” (2015, p. 

1), and to considering the impact culturally relevant pedagogy may have on classroom practice.  

Concepts fundamental to culturally relevant pedagogy have been adopted and remade to 

support the learning of many diverse student populations. Many studies have focused on the 

development of pedagogy for Native American students in the United States, First Nations youth 
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in Canada, Indigenous youth in Australia and Maori youth in Aotearoa. Scholars are at work 

documenting and supporting the development of CRP in its application to language and culture 

(Lipka, 2002; 1994; 1991; Wyman, 2012; McCarty, 2002). The perspectives of this pedagogy 

have also been applied to support Native American youth in their success in higher education as 

well (Brayboy, Fann, Castagno, & Solyom, 2012). Other scholars examine CRP as a means to 

further interrogate educational practices for Native American youth. For example, the work of 

McCarty and Lee (2014) explores aspects of critical theory and sovereignty as it applies to CRP 

education. Concerns for the support of Native American youth in the face of historical 

challenges, such as oppression of language and culture in school and lack of space for their 

legitimate participation in contemporary education institutions are central to the explorations of 

scholars who are attempting to provide more inclusive pedagogy and spaces for youth (McCarty, 

& Nicholas, 2014). These attempts to create inclusive space for students are designed to resist 

historic pathologized perceptions of youth and to compassionately consider the trauma of youth 

in schools (Lee, & Quijada Cerecer, 2010). CRP and CRS practices are also seeing application 

internationally. CRP and CRS are developing in South America (Ortiz, 2009; Reyes-García, 

Kightley, Ruiz-Mallén, Fuentes-Peláez, Demps, Huanca, & Martínez-Rodríguez, 2010) Canada 

(Hare & Pidgeon, 2011) and among the Maori people in Aotearoa (Smith, 1999).  

A primary focus of these programs is the importance of linguistic and cultural 

contextualization for the effective teaching of students, while at the same time placing an 

emphasis on holistic approaches to educating students. Lopez, Heilig & Schram conceptualize 

the importance of this context, noting that      

 

From a tribal and Native American professional perspective, the creation 
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of lifelong learning environments and meaningful educational experiences for 

both the youth and adults of a tribal community requires a language and 

cultural context that supports the traditions, knowledge, and language(s) of 

the community as the starting place for new ideas and knowledge. There is 

a firm belief within many AIAN communities and professional AIAN educators 

that this cultural context is absolutely essential if one is to succeed 

academically and to build meaningful lives as adults (López, Heilig & Schram, 

2013, p. 517).  

 

It was within this context of holistic incorporation and appreciation of culture and language that 

my examination of CRP and CRS occurred.  

In analyzing my data, I find the work of several scholars to be of great benefit, especially 

Ladson-Billings work on CRP and Castagno and Brayboy on CRS. Of use also was the work by 

Paris, Alim, McCarthy, Lee, and many others. Scholars in these fields draw particular attention 

to tenets of pedagogy and curriculum that are often unconsciously biased towards White, 

privileged individuals in society. Scholars draw attention to the need for methods and outlooks 

which are unique to minority youth. Ladson-Billings explores the interplay of race, language and 

culture and their praxis in education of African-American youth, and argues for culturally 

relevant pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 2014; 1995a; 1995b; 1992) critical race theory in education 

(Ladson-Billings, 2000; 1998; Ladson-Billings & Tate IV, 1995) and the unique convergence of 

all of this for the education of African-Americans in the United States today (2009). Alim (2007; 

2005) connects to work of CRP, focusing on aspects of hip-hop language and pedagogy, and the 

complexity of English language learning and ideologies of power, dominance and legacies of 
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colonialism. Paris (2012; 2011) and Paris and Alim (2014) explore components of CRS in 

education in urban schools. Scholarship in this field also includes work with Native American 

and Indigenous communities (McCarty & Lee, 2014; McCarty).    

 Native American & Indigenous Education. In the field of Native American and 

Indigenous Education (NA/IE) issues of sovereignty and Indigenous epistemology have now 

received substantial treatment in the literature, with more and more contributions being made by 

Native American and Indigenous scholars to the field. Native American education issues 

permeate the work of many scholars and shares much in common with scholars focusing on 

sociocultural theory in learning. Much of the work in NA/IE begins with the right of sovereignty 

as a starting point. This is an ever present question in regards to Native American and Indigenous 

peoples. In creating the framework for Tribal Critical Race Theory, Brayboy (2005) points to the 

essential components of “tribal autonomy, self-determination, self-identification” which would 

lead ultimately to tribal sovereignty (p. 433) and describes how this approach is necessary for 

teachers and schools. 

 Beginning with this as a central standpoint, it is clear to see how many other studies both 

relate to, and expand on, the work of sovereignty in NA/IE. The implications for how 

considerations of these issues might lead to a “reconceptualization of the parameters for 

engaging Indigenous students within institutions” (Brayboy, 2003, p. 434) has been explored in 

multiple realms including examining Native American students in predominantly White schools; 

in various disciplines (Brayboy & Castagno, 2008) as well as in challenging aspects of the 

schooling institution which have been shown to be damaging to Native American and Indigenous 

students (Castagno & Lee, 2007). The question of sovereignty plays a significant part in the 

ways researchers approach what, how, why and to what ends educational policy reform is 
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undertaken (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006; 2002; McCarty, Borgoiakova, Gilmore, Lomawaima 

& Romero, 2005). 

 Many scholars are pushing researchers, practitioners and policy makers to reconsider 

conceptions of what it means to educate Native American and Indigenous youth. A significant 

portion of this research explores the complex interplay of language, culture and schooling, and 

examines schooling and its impact on the process of learning for Native and Indigenous youth 

(Dick & McCarty, 1997; McCarty & Nicholas, 2014; Nicholas, 2009; Wyman, 2012; Wyman, 

Marlow, Andrew, Miller, Nicholai & Rearden, 2010) which are essential to consider across all 

contexts. These impacts are especially evident in the southwest United States, a context which 

has provided significant challenges to Native American and Indigenous peoples on issues of 

sovereignty, language and cultural consideration when schooling of Native American youth is 

concerned (Combs & Nicholas, 2012; McCarty, 2009). Scholars also centralize identity as a key 

conceptual framework in the exploration of NA/IE, especially as it relates to, and makes 

complex, ideas of “culture” and its potential impact on what culturally relevant or culturally 

responsive might mean (Lee, 2009; 2007).  

 Connecting the work of sociocultural education, CRP and CRS, and work with Native 

American youth in schools, scholars are focusing on pedagogy which is culturally responsive to 

the needs of the over 500 diverse Native American and Indigenous communities in the U.S. 

today. Castagno and Brayboy (2008) provide an excellent overview of the work of CRS and 

identify the history of such movements. Multiple scholars have drawn on work of pedagogy 

which addresses cultural concerns of Indigenous peoples, in attempting to create safe spaces for 

Native American youth to learn content without sacrificing the values of culture and home. 

Pewewardy (1998; 1994) notes that many Indian students are at these very crossroads every day, 
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as participating in schooling institutions often means youth must forfeit “cultural heritage for 

academic achievement” while at the same time challenging the notion that attention to, and 

sensitivity to the assumption that attention to culture automatically “de-emphazi[es] quality 

learning experiences” (Pewewardy, 1994, p. 77-8). Work in this field has expanded to include 

examining the potential impacts of this challenge to Native American students at various levels, 

including at the epistemological level (Demmert, 2011; Barnhardt, 2005) at the K-12 system 

level (Lipka, Hogan, Webster, Yanez, Adams, Clark & Lacy, 2005 ) and in higher education 

(Kirkness & Barnhardt, 1991). This study will draw on this work and attempt to consider the 

place, if any, of an established education system as a potential reform for supporting Native 

American students, one which contains several of the key components of CRP and CRS. The 

difficulty inherent in this project is attempting to support culturally and linguistically relevant, 

sensitive pedagogy with alternative educational reforms that are often conflated with privileged 

student populations, as Waldorf education often is. The history of education as assimilation and 

colonization tactic is well documented (Thomason, 2015; Kaomea, 2014; Pember, 2007; 

Lomawaima, 1994).Thus, any attempts to work on reforms within NA/IE is always tense, and 

must be carefully undertaken with respect.  

 Waldorf Education. In exploring the tenets of CRP and CRS, I was also searching for 

coherent systems which might be adapted and developed to support education in these diverse 

cultural and linguistic contexts scholars have identified. Of particular interest is the view of 

youth in a holistic frame. Waldorf education and Waldorf-inspired education provided one such 

avenue, with a coherent system of curricula and pedagogy which has developed and evolved 

over 100 years, and represents one of the largest alternative education systems in the world. 

Waldorf schools number more than 900 by some counts, including schools in all European 
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countries, Australia and Aotearoa, South Africa, and now Russia, India and Japan, with more 

than 100 in the United States alone (Ogletree, 1998). Along with the continuous increase of 

traditional, private Waldorf schools, there is also a new and growing movement for Waldorf 

inspired schools and Waldorf public charters. Examples include the Alice Birney Waldorf 

Inspired K-8 School in Sacramento, the Community School for Creative Education Waldorf 

Inspired charter school in Oakland, and the Alliance for Public Waldorf Education. Of utmost 

interest to me was the possibility Waldorf schooling offered as a potential alternative to 

mainstream and traditional public education.    

This study will also draw on the work of practitioners and theorists in the field of 

Waldorf education and schooling, which relies heavily on the work of Steiner himself, as well as 

on several theorists and practitioners who have developed and furthered the work of Waldorf 

schools. I will incorporate this literature as a means to inform my understanding of the various 

ethnographic methods I utilized in gathering data for this dissertation, including interviews, 

observations and the various forms of analysis. Work in this field is both theoretical and 

conceptual, as researchers and teachers in Waldorf education work to develop the conceptions 

which undergird Waldorf schools as well as to continuously develop the practice of Waldorf 

education. For my learning of Waldorf and Steiner education, I turned largely to the lectures and 

texts of Steiner and drew on the work of researchers and practitioners like Oberman (1998; 2007; 

2008a; 2008b), Beaven (2011), Easton (1997) and Petrash (2002). 

 Several pieces of research in Waldorf education have examined the impacts on students 

who have experienced this type of schooling. Studies have explored the outcomes for Waldorf 

students after their courses of study, with research being conducted in multiple phases and 

contexts. Research on Waldorf graduates in North America has been conducted in three phases. 
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Phase I (Baldwin, Gerwin, Mitchell, 2005) and Phase II and III (Mitchell & Gerwin, 2008a; 

2008b) represents longitudinal survey studies, where researchers examined the data from twenty-

seven Waldorf high schools reporting on their graduate’s activities. Phase II and Phase III 

deepened this line of inquiry, exploring career choices and how “Waldorf graduates are 

perceived by their professors and employers, and how well Waldorf education prepared them for 

life and the challenges of today’s world” (Baldwin, Gerwin, Mitchell, Olfman & Alsop, 2005, p. 

42). In Phase III, researchers expanded beyond the boundaries of the United States to examine 

outcomes of parallel studies in German, Swiss, and Swedish Waldorf schools (Mitchell, & 

Gerwin, 2008b). This type of research on Waldorf schools is the more prominent type of 

research conducted on Waldorf education, with similar studies having been conducted previously 

(Dahlin, 2010; Ogletree, 1967; 1998; 1996). Some research on Waldorf education and schooling 

examines qualitative data on schools and students (Beaven, 2011; Gerwin & Mitchell, 2007; 

Cameron, 2005). 

 Other scholarship in Waldorf education relates to its new branching into public schools, 

charter schools, and other domains beyond private schools. Often considered isolated to private 

enclaves, significant expansions have been made in the development of Waldorf schools in the 

public sector. New movements have begun in the creation of public Waldorf-inspired schools, 

Waldorf-community schools, and charter schools inspired by Waldorf-education. The Stanford 

Center for Opportunity Policy in Education recently published a year-long study of a public 

Waldorf school in Sacramento (Friedlaender, Beckham, Zheng & Darling-Hammond, 2015). 

This SCOPE report highlighted many interesting findings which reveal that this public Waldorf 

school “successfully supports students’ development” and “produces greater gains for its low-

income and African American and Latino students than for its school population as a whole” 
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(Friedlaender, Beckham, Zheng & Darling-Hammond, 2015, p. iii). Several studies also explored 

the “community schools” that are Waldorf-inspired charter schools and other public Waldorf-

inspired schools (Oberman, 2007; Reece, 2007), with some studies focusing specifically on 

challenges to low socioeconomic status students served by Waldorf public schools (Schieffer & 

Busse, 2001). One well documented school was the Milwaukee Urban Waldorf School, one of 

the first public Waldorf school initiatives in the United States (Prager, 2004; McDermott, Henry, 

Dillard, Byers, Oberman, & Uhrmacher, 1996; Wood, 1996) which was established in an inner 

city area and encountered many of the issues which will be discussed in sections below, 

including issues around racism (McDermott., & Oberman, 1996). 

It is this final issue that deserves brief mention, an issue that will be expanded upon in 

later sections. The Waldorf education movement, both in the expansion of private schools and 

new forays into public schools must be contextualized in relation to a particular historic 

origination of Waldorf schools and the work of Steiner in the late 1800s and early 1900s. The 

Waldorf education movement began in 1919. Emil Molt, owner of the Waldorf-Astoria Cigarette 

Factory in Stuttgart, Germany, and Rudolf Steiner, a “philosopher-scientist” (Oberman, 2008a, p. 

3) well known for work in multiple fields began a correspondence on the possibility of starting a 

school. Molt sought Steiner’s expertise in developing a curriculum which would help heal the 

spirit of the people of Germany following the trauma of WW I. Specifically, he sought support in 

educating the children of his factory floor workers. Steiner agreed to help in the school’s 

conception and operation. Steiner conceived of a new framework for education and child 

development, emphasizing the need for students to develop “simultaneously their intellectual, 

emotional and social capabilities” (Oberman, 2008a, p. 4). The Waldorf school idea began to 

expand and by 2007 there were more than 100 Waldorf schools in the U.S. alone.  
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 It is necessary to consider the historic context of Waldorf education’s development, 

especially as it is often correlated, falsely, with the rise of the National Socialist Party in 

Germany, the forerunner of the Nazi party. Waldorf education originated in 1919; the Nazi party 

rose to power in 1920. Both developed out of Germany, both supposedly supported a German-

Romantic lineage. The similarities are largely coincidental, and their amalgamation in the minds 

of people is often due to misunderstanding. It cannot be escaped, however, that there is a 

prevalent perception of a tie between Steiner, Anthroposophy and Waldorf education to Nazi 

Germany. It is well documented in his own writings and speeches that Steiner was against 

movements like the Nazi party, and that his thinking was decidedly anti-prejudice and in favor of 

tolerance. These tensions must be considered thoughtfully and revisited regularly in this, as well 

as in any attempt, to support culturally and linguistically diverse youth. The topic of Waldorf 

education and racism will be discussed more thoroughly in the final chapter of this dissertation. 

 On Spirituality, Healing and Schooling. While my earlier focus centered on supporting 

Native American students academically, it was a brief conversation in the summer of 2013 which 

fueled the search that led me to Waldorf education. During the summer of 2013, I taught in a 

summer bridge program for Native American students. The Summer Bridge Program (SBP) was 

designed to introduce Native youth to a university setting and encourage their academic growth 

and achievement. The program was established in the late 90s, and I had been a participant in 

both my junior and senior years when I myself was in high school. In 2013, I was approached by 

the summer program staff to act as program coordinator and literacy instructor. The class 

consisted of 12 students from a nearby reservation, ranging from high school juniors to newly 

graduated and first year college students. The courses taught in the SBP provided access to space 

in the university environment while giving students high school credit and a small stipend. These 
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courses included literacy studies based in critical and culturally relevant pedagogy, and 

mathematics and science instruction through beekeeping.  

On the first day of class the three math instructors, two literacy instructors, two math 

tutors and I waited for the arrival of the students. They arrived to campus after a 45 minute van 

ride from the reservation. As students entered campus, they filed nervously into the classroom, 

seated themselves in small groups at tables and waited for instructors to begin. As they waited, 

two male students began a quiet discussion. I listened carefully to their talk, and was surprised to 

hear one tiny portion of their conversation: 

 

Student 1: So, where do you come out at? 

Student 2: O.P…You?  

Student 1: NP. But my tio (uncle) comes out at OP.  

 

In their conversation, these student were identifying their place of worship and ceremony 

practice, as OP and NP are acronyms for the Native communities where these students live and 

practice ceremony. The term “coming out” is a significant phrase in the cultural life of youth 

from this tribal community. Those familiar with the ceremonial practices of the group these 

youth come from know that “coming out” refers to participation in the ritual cycles. To “come 

out” somewhere refers to the physical location of your participation. Beyond this, the place 

where you “come out” also provides the listener with information regarding place of birth and 

residence. The term “coming out” also provides the knowledgeable listener with information 

regarding the intricacies and idiosyncrasies of the respective locations, as each community 

practices ceremony and ritual in different ways. Of utmost interest to me as an educator and 
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researcher was the process these students were engaging in: to get to know each other, they 

connected by way of a discussion of their spiritual life and their respective places of religious 

and spiritual practice. Because of this conversation, I shifted my focus in exploring alternative 

education systems. I began to explore the possibilities of schooling systems and institutions 

which assumed and valued the spiritual life of the youth. It was here that I became acquainted 

with Waldorf education. The idea of spirituality as an aspect of schooling, of education and of 

healing is one that has strong significance for the work I have undertaken with Waldorf 

education. 

 An attempt to define spirituality is an inherently challenging undertaking, given the many 

related concepts and practices which impact the clarity of the definition. Attempting to 

conceptualize the spirituality of children, adolescents and youth creates an additional challenge, 

as their experiences are often dictated and directed by cultural and social expectations which are 

not considered as needing special treatment or focus. Often, the world of youth is treated in 

connection to, or as a subgroup of, adult experience and life. In examining youth and their 

experience of school, youth must be considered as separate and distinct from the world of 

adulthood, and the lives of youth (including their spiritual experience) must be viewed through 

the lens of adolescence and youth culture. Because of the conflation of youth and adulthood, the 

spiritual life of youth is questionable; they are often viewed as still developing adults without 

unique spiritual experiences. Bone, a scholar of childhood and spirituality at Monash University 

Australia, points out the false belief that adulthood is the only place where spirituality happens 

(Bone, 2008). To further complicate the situation, spirituality is often conflated with religion, 

causing friction and resistance in the field of education for fear of violating freedom of religious 

practice and assembly of the First Amendment. In considering spirituality and its potential 
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impact on youth and in schooling, the challenge of definition still persists, especially in the 

tension Bone identifies in the trauma of colonization. As many Indigenous peoples find 

important components of their spirituality embedded in place, the effects of colonization and the 

loss of place for many has had detrimental effects on the practice of spirituality (Bone, 2008, p. 

266). This process of colonization included the destruction of language and culture, with equally 

destructive impacts on spirituality. This process has been continued in the assimilationist 

processes in mainstream education systems today, which still devalue or ignore the spiritual, 

cultural and linguistic contexts of youth of color.  

Yet, the education for the holistic support of youth, including their spiritual lives, raises 

important questions at multiple levels. For example, at what point might the definition and 

consideration of spirituality and its cultivation in schools move from supporting well-being and 

healing to proselytizing? (2008). Nowhere is this more evident than in theorizing the potential 

place of spirituality in the lives of youth in schools (Lin, 2014). As a growing body of study 

though, spiritualty as it impacts youth finds scholars exploring early childhood education (Lin, 

2014; Bone, 2010; 2008) in adolescent education and psychology (Kim and Esquivel, 2011) in 

hip hop pedagogy (Norton, 2012) for diverse youth in urban schools (Yeh, Borrero and Shea, 

2011) and in relation to social justice issues for diversity (Schwarz and Roe, 2015).  

 Connected to questions regarding education, schooling and the place of spirituality for 

Native American and Indigenous youth is scholarship into youth and spirituality such as that 

examining the Aotearoa curriculum for early childhood, Te Whariki (Lin, 2014; Bone, 2008). 

Lin points to a “growing awareness of the importance of spirituality for the whole life of human 

beings” where spirituality is inherent to the human experience and the root “of a holistic life in 

terms of emotional soundness, physical well-being, relationships, social interaction and 
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connectedness,” the root of “self-wholeness and stability” (2014, p. 17). Characterizing the 

curriculum of Te Whariki, Bone notes the opening statement of the curriculum “expresses the 

hope that children will be ‘healthy in mind, body, and spirit” with attention to a “holistic 

approach to the child and family in the educational and wider community” (Bone, 2008, p. 265). 

In further exploring the contexts of Aotearoa, Bone identifies the significance of the spiritual to 

the Maori people, linked in “spiritual tie[s] to the land” and the importance of the spiritual as 

connected to “healing [of the damaging of effects of colonization] …on many levels” including 

the cultural and the personal, as well as in the impacts of spirituality relating to “issues of 

identity and belonging” (Bone, 2008, p. 266).  

 Bone notes the importance of utilizing a “personal definition” of spirituality when 

researching it; her working definition is useful in the present context, where she notes that 

 

the definition I used to guide the research is that spirituality is a means of 

connecting people to each other, to all living things, to nature and the universe. 

Spirituality is a way of appreciating the wonder and mystery of everyday life. It 

alerts me to the possibility for love, happiness, goodness, peace and compassion 

in the world (2008, p. 266).  

 

This definition offers interesting and important implications for the current study, in considering 

questions of “identity and belonging” directly related to Native American and Indigenous people, 

but also in the larger context Bone identifies, the connection of “people to each other, to all 

living things.” I would add, given the specific context of members of my tribal community, a 

connection to nature, the Universe, and to the Creator. In our cultural origin story (to be 
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discussed more in depth later) the Creator is central; our ceremonial and ritual cycles all include 

identification with, and attempts to connect to the Creator and his works. This connection serves 

to support the life of my community. It is the ground of the world in which we live (Evers and 

Molina, 1987, p. 18).  

In researching spirituality, youth and school, it was curious to find that scholars (Lin, 

2014; Bone, 2010; 2008) turn to specific educational contexts as supporting the spiritual life of 

youth, specifically Montessori and Steiner/Waldorf education. Bone’s study used ethnographic 

methods to examine how the “spiritual can contribute to the holistic well-being of young 

children” (p. 266) by setting up three qualitative case studies, one in a Montessori school, a 

private preschool, and a Waldorf kindergarten classroom. Bone describes the experience of one 

student, Tama, and the “healing and recovery” that occurred for him through the experience of 

setting, space, and the ritual of a spiritual environment, such as that which permeates the Waldorf 

school he attended. This is understandable, given a foundation of Waldorf schooling being in the 

“explicit recognition of the fundamental spirituality of human beings in nature” (Lin, 2014, p. 

18) and the central theme of “the inner perception of the spiritual world and the spiritualization 

of every area of human activity” (Ulrich, 1994, p. 3). Of utmost importance to this 

“spiritualization” and realization of the spiritual in human beings in schooling environments is 

the connection to environment and ritual (Bone, 2008) as means to connect to the “inherent 

aspect of human nature” of spirituality which starts with natural awareness and develops into a 

“search for purpose and a longing for transcendental meaning” (Kim and Esquivel, 2011, p. 755).  

The consideration of spirituality and its impact on youth in schooling environments is 

interesting to me, as I consider what schooling can do for the process of healing, especially as it 

applies to diverse youth. Researchers have noted the importance of spirituality and related issues 
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to diverse ethnic groups “who often consider spiritual beliefs and practices in their 

conceptualizations of well-being” and act as a “cultural asset” in supporting their success in 

school (Yeh, Borrero and Shea, 2011, p. 185). The exploration into schooling for youth from my 

tribal community and the intertwining of students’ identities as youth, students, and practitioners 

of a spiritual experience within the culture contributed to my research. Of great interest was 

schooling environments which incorporate, at the very minimum, a thoughtfulness concerning 

the possible spiritual life of all youth, and tribal youth in particular.   

A recent influx of scholarship on healing and education illustrates new interest in this 

field, though its place in the minds of researchers and practitioners is not new. Battiste & 

Barman’s (1995) work on education of First Nations youth in Canada includes a chapter on 

“healing education” by Regnier who also explored the possibilities for “pedagogy of healing” in 

a community based school for Indigenous youth in Canada (Regnier, 1994; 1995). The recent 

scholarship emerging in education and healing explores the place and significance of healing in 

schools for youth in urban environments (Ginwright, 2015; 2010) and the possibility of 

pedagogies to support youth learning and activism as related to healing. These sentiments echo 

the “contradictions” faced by Aboriginal peoples attempting to enact community-based 

education (Battiste & Barman, 1995, p. vii). Other research examines youth cultural practice, 

such as hip hop culture, and explores its possibilities for healing of youth (Travis, 2015). For 

scholars like Ginwright and Travis, healing emerges out of new forms of activism that youth can 

undertake in creating spaces to counteract “intensified oppression in urban communities” 

(Ginwright, 2010, p. 78). This oppression, characterized by problems like “job loss, unmitigated 

violence, substance abuse” (p. 78) are restrictive for youth and erode the foundations for the 

“revolutionary hope and radical imaginations” necessary for social change (Ginwright, 2010). 
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Ginwright notes the historical context of the decimation of hope due to oppression, as 

characterized by the suppression of radical groups like the Black Panthers in the 60s and 70s:  

 

The destruction of the [Black Panthers] party represented a threat to optimism, 

imagination and hope for social change among youth. Restoring hope requires a 

radical healing, which is a dramatic departure from radical identity politics of the 

1960s and 1970s. Radical healing involves building the capacity of young people 

to create this type of communities in which they want to live (Ginwright, 2015, p. 

78).  

 

In this sense, the work of healing would seem to be outside of the purview of education and 

schooling. Yet Ginwright and Travis both discuss rethinking what it means for youth to be 

engaged in the world and in social change. They argue that older paradigms for assessing youth 

activity in and out of school are not functional, given youth participation in various spaces as 

agents of change. Youth participation in schools is not just about academic achievement; rather, 

schools can exist as a space for various forms of youth activity. In this sense, the processes of 

healing for youth of color can begin in the places they inhabit, like schools.  

The question of healing is one of significant importance to me, both personally and 

professionally, as it is a driving force in my practice and perspective as a researcher and teacher. 

There has consistently existed a tension in the schooling experience I encountered, which I 

would argue was problematic. Schools I attended did not adequately support me or other tribal 

youth from my community and often pathologized our behaviors and families. This included 

condemning cultural practices and beliefs. Teachers delivered curriculum and materials that did 
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not consider the community they served, nor was community knowledge considered in the 

development of school materials. This was evidenced in the lack of knowledge about the 

significance of community cultural practices. One example is in how students were often accused 

of blatant truancy when they required exceptions for work and tests due to cultural participation. 

Students were often harassed for their level of participation in class, even though cultural 

participation played a significant role in the ability of students to participate actively in school. 

Cultural ceremonies which lasted throughout the night and into the next day are common in my 

community. When students presented this rationale for their absence, or for their low level of 

participation in class, students were accused of simply “trying to get out of school.” Student 

cultural practice was not considered a legitimate experience of life for these students, and 

certainly not worthy of excuse from school responsibilities. Cultural participation was viewed 

from a deficit perspective. The complexity and importance of their cultural participation was 

ignored and discounted. More broadly, public schools which serviced my community provided 

little support to Native students to learn about language and culture, nor was cultural knowledge 

used to support learning in the classroom. Having experienced this as a youth, and studying the 

works of critical scholars, it became evident to me that my educational experience, while typical, 

was not healthy, and more importantly, was not the only way education could work. 

 

Study Overview 

The chapters of this dissertation examine Waldorf education and schooling in three 

different contexts. Each chapter that follows examines its implementation in various ways, 

including two contexts outside of the usual place of Waldorf practice. In a private Waldorf 

school, a community college classroom, and in a tribal community education program, I 
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examined the impact and significance of Waldorf schooling and Waldorf-inspired education on 

students. In exploring these contexts, I was intrigued to find congruencies and similarities in the 

ways students from all three contexts described their experiences in Waldorf schools and 

Waldorf inspired environments. Students spoke of issues concerning their well-being, of 

resistance to traditional, mainstream schooling practices, and of their appreciation of teachers’ 

holistic views of their experience. These commentaries gave rise to the examination of the three 

contexts of Waldorf education and its implementation.  

Chapter two of this dissertation examines the questions shared by myself and teachers at 

the DWS, with an emphasis on exploring student reflections and connections to tenets of critical 

pedagogy. The exploration of these questions is key for several reasons, especially as it relates to 

the potential for Waldorf to branch out and serve as a reform for traditionally underserved 

student populations. At the same time, I explore critical pedagogy and potential connections to 

Waldorf education. Critical pedagogy is an effective philosophical and methodological approach 

for students as are the underlying assumptions critical pedagogy maintains for the project of 

schooling. Critical pedagogy treats schooling and education as a civil right, as necessary for a 

functioning democracy, and as capable of providing social justice remedies. With critical 

pedagogy informing key components of my philosophical position on teaching, schooling, and 

education, I endeavored to explore questions of the efficacy of Waldorf education practices with 

a focus on how these practices may support or detract from a critical pedagogy agenda. The 

research included here is based in the practices of ethnographic field research to produce emic 

perspectives of the participants to support the needs of the school.   

 Chapter three of this work explores student reflections on Waldorf-inspired education and 

Waldorf schooling with an examination of key themes emerging in student talk. After 
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incorporating the techniques I learned at RSC to teach courses at a community college, I 

observed distinct differences in the way my Waldorf-inspired course transpired versus my other 

courses. I observed and recorded a higher level of attendance in the course, higher retention of 

students, and greater amounts of participation. As I observed the students and their actions and 

behaviors in the course, another set of questions began to formulate in my mind. I wondered 

what the students were perceiving in terms of how much, if at all, this course differed from their 

classes in college, as well as in their previous schooling environments. To explore these 

questions, I conducted multiple interviews of students from the course and examined the trends 

and themes that emerged in their reflections.  

 Chapter four explores more deeply the questions of Waldorf education and Waldorf-

inspired education as a potential reform for Native American students. As a Native American 

teacher, student and researcher, I am consistently examining the methods which are used to work 

with Native youth, and I am always on the watch for potential educational reforms to support 

students. Drawing on unpublished work with Native American students from my own 

community, on movements towards Waldorf schools in tribal areas, and in an already established 

tribal Waldorf school, I explore this new movement. In examining new spaces for Waldorf 

education and schooling, I speculate on the potential congruence of Waldorf education practices 

and Native American cosmologies and epistemologies. With its influx and impact on diverse and 

distinct Native populations in Arizona, New Mexico and South Dakota, the potential of Waldorf 

education to impact Native communities is an intriguing prospect for exploration. Based on and 

inspired by Lisa Delpit’s work Skills and Other Dilemmas of a Progressive Black Educator 

(1995) chapter four considers Waldorf education principles in light of the unique circumstances 

surrounding the education of Native American children in this country. Along with special 
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historical circumstances, this chapter attempts to be sensitive to, and directly privilege, CRP and 

CRS. Like critical pedagogy, CRP and CRS provides excellent opportunities for student 

development, growth, and cultural healing. Chapter four examines how, if at all, Waldorf 

education and Waldorf schooling might support the objectives of CRP and CRS.   

 Finally, the concluding chapter of this work anticipates problems, challenges and 

critiques of Waldorf education, Waldorf schools and Waldorf philosophy. In experiences of 

discussing and presenting tenets of Waldorf education and philosophy, I have often encountered 

visceral responses of concern and fear, most often framed through the genesis of Waldorf 

schools in Germany in the early 1900s, and fears of connections to the rise of the National 

Socialist Nazi party before and during World War II. This connection, warranted or not, has led 

to encounters of people directly questioning whether this type of education teaches students to be 

Nazis. While I have seen no evidence to support this claim, there still exist very real questions 

and pressing concerns to address in regard to Waldorf education and schooling as a reform for 

students of color. Like all educational systems, certain manifestations of Waldorf schooling and 

education are mired in racism, classism and sexism, and these components are need of 

interrogation and criticism. Chapter five explores some of these critiques and invites further 

examination of the potential of Waldorf for impacting schools and students. 

The three environments investigated are decidedly different, a small, private Waldorf 

school with a close-knit community of students, parents, teachers and administrators, a large, 

public community college with several thousand students from diverse ethnic, socio-economic 

and educational backgrounds, and several Native American communities. All were tied together 

through processes and projects relating to Waldorf education. The questions I explored in each 

context were in some ways identical. I was curious to explore students’ perceptions of their 
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experiences in this thing called “Waldorf education.” I began to pose questions around issues of 

education and identity and wondered what the impacts and effects of this type of education might 

be on students’ perceptions of self. I wondered whether the students would describe a different 

sense of themselves, their educational experience, and their philosophy and perception of 

themselves as students and as people. I wondered how much the Waldorf educational methods 

may or may not have impacted students’ attitudes about education, school, and learning in 

general.  

 While I interviewed the alumni of the DWS in order to learn about their transition away 

from Waldorf education settings, my interviews of SCC students sought to examine their 

experience of transitioning towards a Waldorf environment. I was interested in the lived 

experience of the students in this new learning environment as it impacted, was congruent, or 

conflicted with students’ sense of self. Like the DWS students, I sought to know how this 

“alternative” educational venture may have impacted community college students’ sense of 

identity, and how it may have impacted their identity as students. At the same time, I was curious 

to see how these techniques would transfer to a very different environment than their original 

context. I wanted to see how the philosophy which undergirded the use of Waldorf-inspired 

methods impacted their definition of themselves as students, as individuals building interpersonal 

relationships with other students, as well as youth acting in the world. I wondered if the work we 

did in the class impacted the students outside of the class, both in other classes and in the world 

outside of school. It is in this space, the interaction of school with the world beyond school, that 

this study takes place. 
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CHAPTER 2: RUDOLF STEINER MEETS HENRY GIROUX: 

CRITICAL PEDAGOGY, WALDORF EDUCATION,  

SCHOOLING AND “REALITY” 
 

Listening to the voices of youth, both my own youthful voice when I was a young person 

attending public schools near my reservation in southern Arizona, and the voices of minoritized 

youth I am dedicated to supporting, I hear these voices searching for answers. The voices are 

confused, sometimes angry, sometimes burdened, but always questioning. They seem to ask the 

why and how of their experience in schooling systems designed and perpetuated as “instruments 

of the scientific management of a mass population” (Gatto, 2001, p. 15). These voices reach out 

in an attempt to explain and make meaning of their experience in a system which has been 

likened to an “old-fashioned juggernaut” (Coffield and Williamson, 2012, p. 1) barreling down 

the road towards an uncertain destination. Popular educational critics such as Alfie Kohn, John 

Taylor Gatto, Jonathan Kozol and others have identified the problem of meaning-making these 

youth face, and ruthlessly question the true ability of schools to support students in learning 

relevant forms of meaning-making. “Schools don’t really teach anything except how to obey 

orders” (Gatto, 2001, p. 15) and Lesch describes the “despair” faced in recognizing that schools 

often serve as impediments to the primary goal of educating students (2009, p. viii). This trouble 

speaks to my experience indirectly, as I have seen my friends and family from the reservation not 

complete school, not graduate, not move into higher learning centers, while I did. Yet even in 

this successful completion, I was challenged by a sense of having an education far from 

complete, missing essential components of knowledge, information, and critical lenses to operate 

from. To learn more about this experience, I chose to interrogate and question the system itself, 

and seek to learn what part it played in keeping certain students from succeeding. The voices of 
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students speak to this question as they observe their experiences in schooling and educational 

institutions and question the processes and procedures they face.  

 The study described in this chapter examines the first context identified earlier, a private 

Waldorf school, and explores its operation through a conception of critical pedagogy. The study 

of this context draws on the work of scholars such as Foucault, Giroux, Rist, who have theorized 

educational problems in terms of structures and systems which create inequality and need 

alteration and rethinking. Following critiques of education, I examine the educational philosophy 

of Rudolf Steiner, a turn-of-the-century Austrian philosopher and scientist, who, in collaboration 

with teachers and industrialists in Germany, developed Waldorf education. This alternative 

system of education and educational reform found its genesis in the Germany in 1919 and came 

to the United States in the early 1920s. Examining the basic tenets of Waldorf education in 

comparison and in conjunction with critical pedagogy and the need to reform schooling, I 

considered Waldorf education and Waldorf-inspired pedagogy as a form of critical pedagogy and 

as a potential method and philosophy to challenge the “material structures of power and 

pedagogical force” (Giroux, 2006, p. 3). I compare Waldorf education and so called 

“mainstream” educational experiences through the eyes and voices of youth who have 

experienced both firsthand. Utilizing youth voices and their experiences of Waldorf and non-

Waldorf educational practices, I examined Waldorf as an alternative to mainstream practices in 

traditional schools. I sought to learn how Waldorf created a learning space where “the lived 

experience of empowerment for…students becomes the defining feature of schooling” (Giroux, 

2006, p. 5). In its implementation, Waldorf appears to provide students with learning experiences 

which critical and radical educators might describe as missing for youth in traditional schools, 

where students “in many schools [are] simply not learning as well as they might” (Lesch, 2009, 
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p. x). Through the voices of youth who have participated in Waldorf and non-Waldorf education, 

this chapter explores the Waldorf school and connects it to other reforms in American schooling. 

 

Methodology 

In conducting this research, I explore three fundamental questions regarding Waldorf 

education and its impact on students. I conducted nine interviews of former students of a private 

Waldorf school in the southern United States. These interviews were conducted in tandem with 

participant observation at the school as a means to determine how alumni of a Waldorf school 

understood the differences in the educational experiences of Waldorf education during and after 

their time at the Waldorf school. I also explored their experiences after their transition into 

mainstream schools. Few qualitative studies have been conducted concerning the voices of the 

“primary consumers of Waldorf education, its students” (King, 2011, p. 4). Several studies have 

discussed the academic successes of youth who previously attended a Waldorf school (Larrison, 

Daly, Van Vooren, 2012) as well as extensive quantitative research on the outcomes for students 

graduating from a Waldorf school (Baldwin, Gerwin & Mitchell, 2005). There are also studies in 

existence which profile schools, students and the communities they come from (King, 2011; 

McDermott, Henry, Dillard, Byers, Oberman, & Uhrmacher, 1996; Wood, 1996). The research I 

conducted complements the existing body of knowledge concerning the outcomes of Waldorf 

education for youth. It also supplements current analysis of youth discourses in education 

through an examination of youth language, culture and identity as it pertains to the experiences 

of youth participating in alternative education systems and programs. 

The youth from Desert Waldorf School (DWS, a pseudonym) included in this study 

represent a small cross section of students who have attended the school in its 25 year history. 
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(All students are identified by pseudonyms in this study). The nine students interviewed, three 

boys and six girls, offer many diverse experiences in their schooling experiences and reflections, 

both in their Waldorf school and in their new environments. The students were selected after 

formal communications with the school and parents, who were asked to identify potential 

interviewees for the study. Along with recommendations from teachers and parents, students I 

interviewed also provided their own recommendations for students I needed to talk to. The main 

criterion for selection was the student’s participation in both Waldorf and mainstream schools.  

Seven of the nine students interviewed completed a full course of education offered at 

DWS, from kindergarten to 8th grade. Two of the students left before completing all eight grades 

in order to enroll at other schools. Another representation of the diversity of schooling 

experiences is illustrated in their schooling choices after the completion of Waldorf education. 

Several of the students attended public high schools upon completion; one student is enrolled at a 

university in state, and one student was completing classes through a community college 

program. The other seven students were in various high schools, ranging from public high 

schools operating through the local school district, while others attended charter schools in the 

area. Four of these students were currently in, or had recently completed course work in, two 

competitive high school programs in the city, well known for their demanding curriculum and 

the caliber of academic abilities of its students. Along with the interviews of the students, the 

informal observations I undertook as a volunteer and teacher assistant were invaluable in 

establishing context for understanding information I obtained during the interviews of alumni of 

DWS.  

This study was developed through a commitment to ethical approaches and concerns 

when conducting ethnographic, participant observation research. This research begins from the 
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perspective of conducting an ethnography of the school and an attempt to produce an emic 

understanding of the school. Embedded in the study of this Waldorf context is the concern of 

supporting the school and maintaining consistent reflection on reciprocity in the school and 

community. The research was born of the notion of ethnography practitioners seeking to support 

the community through open communication and reflexive action; meetings between faculty, 

staff and myself allowed for research which was directed towards the needs of the community 

and the school itself.    

In relation to the experiences of the youth in the Waldorf school context, this research 

addressed several questions regarding students’ experiences of their time attending DWS, 

descriptions of their experience of school upon leaving the Waldorf school, and their reflections 

on their schooling experience overall. In collaboration with DWS, questions were especially 

geared towards learning about the ways youth who participated in Waldorf educational 

experiences negotiated experiences of non-Waldorf education systems, in this case, youth who 

completed an 8th grade Waldorf program and transferred into public high schools. Having 

informally observed Waldorf educational processes as well as speaking with Waldorf faculty and 

staff, there are distinct and significant differences in the ways that youth in Waldorf schools 

experience their education. For example, students at DWS maintain the same classroom teacher 

for their entire academic careers from kindergarten to 8th grade. Students experience art, music 

and drama not as extracurricular activities, but as curricular activities which promote and 

support “human freedom” (Wood, 1996, p. 3). Students also experience an education that 

“follows a learner-centered pedagogy within a specific curricular framework including content 

suffused with texts from mythology and classical literature” (Larrison, Daly, Van Vooren, 2012, 

p. 2). My interest was in learning how these differences manifest themselves for youth.  
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Background 

In the fall of 2013 I approached the school director at DWS and explained the experience 

I had at Rudolf Steiner College (see chapter 1). Given my interest in Waldorf education and its 

impacts on youth, I enquired as to whether there was any kind of research their school and 

teachers would like to see undertaken. After several brainstorming sessions, the director 

informed me that the school would greatly appreciate information on the experiences of students 

after leaving their Waldorf School. Although a full course for Waldorf students is considered to 

be from k-12, DWS only goes to 8th grade. Students who complete the entire course of studies 

have to transition into mainstream educational settings, such as public high schools, charter high 

schools, and other schools. The teachers and director were interested in knowing how students 

performed in their new schools, how, if at all, they carried their Waldorf learning into their new 

environments, and in what ways their education impacted their experience in their new schooling 

environments. This brainstorming session gave rise to the study in this chapter. 

 Although I had spent the summer of that year completing two weeks of training at RSC, I 

still felt like there was much that I was lacking in terms of understanding the experiences 

Waldorf students might encounter in school. I wanted to have a clear understanding of how my 

training at RSC fit in with the practices of Waldorf schools, and how the activities I had 

participated in fit in with the day to day functioning of a Waldorf school. I also thought that 

seeing a Waldorf class functioning firsthand would contribute to my background information on 

Waldorf education, and that this would facilitate my understanding of the answers I would 

receive in my interviews. With these factors in mind, I asked if it would be possible to observe a 

classroom over a period of time. I was invited to observe the 8th grade class. Initially, my plan 

was to observe for a month or two in order to have a more firm understanding of Waldorf 
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practices in action. As my time there progressed, I found myself more and more involved with 

the life of the school, providing lectures and presentations in classes, supporting the 8th grade 

teacher with tasks like assisting with paper corrections or proofreading, chaperoning field trips 

and transporting students, faculty and staff, and other activities. I attended school functions, 

supported students to complete their assignments, and chaperoned the students’ end of school 

camping trip to California. By the end of the semester, I felt connected to the students, their 

families and the staff of the school, and continued to support the school and the 8th graders I met 

and worked with. 

 My time at DWS gave me first-hand experience with the functioning of school 

environment, the experiences of the students, and a better grasp of Waldorf philosophy and 

practice. Undertaking these observations was invaluable in supporting my understanding of 

Waldorf education, as well as the experiences of the students I would interview. Along with 

learning about the day to day operation of a Waldorf classroom, I received valuable instruction 

on how to adjust for different levels of ability, how to further incorporate stories and storytelling 

into my teaching, and further illustrations of the importance of community building. The 

observations in the DWS 8th grade classroom helped to solidify in my mind the sense that 

Waldorf education was a responsive form of education and would inspire my eventual 

incorporation of Waldorf-inspired methods into my own daily instructional practice (see chapters 

3 and 4). Having worked with these students, and having extensive background in critical theory 

and pedagogy, I sought to explore how, if at all, there might be congruence in these two 

educational philosophies and approaches. While this exploration seemed to be leading me 

forward in my development as a teacher, I felt it was necessary for me to return to my roots to 

understand the significance of what I had found at the Waldorf school.  
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Critical Pedagogy: Giroux exorcises the “Ghosts of the Classroom” 

 When I became a corps member with Teach for America (TFA) in Philadelphia in 2005, I 

had my first exposures to teaching, instruction, classroom management, and working directly 

with youth. “Achievement gap,” “objectives,” and “measurable gains” became a part of my 

lexicon, and I never considered these to be connected to any larger discourses or political stances 

about education. These were what education was about. We were instructed to operate with 

respect for students and to never lose sight of TFA’s advertised goal of teachers producing 

multiple years of growth for students in a single year of work. This growth was measured 

through standardized tests and benchmarks from the Philadelphia public school system and were 

the litmus tests for demonstrating the success of students, as well as the measure for our success 

as teachers. The goals and perspectives privileged in high stakes testing were never questioned, 

but accepted as a given. Our job as TFA teachers was to show growth along these measures. At 

the time, I felt tension and some disagreement with this perspective, but at the time lacked the 

language to speak to it, nor was there ever any instruction in how to challenge these assumptions. 

While attending one of my teacher certification courses at the University of 

Pennsylvania, my professor, a critical education scholar, presented me with the work of Sara 

Lawrence-Lightfoot (2003). For the first time, I received a perspective that could be considered a 

form of critical pedagogy. In the reading, I was invited into the essential conversation Lawrence-

Lightfoot conceptualized, and I was asked to consider the perspectives of parents and students, 

and what they brought with them upon entering my classroom, physically, psychologically and 

spiritually. Lawrence-Lightfoot describes the “generational echoes” (p. 3) which parents carried 

with them as memories of their classroom experiences, the “ghosts in the classroom” (Lawrence-

Lightfoot, 2003, p. 3), what Gatto would call the “curriculum of family” (2001, p. 19). We were 
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challenged to consider the important issues in the “autobiographical stories…the broader cultural 

and historical narratives” that construct and shape people’s identities (Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2003, 

p. 3). It was in this advice that the seeds for an alternative educational perspective were planted, 

and this contributed to my search for new ways to engage my students, their parents and the 

communities. I had begun to engage in a rudimentary construction of a critical pedagogy, one 

that saw schools as more than simply “instructional sites” but as places “where culture, power, 

and knowledge come together” and “produce particular identities…and social practices” 

(Giroux, 2006, p.4).  

In my doctoral studies, further concepts and definitions coalesced into a set of working 

assumptions and I began to see what a critical pedagogy could be: the resistance to social 

construction of “the body as object and target of power” (Foucault, 1977, p. 136) the 

reconfiguration of education beyond a “banking conception” and the abandonment of the 

teacher’s task as filling “the students with the contents of his narration” (Freire, 2014, p. 71). 

Giroux (2000) draws on Gramsci to decipher the myriad ways that culture, politics and power 

“profoundly effect and regulate everyday life” (p.111) including in the institutions of school. 

Educators such as Acosta (2007), Acosta and Mir (2012), Cammarota and Fine (2010), 

Ginwright and Cammarota (2002) have examined the application of critical pedagogy to Latin@ 

learners at various levels. Alim (2007) and Paris (2012) explore critical pedagogies as they apply 

to African-American learners in high schools, and Brayboy (2005) and Castagano and Brayboy 

(2008) examine the development and progression of critical pedagogy with Native American 

youth. Many of these scholars draw on the operating assumptions of critical pedagogues. For the 

purposes of the following sections, Giroux’s definition of critical pedagogy will be used as 

baseline. 
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Briefly, Giroux describes multiple aspects of critical pedagogy, including its potential for 

transforming schools, for the redirection of learning’s purpose for enacting “social change” and 

pedagogy to address “problems of public life” to consider the ways pedagogy can actively shape 

youth culture (Giroux, 2006, p. 4). Giroux examines the place of literacy as a system of 

analyzing “cultural and ideological codes” (2006, p. 4) while at the same time allowing for, or if 

necessary creating, a learning environment which “is not merely about the production of skills, 

but the construction of knowledge and identities that always presuppose a vision of the future” 

(Giroux, 2006, p. 4-5). Critical pedagogy seeks to rewrite the curriculum “in order to address the 

lived experiences that different students bring to the school” as a means to support the 

“democratic struggle” of educating youth (Giroux, 2006, p. 5). Recognizing schools as important 

sites for “social and economic reproduction,” (2000, p. 112). Giroux conceptualizes critical 

pedagogies as educational action for resistance, to support a commitment to democracy and to 

eschew the process by which schools are “refashioned in market terms designed to serve the 

narrow interests of individual consumers and national economic policies” (Giroux, 2000, p. 114). 

These policies expand beyond the school institution to the micro-level of the individual student, 

where youth are considered analogous to products, and schools are responsible for the production 

of “formulaic human beings whose behavior can be predicted and controlled” (Gatto, 2001, p. 

16).  

 What crisis exists in the educational realm that must be addressed by a critical pedagogy 

which has not been addressed before? Rist (1973) reminds us that the narrative of American 

education is composed of “myths” which “die hard in America” (Rist, 1973, p. 1) including the 

myth of what education is and does. Schools perpetuate economic and social inequalities which 

are present in the society that constructed them (Rist, 1973). And while the myth of education 
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declares it to be the “great equalizer” (Katz, quoted in Rist, 1973, p. 2) there are too many 

documentations of the inequalities that challenge the education of students along various 

indicators: poor students fairing worse than their more affluent counterparts; white students 

performing better than students of color and others. This reality has been coupled with a 

powerful and nefarious force: the move toward dismantling education from the federal to the 

local level in the name of government efficiency, which has had the most deleterious effects on 

communities of minority people and youth of low socioeconomic means (Giroux, 2006). Critical 

pedagogy attempts to address these social inequalities and challenge the assumptions about 

education and learning processes through unique pedagogical approaches and techniques 

designed to “redefine schools” as spaces of hope, possibility and critical thinking (Giroux, 2006, 

p. 5). These critical pedagogies can also help bring rest to the “intergenerational ghosts” 

(Lawrence-Lightfoot, 2003) which impact schooling and educational practices for teachers, 

students, families and communities at large, especially those who have felt the direct contact of 

oppression and trauma at the hands of dominant forces and powers in society.  

There are many forms that critical pedagogy can embody and each approaches the 

challenge of educating youth in unique ways. Among the elements these pedagogical approaches 

share are 

 

 The importance of democracy and equality as central objectives of educational 

work 

 

 A central consideration of ethics when enacting practice and content in 

classrooms and schools 
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 The development of knowledge and identities with an eye towards future needs 

 

 Attention and privileging of the lived experiences of the members of the school 

environment 

 

 A focus on education to address problems within society 

 

 Breaking down curricular barriers and separations in disciplines in order to create 

interdisciplinary studies and development 

 

 Consideration of power and its impact on educational practices and outcomes 

 

 A critical view of consumerism and its infiltration into the educational project 

 

 The development of the language and critique and critical thinking and acting 

capacities in students 

 

 Critical consideration of language and literacy as sites for creating or reifying 

stances and ideologies  

 

 Focus on hope and not despair as central to the pedagogical work (adapted from 

Giroux, 2006, p. 4-5). 
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Given these projects of critical pedagogues, I now turn to an exploration of Waldorf education, 

and its philosophical tenets. Careful examination will reveal its practice and underlying 

assumptions to be a form of critical pedagogy, as revealed not only by its founder, but by 

students who have experienced it.   

 

Waldorf Education: Rudolf Steiner as a Critical Pedagogue 

 In her ethnographic research on teachers and their interactions with parents and students, 

Lawrence-Lightfoot (2003) describes the problem of conceptualizing the entire world of the 

child, including the educational institutions, systems and other pressures upon students. The 

ecological nature of the various systems which provide education for a youth and their multiple 

relationships to one another are often not acknowledged or discussed in teaching and education. 

To a very real and alarming extent, schools are envisioned to exist as separate and detached from 

the world in which they are placed. Like the teachers Lawrence-Lightfoot profiled, schools are 

often assumed to be “neutral, unemotional, and static” (2003, p. 6). However, the world of the 

school and the world outside of it must be considered as intimately connected and acting in 

concert, the one upon the other. To consider otherwise would be to commit a disservice. Critical 

pedagogues have considered this issue from the earliest considerations of Freire (1977). A 

holistic and critical view of education was developed in a different time and context, in the form 

of Waldorf education. Waldorf education is often thought of as a privileged and usually private 

education system, and has often been described in somewhat amorphous terms. Waldorf 

education is “a special philosophy for special children” (Fine, quoted in Oberman, 1997, p. 1). 

Closer examination demonstrates a decidedly critical position of Waldorf education, with deep 

concerns for youth, their communities, and the development of both. And while critical 
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pedagogues might reject the philosophical tenets, spiritual elements, and daily practices as being 

decidedly uncritical, or not concerned with critical stances, the voices of the youth highlighted 

here will demonstrate a distinctly critical stance and perspective.  

 The Waldorf education system was developed in 1919 as a collaboration between a 

factory owner Emil Molt and Rudolf Steiner, a “philosopher-scientist” (Oberman, 2008, p. 3) 

well known for work in multiple fields of human activity. Molt, the owner of the Waldorf-

Astoria Cigarette Factory in Stuttgart, Germany, wrote to Steiner and asked for support in the 

development of a new educational system for the children of his employees. World War I having 

recently ended, Molt requested Steiner’s expertise in developing a school which would help heal 

the people of Germany. Steiner agreed, and of utmost importance to him was the building of a 

new framework for education and its application. Steiner’s vision for education included 

perspectives of students’ developmental needs as essential, in that children “needed to develop 

simultaneously their intellectual, emotional and social capabilities” (Oberman, 2008, p. 4). The 

Waldorf school idea began to expand, with four more schools opening by the time of Steiner’s 

death in 1925. The first Waldorf school in the United States opened in 1928 and since the 

founding of the first, Waldorf schools have spread across the U.S. and across the world. By 

1989, there were seventy-five Waldorf schools in the U.S., and by 2007 the number grew to an 

additional forty with the development of a new arena: the Waldorf-inspired charter school.     

Along with restructuring schools, Steiner hypothesized a need for a reorganization of 

society, the “Threefold Social Order,” which would direct the life of society governed by a 

triune: the legal, the economic, and the spiritual divisions (Oberman, 2008a). Incorporating his 

insights through studies into the “Goethean era’s ideal of equality, fraternity, and freedom” 

(Oberman, 2008a, p. 32), Steiner began the conceptualization and planning that would eventually 
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develop into the Waldorf school philosophy and movement. Key to the initial development of the 

Waldorf project was its emphasis on support for youth and education in the wake of Germany’s 

defeat in World War I. The work to develop a school for children of factory workers at the 

Waldorf cigarette factory was characterized as necessary for healing of the spirit. The Waldorf 

school’s other principle proponent and owner of the factory spoke of “what it would mean for 

social progress if we could support a new educational endeavor within our factory” (Molt, 

quoted in Oberman, 2008a, p. 36). 

 Waldorf education is characterized as an “experiential approach to education” developed 

with a unique “understanding of human development to address the needs of the growing child” 

(“Educational Philosophy, School Mission and Vision,” 2015). It is an educational system which 

“aims to respect the essential nature of childhood” which best evolves through a “secure, 

unhurried environment” (Nicol, 2010, p. 2). This environment is fostered through the 

development of community in the school, with the view of students as unique beings, and 

teachers developing their practice as “art” (Huchingson and Huchingson, 1993, p. 400). This 

practice of teaching as an art takes form in the often quoted philosophy of education of the 

“whole child.” This refers to the use of methods where “the feelings and the will must be 

considered and developed as well as the thinking mind” (Huchingson and Huchingson, 1993, p. 

400). Along with these perspectives are others which undergird Waldorf education, many foreign 

to the realm of traditional education, such as the assumption of “reincarnation” and the evolution 

of human consciousness through successive “cultural epochs” Oberman (2008a). Beaven (2011) 

outlines several of the “core principles” of the theory behind the educational system: 
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 "A spiritual reality exists that is as real as, and interpenetrates, physical 

reality  

 

 Children incarnate from the spiritual to the physical world; this process is 

purposeful and connected to their individual destiny  

 

 Human development follows a lawful series of stages, each lasting 

approximately seven years.  

 

 The human being has a fourfold structure comprised of physical (corporeal 

body, related to the mineral kingdom), etheric (life forces, related to the 

plant kingdom), astral (feeling or soul life, related to the animal kingdom), 

and ego (the unique I, the exclusive realm of the human being)  

 

 Education must address the whole human being: body (physical), soul 

(consciousness, feelings, sense impressions), and spirit (unique, eternal I)  

 

 Education is a process of metamorphosis. Skills and capacities developed 

at one stage of development are transformed at a later stage.  

 

 Education is an art. This refers not only to the crucial role of the arts in 

education, but also to the process of teaching, which must be approached 

artistically and creatively  
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 The teacher is also on a path of transformation that includes the discipline 

of ongoing inner development through spiritual, cognitive, and artistic 

practice 

 

 The ultimate aim of education is to develop freedom of thought and 

responsibility for self, for fellow human beings and for the earth and its 

creatures” (Beaven, 2011, p. 18-20, emphasis mine). 

 

Communities interested in Waldorf methods and curriculum are inspired by “the healing 

language of Waldorf” as evidenced in the practices of “the stability promised by one teacher 

staying with the same class for much of the day throughout the elementary school years” and "a 

peaceful curriculum" (McDermott, Henry, Dillard, Byers, Oberman, & Uhrmacher , 1996, p. 

122). 

While alternative to the normal discourses of education and schools, there is cause to stop 

and examine how one can call Waldorf education a form of critical pedagogy. In returning to the 

aspects of critical pedagogy outlined by Giroux (2006) which describe components of equality, 

ethics, the concern for futures, and a focus on hope, among others, we can see parallels in the 

work of Steiner and the development of the Waldorf educational project. Many of the 

foundational tenets of Waldorf education are born of matters pertaining to spiritual realms and 

understanding of concepts like reincarnation, the multi-faceted composition of man consisting of 

a spirit, a soul, a body and an ego and the consistent intervention of spiritual beings in the lives 

of man today. However, Waldorf education has deep concerns for the practical and observable 
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education of youth, which Steiner theorized occurred in conjunction with the spiritual 

development. In many ways, this perspective is in line with the concerns of critical pedagogues 

of today. Steiner notes the problem of “materialism” in his first lecture to teachers and members 

of the Waldorf Cigarette Factory community, and its negative impacts on the ability to produce 

thinking individuals in society (Steiner, 1919a, p. 16). The task of teachers, Steiner argues, is to 

“develop…the individual” and to teach, not to “transmit information as such but to utilize 

knowledge to develop human capacities” (1919b) which are inherent to all people. This speaks to 

Giroux’s consideration of the importance of equality as a central objective of education. 

Teachers must “distinguish between the conventional subject matter…and knowledge based on 

the recognition of universal human nature” (Steiner, 1919b, p.1). This universal human nature is 

developed when information and knowledge is presented in a way that is enlivened and living; 

“we must not allow ourselves to think only in abstractions” (p. 4) but practice teaching as a task 

to “continually engage the whole human being” (Steiner, 1919b, p.5). 

 Given these curious similarities, it is an interesting experiment to examine critical 

pedagogy and Waldorf education to explore the possible connections and links shared. From the 

work of Steiner, and scholars who have expanded his work (Beaven, 2011; Huchingson & 

Huchingson, 1993; Nicol, 2007; Oberman, 2008a), congruent themes of these two pedagogical 

projects are apparent. Here, I will be using a list derived from the work of Giroux as means to 

examine the similarities between Waldorf education and critical pedagogy, and in particular 

several themes which emerged from student talk. Many of these themes are ones which critical 

pedagogues might identify. The importance of equality, especially as it relates to pedagogy 

which emphasizes equal treatment of individuals; the consideration of ethics, and the presence of 

teaching practices and content which guide and extol students in compassionate behavior 
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towards others, and towards the world. Student speech also illustrates pedagogy with an eye 

towards the future, and is concerned not only with proper education for future challenges in new 

schooling environments, but for challenges beyond school as well. As critical pedagogy 

“attempts to create new forms of knowledge” by “breaking down disciplines and creating 

interdisciplinary knowledge” (Giroux, 2006, p. 5), another theme apparent in students’ 

interviews is the interdisciplinary nature of Waldorf education and the various practices which 

supported students in having a coherent narrative of the content they learned. Students also 

demonstrated a meta-cognitive awareness of the ways in which Waldorf education supported 

their developing critical thinking and the ability to see and appreciate nuances of both curricular 

and social situations. Finally, students demonstrated a sense of possibility and hope, and a 

presence of possibility, what Giroux and others refer to as a pedagogy of hope.  

While the projects are not identical, it seems curious to consider that the outcomes for 

both are in many ways similar, and in some, equivalent. To examine evidence of the apparent 

similarities, I now turn to the voices of youth. From interviews of twelve students from DWS 

multiple samples from students’ experiences demonstrate aspects of critical pedagogy.  

 

Waldorf Students enter “Factory Schools” Critical Pedagogy Meets the Real World 

Drawing on the earlier conventions derived from Giroux, we can consider that both he 

and Steiner may have the capacity to converse which might place Waldorf education in an 

interesting position in regards to critical pedagogy. This section will explore the various themes 

implied in critical pedagogy, according to Giroux, and will explore students’ perspectives on 

Waldorf education as fulfilling and embodying critical pedagogy in a unique way. I begin with a 

brief sketch of the school and its students.  
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DWS was established by a group of educators, artists and professionals in the summer of 

1993. The philosophy of the founders who established the school was the initiation of a learning 

space “inspired by the dream of…an educational environment that was both spiritually enriching 

and dynamic in its approach” (“History,” 2015). In August of 1997, the school began a grades 

program, which expanded the school from a playgroup and a kindergarten to a first grade. Since 

that time, the school has continuously added new grades to the program. (“History,” 2015). 

Currently the school includes a k-8 course of study. The school seeks to nurture the unique 

potential of each student, what Oberman (2008a) calls student development of “unique gifts” (p. 

12). DWS assumes the uniqueness of its students and has worked to develop an educational 

program that offers a “classical education, presented with excellence and an ethic of beauty… 

and fostering social and environmental awareness” (“About Us,” 2015).  

 How, then, can we begin to conceptualize Waldorf education as critical pedagogy from 

the perspectives of youth? To begin, I present the words of Jackson, a recent high school 

graduate, who completed a full course of education at DWS. A theatre arts student, and on his 

way to attending a highly competitive arts program, Jackson’s well-articulated perspectives help 

to frame this discussion of critical pedagogy themes through a statement he made in describing 

the overall impact of Waldorf education on his identity construction.  

 

Joaquin: Do you feel like there is, or there was, a part of your experience at the 

Waldorf school that shaped your identity as a student overall? 

 

Jackson: Absolutely. Um, I think the whole thing…it’s my personal opinion that 

every Waldorf student is gonna be a little bit brighter, a little bit better prepared 
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for the world, if they manage to get through high school with the shock of 

changing to it. Um, because they were allowed to grow as their own person when 

they were in Waldorf. They were encouraged to be individuals, they were 

encouraged to be themselves. To learn the way they learn… I think that, that any 

student who went through Waldorf, um, is gonna be a well-rounded person. 

Maybe not academically, they're not gonna be better, but as a, as a whole being, 

as a whole identity, as a whole person, who can contribute and make the world a 

better place (emphasis mine). 

 

Throughout this statement, as well as in other examples from Jackson’s responses, we can 

observe many of the elements Giroux discussed, in everything from the importance of equality 

(“they were allowed to grow as their own person when they were in Waldorf”) to elements 

related to the future and a pedagogy of hope and possibility (“any student who went through 

Waldorf…is gonna be a well-rounded person…who can contribute and make the world a better 

place”). Jackson’s quote is one of many that will be examined in the following sections, as a 

means to describe how the outcomes of a Waldorf school education are compatible with critical 

pedagogy perspectives and also emblematic of the desired practices and outcomes for students 

taught through critical pedagogy philosophy and methods. Figure 1 (below) illustrates the 

various congruencies in critical pedagogy and Waldorf education that will be explored in this 

chapter, using conceptions and terms from both to show equivalents, or similarities.  
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Critical Pedagogy Waldorf Schooling 

The Importance of Equality Individual Development 

An Eye Towards the Future Love of Education 

Interdisciplinary Aspects of Curriculum Teachers Teach in a “Whole Way” 

A Pedagogy of Hope A Desire to Learn 

Figure 1: Critical Pedagogy and Waldorf Comparisons 

 

The Importance of Equality. “One of the most important legacies of American public 

education has been providing students with critical capacities…that enable them to become 

active citizens striving to build a stronger democratic society” (Giroux, 2000, p. 83). Through 

Giroux, we are brought to a conception of education which relies on democratic values, the most 

important of these, arguably, being equality amongst all individuals. Waldorf education prides 

itself in on a particular aspect of this: the development of the unique capabilities of each 

individual youth. Oberman describes this individuality, showing how the Waldorf pedagogical 

project has the belief in reincarnation as a central tenet. This pedagogical assumption relies on 

the perspective of each person having lived previous lives in prior times, and “the cognitive 

construct of reincarnation has normative implications for standards and assessment” (Oberman, 

2008a, p. 12). Because of this, teachers are trained and guided to observe the unique capabilities 

of individual students and regard each student as unusual (Oberman, 2008a). In this sense, every 

single student is unique, and therefore, equal. This thinking may be accused of missing the point, 

in that questions of equality most often are meant to address problems of social inequalities. But 

the perspective of equality expressed in this manner would be more akin to the “universal 

human” Steiner lectures on (1919a).  
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In terms of this individual and equal development, students commented on how Waldorf 

successfully prepared them for the world, noting that the education “prepares them for life.” 

Isabella reflected that her experience of Waldorf education demonstrated its ability to create 

“whole people” who are prepared for challenges in the world and “can deal with situations on 

their own.” This individuality and equality for students can be observed in two different, but 

related aspects. In one manner, students described the sense of individuality and equality in 

relation to schooling and education practices in Waldorf education. Other students described the 

practices at DWS as contributing to a positive sense of self and individuality, and its contribution 

to self-assurance and self-esteem. Jackson spoke positively about the lack of “pressure” in his 

Waldorf classrooms. Key to his experience was his ability to develop personal styles of learning 

without pressure to conform to particular modes or methods. He commented on students being 

“encouraged to be individuals” especially in connection to the way they were comfortable 

learning: “we all learned at a different pace. No one was pushed.” In terms of the individuality of 

personality and self, Jackson and Lily described aspects of the encouragement and inspiration 

towards their individuality, and by extension, the equality amongst students. Jackson described a 

sense of freedom, as students were allowed to “grow as their own person when they were in 

Waldorf.” Lily also described a similar impulse and support for individual development, in 

relation to adapting to challenges. She describes the “roots” of her identity embedded in Waldorf 

experiences and reinforcement of self, because Waldorf gave her “encouragement to…try new 

things and see things from different perspectives” while providing her the context “to discern 

what you want to be and what you are” (emphasis mine).  

These students’ perspectives, vis-a-vis their participation in Waldorf education and its 

impacts, provide valuable insight into the outcomes for students of this reform. Given the context 
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of Steiner’s conceptualization of Waldorf education in 1919 (Oberman, 2008a) it seems an 

exaggeration to consider “equality” or democracy as central to its development. Yet, delving 

further into the philosophical tenets of Waldorf, we see Steiner at work to develop a new, 

spiritually-based organization for society, one where economic and political stability was in part 

attributed to the independent, individual development of each citizen (Oberman, 2008a, p. 33). 

This independent, individual, spiritual development of the citizens would take place in various 

arenas, including the school, and would lead to the benefit of the social life of the community. 

How, though, does this speak to democracy in this country? If we consider Steiner’s perspective 

of Waldorf education as necessarily altering and evolving itself to the community it is situated in, 

we can see how the norms and beliefs of the democratic and egalitarian ideal could be presented 

and privileged as a part of the Waldorf educational reform. Many of the students of DWS reflect 

these ideals of interacting with diverse groups in a compassionate and respectful way, a 

cornerstone of a functioning democracy. “American schools have often been viewed as 

democratic public spheres where students could learn how to master capacities for critical 

consciousness” (Giroux, 2000, p. 142) which I argue is demonstrated at a basic level in the 

individualistic, unique view of each student and their potentials and capacities. How much this 

development and attention to the individual occurs in conjunction with the larger questions of 

political participation in mainstream national politics and American political culture (Giroux, 

2006) is a question well worthy of examination. 

An Eye Towards the Future. “Another major task of critical pedagogy is to link the 

language of critique to the language of possibility” so as to maintain an awareness that “critique 

and hope must inform each other” to “avoid a crippling cynicism or an empty utopianism” 

(Giroux, 2006, p.5). The work of critical pedagogy must include the language and skills of social 
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critique, as well as a means by which students can reach forward and beyond, past the often 

suffocating essence of the world being too much. Describing radical educator Paulo Freire, 

Giroux notes that “hope for Freire is a practice of witnessing, an act of moral imagination” that 

allows teachers to “imagine unthinkable terms of how they might live with dignity, justice and 

freedom” (2000, p. 146). Underlying this hope is the critical resistance to “challenge the 

ascendancy of the industrial model of corporate education” (Giroux, 2000, p. 146). It is in this 

vein that Waldorf education shares many common perspectives with practitioners of critical 

pedagogy. The voices of students and their illustrations of experiences in Waldorf schools 

demonstrate a sense of possibility and a view into the future, which often comes into tension and 

conflict with their experiences in mainstream educational settings and with perspectives of what 

it means to continue their learning in school.   

 Several of the students interviewed described Waldorf education and its ability to prepare 

students for multiple situations and environments. Lily described Waldorf preparing her for 

“anything.” She noted that her Waldorf education was “pretty effective in the long run at getting 

people the tools to be successful in any environment.” What exactly does this preparation for 

success entail? One aspect of this, Lily points out, is connected to conceptions of context. She 

pointed out the difference in instructional approaches and techniques in her Waldorf school 

versus her new high school. Lily reflected that in language instruction at her current school, 

students do vocabulary memorization, which she argues is not effective, because it does not 

allow for the “use of the language in context.” The pedagogical approaches to language 

instruction at her Waldorf school were more effective, in that the mechanical, memorization 

approach was not utilized. For Lily, her new schooling environment does not support an accurate 

view of real language learning and use. Adding an additional layer of criticism, Lily notes that 
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the mechanistic teaching does not allow for “creative expression” of language use, which 

coincides with the Frierian criticism of the industrial model of corporate education.  

 Beyond the critique of schooling within the micro context of the individual classroom, 

students described critiques related to a perceived dichotomy between learning and the process 

of schooling. Students were cognizant and critical of a problematic social organization, which 

values schooling over learning. Gatto (2001) refers to this as the problem of schools teaching 

how to obey orders, rather than teaching knowledge and information. Freire’s approach to 

education as “problem-posing” (Giroux, 2000, p. 148) is a social theory for education and 

activity in the school, similar to Steiner’s conception of a social restructuring for independent, 

spiritual thinking and development (Oberman, 2008). In discussing their overall perceptions of 

school, students described positive, negative and split responses, with the curious characteristic 

of some describing a positive feeling about “education” as a goal, value and ideal, but at the 

same time were decidedly anti “school.” 

Emma voiced this perspective, describing “hating” her school experience, but loving 

“education, generally speaking.” She extended this critique, describing a desire for education to 

be rethought and redesigned in order to “update” it. Jackson was direct in his response to the 

question of school: “I don’t like school.” He went on to discuss his decision to not continue with 

a “traditional school,” opting instead to attend an arts-based program on completion of high 

school. He described his overall negative characterization of school, saying that “I really don’t 

want to go back to public school…I really don’t like public school.” Jackson was equally critical 

of his Waldorf school experience, but following his high school experience, spoke of his 

appreciation of Waldorf, saying that “Waldorf is the best thing that happened to me. Absolutely.” 

He also noted that Waldorf “really shaped who I was.” A major component of this appreciation 
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could be found in the distinction between his schooling experiences in his mainstream high 

school, where in his class, “I couldn’t sit there in that class and listen to someone talk and then, 

arbitrarily grade me on something without ever knowing who I was.” Implicit in his statement is 

the problem of a truncated view of the individual, a bounded and narrow perspective born of an 

industrial model. There is, in this space, no room for the future. 

Another conceptualization of the “eye to the future” found in Waldorf education alumni 

is in criticism of mainstream schooling as being outdated or outmoded. Schooling and learning 

are not necessarily causally related, and indeed many critics of schooling systems (as Jackson 

and Lily address above) are examining exactly how the “intrinsic relationship between learning 

and schooling” are left out of the national dialogue on education, and seem to be falsely 

correlated (Lesch, 2009, p. ix). At the macro level, the belief of learning as inherent to schooling 

may be tenuous. Based on student voices, we must also question whether or not schooling and 

learning are connected at the micro level of the classroom as well. Zoe illustrates this critique 

and its connection to outmoded forms of activity in school. She observes that “school” and 

“education” could “be a lot more taken care of, like, up to date, in a way.” Speaking more 

directly to the tension between Waldorf schools and mainstream education settings, Zoe notes the 

significance of “people's different styles of learning” and how “Waldorf is a little bit more aware 

of that than public schools or even community colleges or universities.” To Zoe, mainstream 

schooling is “not doing what it could” and is “old fashioned” and by connection, not in touch 

with a view of the future, and the potential development of youth to their fullest abilities.  

Interdisciplinary Aspects of Curriculum. Lesch (2009) draws attention to the problem 

Anyon (1980) and Giroux (2006) identify in regards to the education of youth, and in particular, 

youth of less affluent means and backgrounds, where “societies like our own make available 
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different types of educational experience and curriculum knowledge to students in different 

social classes” (Anyon, 1980, p. 67). This critique is expanded to encompass the larger problem 

where some schooling is “a set curriculum, often separated into prepackaged units and 

introduced by a teacher in order to achieve a predetermined result, is in essence, diametrically 

opposed to how healthy learning evolves” (Lesch, 2009, p. 5). Giroux describes this as 

problematic, given the need to “break down disciplines” and work on “creating interdisciplinary 

knowledge” in order to “create new forms of knowledge” (2006, p. 5). The students of DWS 

noted this dichotomy in a slightly different way, as they compared their Waldorf experience of 

teachers “teaching you in a very whole way” and described the education overall as a “whole 

picture way of learning something.” Through curriculum development and presentation which 

weaves content into a connected story and flowing narrative, students reported greater abilities to 

recall information taught previously. Students illustrated negative characterizations of 

mainstream schooling, identifying the problem of subjects in school being “separate from one 

another” which is contrary to both early teaching, as well as personal experience, of “everything 

[being] linked together” as Zoe describes.  

 Along with the importance of “integrating all the subjects into one whole story, or 

situation” (Isabella) rather than the typical presentation of material in distinct and separate 

spaces, students spoke positively of learning through spending time in the outdoors to connect 

with nature, the use of art, music and drama as means to instruct, and especially the connection 

to story as essential to learning. Being able to explore the outdoors, to “explore artistically 

through singing” (Lily) and content “always presented as a story” caused many students to 

connect more deeply to content. As Lily expressed, the use of story made “a big difference.” This 

difference in teaching and presentation led Lily to express on overall positive response to 
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Waldorf versus her mainstream learning environment. Waldorf helped to provide a “childhood 

that was very rich, and has loving memories of exploring and getting to do creative projects” 

(Lily). This interdisciplinary environment is essential to reject the more repressive functions 

schooling often inherently embodies. The disconnection of disciplines and activities in the 

classroom and their reduction to mechanistic forms of memorization, demonstration and eventual 

disregard, is a cycle which implicitly supports the disciplining, control and surveillance of youth, 

rather than enhancing their learning (Giroux, 2006). Waldorf educational practices seem to offer 

steps beyond this cycle, through the carefully crafted development of a curriculum which has 

sought to create independent individuals.   

A Pedagogy of Hope. A primary focus of Waldorf is to “develop the aesthetic, spiritual, 

and interpersonal sensibilities of the child in ways that enrich, enliven, and reinforce intellectual 

knowing” (Easton, 1997, p. 87). There is always the constant question of what teachers hope is 

implanted for students as they develop, and especially as they leave their Waldorf environments. 

Because schooling and learning are not necessarily positively correlated, it becomes essential to 

question the outcomes of students both intended and unintended. It might be cliché to say that all 

teachers hope their students leave their classrooms with an implicit enjoyment and desire of 

learning; Waldorf students express this enjoyment and desire directly. The experience of students 

in Waldorf schools appears to not be dulled, and the innate curiosity of youth is not curtailed. In 

fact, based on student accounts, the enjoyment and desire to learn has been so carefully 

cultivated and given space for expression that it does not fade even upon entrance into the more 

heavily structured mainstream schooling environments. In questioning the lasting impacts of 

Waldorf on their preparation for life, students discussed their overall preparedness for schooling 

through Waldorf’s imparting an “enjoyment of learning” (Emma), and a “desire to learn” 
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(Sophia). This “enjoyment” and “desire” to learn speaks volumes to the concerns and critiques of 

an overly privatized educational process, which seeks to create docile bodies rather than critical 

thinkers able to engage with their world. All of this speaks to a sense of hope and optimism 

about the world, both in and out of schooling.   

 Another expression of “hope” can also be viewed in light of students’ feeling prepared by 

Waldorf education for challenges beyond learning and content in class, and in the ability to 

negotiate and persevere in new, often difficult environments. Ava discussed her appreciation for 

the level of preparation provided by Waldorf education by describing what it did not do: 

 

“In some ways, I think that, that feeling of not being prepared was an important 

thing to go through…I don’t think that it’s necessary to completely prepare 

someone…for a new experience. One [because it is] impossible, and two, sort of, 

those growing pains…those challenges, are sort of, not to be cliché, but sort of the 

cocoon opening. Like, if you, if you help the butterfly out of the cocoon it’s gonna 

die because it’s not gonna have the strength that it needs to survive.” 

 

Ava implies a message of strength and hope, and an ability to handle difficult and trying 

situations through the preparation, and lack of preparation from her Waldorf education. This 

sense of possibility, of hope for the future, is an aspect of Giroux and Freire’s conception of what 

schooling must do in order to properly support students, and marks a successful pedagogical 

approach to teaching and learning, rather than schooling.  

Adapting to a new academic setting: the school as “factory” and a Pedagogy of 

Hopelessness. Rist (1973) critiques the problem of the American educational “myth” which is 
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central to the education project in mainstream schooling environments. Writing critically of 

education in the early 70s, Rist describes the “secular religion” of American education, and 

illustrates the “articles of faith” as “the twin notions of enhanced individual social and economic 

mobility” along with the “further strengthening of the democratic process through the creation of 

an enlightened citizenry” (p. 3). We can immediately question the validity and inclusiveness of 

this statement, given the earliest conceptions of American education as not pertaining to anyone 

who was not white and landowning. At the same time, we must also question the described and 

desired objectives of this mythology against the actual practices and outcomes obtained. Giroux 

and Rist heavily criticize the lack of questioning and critique of the schooling system itself, 

which is often seen as immutable in the eyes of teachers, administrators and policy makers (Rist, 

1973). While the twin notions Rist identifies may have been the initial impetus for the 

development of mainstream educational programs and systems, it seems that he was right in 

describing them as part of an unquestioned “myth.” Schooling seems to operate largely as a 

control mechanism and in their interviews students reflected an experience more akin to the 

development of working members fit for an industrial society (Rist, 1973, p. 2). Students 

reflecting on their experiences following their Waldorf education describe feeling unchallenged, 

unfulfilled, and a part of a “factory.” Schools seemed to operate on a pedagogy of hopelessness. 

 One example of this hopeless “factorization” of schooling experience came in the 

adjustment to “structures” of schooling, such as bells, movement throughout the schools, lockers, 

and other school features. In this experience, students often spoke disparagingly of these 

structures, particularly in relation to work in class. Along with adapting to these new school 

structures, students described differences in their experiences of the new academic environment 

in terms of the work they needed to accomplish. Many of the students commented on their new 
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educational environment as “less fulfilling.” Aiden critiqued his experience in his new high 

school, noting that homework provided a particularly challenging and disheartening feeling, not 

due to the difficulty of the work, but in terms of justification of the work to begin with. “I did not 

do homework well” he said, pointing out that the need to repeat and practice was unnecessary. 

“My mentality was I just did a problem that looks exactly like this. Why should I have to do this 

again? I’ve already demonstrated I know.” Aiden’s resistance echoes a similar sentiment to Zoe, 

who described her new educational environment as “kind of repetitive” and ultimately “really 

boring in a way.” This resistance to the mechanization of their schooling environment 

demonstrates that these students possess a critical stance towards the conception of education as 

it stands, and a resistance to a hopeless mechanization.   

The Transition Experience. In describing the transition experience, students spoke 

several times of the necessity of acclimation to the new environment. Many of the elements of 

the new environment in their high schools were brand new experiences for the students, and 

systems of student management, activity and movement which comprised the school structures 

often generated a sense of a “factory like” environment, in contrast to the experience of the 

Waldorf school. Bells, lockers, hallways, movement between classes, time between classes, 

grades and tests were all mentioned as new structures for the students, requiring varying degrees 

of focus, adaptation and incorporation in order to acclimate to the new environment.   

 Ava’s commentary is poignant here. Her reflection of the experience of a new high school 

echoes words from all of the students highlighted in these studies. In responding to questions 

regarding the characterization of her new school, the physical characteristics and climate, Ava 

makes references to a factory-like environment. She refers to a well-known film by Sir Ken 

Robinson, an education expert who examines education and creativity. His film “Changing 
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Educational Paradigms,” is an animated lecture presented for the Royal Society for the 

Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce in London and is extremely popular on 

YouTube, receiving well over 13,000,000 views. In the film, Robinson discusses the activity of 

contemporary education, where students are educated by “factory lines” (The RSA, 2010). 

Robinson characterizes educational systems as modeled in the “interest of industrialism” (The 

RSA, 2010) where 

 

 

Schools are still pretty much organized on factory lines. On ringing bells, separate 

facilities, specialized into separate subjects…We still educate children by batches. 

You know, we put them through the system by age group…it's like the most 

important thing about them is their date of manufacture. [In effective education] 

you don't start from this production line mentality. This is essentially about 

conformity. Increasingly it's about that as you look at the growth of standardized 

testing and standardized curricula. And it's about standardization. I believe we've 

got to go in the exact opposite direction (The RSA, 2010), 

 

 

Ava references the film in her own response and describes many of the characteristics identified 

by Robinson, stating that her school 

 

 

felt much more like a factory. I’ve seen some educational videos…this guy sort of 

does the connection between a lot of our schools, and the factory system. And just 

how like, there’s bells ringing, and like, you are walking, running and you have 

short breaks for this and that, and, it definitely felt more of that. 
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Ava’s commentary figures significantly in both the DWS context and also in the context of 

students at a community college (see chapter 3). For both groups of students, Waldorf education 

and Waldorf-inspired education stand as a contrast to a sense of school being an industrial, 

factory-like enterprise. Other alumni from DWS reference similar experiences as Ava, and 

provide commentary which echoes the sentiments of Sir Ken Robinson as well. In relating 

students’ comments to the concept of “factorization” of the school, many reflected on four 

related themes, speaking of the problem of the physical environment of the school, of the 

mechanical, repetitive nature of schooling, of its impersonality and coldness, and the sense of it 

being outdated or outmoded. This links to Robinson’s comments of schooling as having been 

“designed for a different age” (The RSA, 2010). 

 

The physical environment of the school: 

 

 

“[One thing that was not enjoyable was] The physical environment of the school 

because it barely, I mean, it didn’t even have a yard…they had tables, and like, 

concrete. And that’s it” 

 

 

The repetitive nature of the work of school: 

 

 

“Once I kind of figured out like, what multiple choice tests were…school became 

really boring to me, in a way. Because it was so different then Waldorf, and it was 

so, kind of repetitive, and like at first I was in a lot of AP classes and stuff, but 
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then I was just in classes at one point, and that’s when I was just like, just stopped 

trying.” 

 

“I mean, like, with math, I understand it, and I’d probably be able to do the 

problems, it’s just like, a lot of my mentality was ‘I just did a problem that looks 

exactly like this. You just switch out the numbers and you have the same thing. 

Why should I have to do this again? I’ve already demonstrated I know.” 

 

“I guess, like, it [my new school] wasn’t fun and games anymore…like freshmen 

year, lunches were 20 minutes. I didn’t have a break, and I was in class, and 

sitting down, and I didn’t move” 

 

 

The impersonal treatment of the school:  

 

 

“It was so weird [my new high school], going from knowing everybody so well, on 

such an intimate level at Waldorf” 

 

“I have the possibility of raising their [the school’s] statistics…it was a little 

dehumanizing for me, actually. It was kind of like, my identity was based on my 

GPA, on my test scores and how I would improve their statistics…They didn’t 

care about me and my individual growth, like my morality and who I am as a 

person, like exploring my humanity. They just cared about, literally, they still just 

care about if I pass my Aps [advanced placement tests] or not.”  
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“the beginning of freshman year was a rough transition for me, because like, I'm 

going to school where there's hundreds of people that I don’t know, and who 

don't, haven’t known me since like, 1st grade, basically, so, and then also like, my 

teachers like, they didn’t know me. So that was weird because like, I was just so 

accustomed to an environment that everyone knew everything about me and my 

family” 

 

“And not that, not that, well…my teachers didn’t care about me sounds bad, but 

like, like I wasn’t like, their child. Which is kinda how I felt in Waldorf, so, like, I 

mean to them, to my school, I’m important to them because I have the possibility 

of raising their statistics of being a good student, and getting a, like adding to the 

scholarship money.” 

  

“I don’t like school. I like playing. I like having fun. Um, it would be really hard 

for me to go to college next year, if I did, ‘cause I couldn’t sit there in that class 

and listen to someone talk and then arbitrarily grade me on something without 

ever knowing who I was.” 

 

 

An outdated and outmoded education system: 

 

 

“Um, I mean, I enjoy learning, but I feel like the way we go about learning or 

teaching is really just sort of off. I mean…the [aspect of learning which is] off is 

the public school system I am talking about. Just cause I feel like Waldorf was so 

much better for me, than trying to learn from, like, text books, and teachers who 
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just didn’t enjoy their job. Yeah, ‘cause I feel like in Waldorf, people enjoy their 

job a little bit more just cause of the sorta intimacy and the different way its run.” 

 

“Um, well, I’m not super into school. I guess. I don’t like sitting down for long 

periods of time, for example…I mean school, I don’t know. I think, I think like 

education could be a lot more taken care of, like, up to date, in a way. And like, 

geared towards, um, like different, you know, people's different styles of learning. 

Um, rather than, like, one specific way that doesn’t always work for people. And I 

think, um, Waldorf is a little bit more aware of that than public schools or even 

community colleges or universities. 

 

“I just think it (schooling) is kind of old fashioned, but...um, I don’t know. There 

are just so many different things that could be applied and, um, I just feel like 

education is so, like every subject is so separate from one another, when really 

like in reality, like for me, everything is linked together. And when I think of 

things that way, um, it’s a lot easier for me to learn something. Um, yeah... 

 

Whether describing the problem of the physical environment, the sense of mechanical, repetitive 

activity, the impersonal environment, or the outdated education paradigm in need of revising, the 

students who have experienced both Waldorf and mainstream educational systems are able to 

identify the critiques levied by scholars like Rist (1973) who directly indict the factorization of 

schools.  
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 Rist (1973) is critical of the early development of education in the United States. He 

directly opposes the “myth” society perpetuates of education as being necessary for an informed 

citizenry, instead pointing out that historically “schools became agents of social control” which 

produced “disciplined, punctual, obedient and willing” workers (p. 4). Giroux expands this 

critique to include not only the “disciplined, punctual worker” but the disciplined, punctual 

“consumer” (2006, p. 43). Both the worker and the consumer must be trained into conformity 

and docility as a means to maintain existing social structures. Students who experience Waldorf 

education are able to recognize this, as Ava points out in her commentary. In her new school, the 

predominant feeling was that “it felt much more like a factory.” She commented on the use of 

bells, short breaks, and movement as comparable to work factories, almost exactly mirroring 

Rist’s characterization of schools practices. The pedagogy of hopelessness embedded in these 

structures is apparent to the students in Waldorf education, not necessarily because of the 

presence of structures (students at DWS hear an old bell and have class management structures) 

but perhaps because of a difference in the feeling of the structures as they are manifested in 

Waldorf education. Students from Waldorf schools are familiar with transitions through song, 

through poetry, through music, which produces a very different experience than the electronic 

bells many schools utilize to signal class changes and transitions. While the intention of these 

structures may not be to produce a feeling of hopelessness or despair, these structures often 

produce this nonetheless. Sophia, for example, discusses this difficulty in relation to testing and 

the concept of grades, another structure producing control and manipulation, to create, as Rist 

denotes, “winners and losers” (1973, p.3). Lily’s statements illustrate the pain of this structuring, 

recalling  
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My second vivid memory is that, um, my English exam I got a D on. And um, 

that, how that impacted my, um, sort of, self-image, maybe. I remember I had 

thought of myself as someone who uh, would go out, thinking that I could achieve 

something, and fail at that endeavor. 

 

While perhaps not the aim, these structures do create a certain feeling of hopelessness and 

despair, and one which critical pedagogy seeks to counteract. It is also striking to note that Rist’s 

critique, from the 70s, is still predominant and viable today, as scholars critique current 

movements in education policy and classroom practices. 

 

Discussion and Implications 

Waldorf, in its traditional form, may not be conceptualized as a critical pedagogy because 

of the lack of overt grounding and attention to issues concerning particular conceptualizations 

inherent within its practice. From a direct reading of curriculum and pedagogical materials, 

Waldorf would not seem to directly work to “transform the racial, social, and economic 

inequalities” (Giroux, 2000, p. 84); nor would it seem to have been developed to counter the shift 

to the ideological Right (Giroux, 2006) which has resulted in the erosion of programs and 

opportunities for those impacted by those inequalities. Other educational projects have been 

designed specifically to address these inequities head on (Acosta, 2007; Acosta and Mir, 2012) 

with direct challenges to racist ideologies and social structures. Couple this with the apparent 

problem of classism and Waldorf schools restricted access for those with the economic means 

(see chapter 5) and one might argue that Waldorf education represents the opposite of critical 

pedagogy.  
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Yet, the Waldorf education project exists in curiously perilous spaces where political and 

social justice work is being enacted. A Waldorf school in South Africa (Geraets, 2008) is the first 

such in a black township, and provides a novel educational experience for almost 350 youth. A 

Waldorf school in Israel, the Ein Bustan Waldorf School, (Gottlieb, 2013) provides a peaceful 

space for the children of Jewish and Arab parents to meet, unite, and learn together. While the 

overt projects Giroux outlines may not be addressed directly by Waldorf, it is useful to pause and 

investigate a system which seems to produce the outcomes sought by critical pedagogy 

practitioners. 

Rist (1973) criticized the system of public education in the US as being “specifically 

designed to aid in the perpetuation of the social and economic inequalities found within society” 

(p. 2), and one might say that Waldorf perpetuates this through its lack of accessibility as a 

private institution, thus reifying the problems identified by critical pedagogues. It is difficult to 

determine if this is, in fact, a cause or a symptom. I would argue that, in spite of the exclusivity 

of current Waldorf programs, the guiding foundations of Waldorf education have more in 

common with critical pedagogy than not. Two current projects provide evidence to support this: 

the Lakota Waldorf School (see chapter 4) which provides Waldorf pedagogy and curriculum 

from a Lakota language and cultural perspective, and the spread of Waldorf reforms in public 

schools, public charters and other alternative spaces for youth over the last 20 years (see 

Larrison, Daly & VanVooren, C., 2012) along with the expansion of Waldorf public school 

initiatives, such as the formation of the Alliance of Public Waldorf Education and the work of 

the Public School Institute at Rudolf Steiner College. The Lakota Waldorf School is profiled in 

chapter four and speaks volumes about the adaptability of Waldorf education to various 
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communities and cultural contexts and providing support to the needs and desires of the 

community.   

Several public Waldorf schools and Waldorf-inspired charter schools, as well as the work 

of the Alliance for Public Waldorf Education and the Public School Institute, speak to the goals 

of critical pedagogy, with a renewed emphasis on supporting youth from less privileged 

backgrounds, more than their private school counterparts. The Alice Birney Waldorf Inspired K-

8 School in Sacramento, the Community School for Creative Education in Oakland and the 

Desert Sky Community School in Tucson all exemplify this new movement of providing 

Waldorf education to all children regardless of socioeconomic level of the student’s family. This 

movement closely aligns to the original development of Waldorf education for the children of 

factory workers and represents an effort to expand Waldorf’s accessibility. 

To further trouble the tension between critical pedagogy and Waldorf education, we must 

also consider the critique of schooling levied by scholars such as Giroux, Lesch, Rist and others, 

who also problematize a new element impacting schools’ objectives: globalization and 

technological innovation. A component of both Giroux and Rist’s critique of education lies in the 

assumption of school being chiefly for the purpose of instilling “the values of an expanding 

industrial society” as a means to “fit the aspirations and motivations of individuals to the labor 

market at approximately the same level as that of their parents” (Rist, 1973, p. 2). Schooling 

systems have begun to alter and morph on many levels to address the globalization of the 

American economy. Industrial work is no longer the fuel for the economic engine, and schools 

have attempted to adapt to this. This change is slow, and full of challenges and opposition, as 

policy makers have worked to address, unsuccessfully, the disparities between American 

education and the education of the rest of the world. Waldorf education attempts to overcome the 
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disparities by attempting to maintain fidelity to a philosophy which has emphasized critical 

thinking, the ability to engage subjects from multiple perspectives, attention to social interactions 

and social intelligence development, and a concern for common issues. In short, Waldorf 

education attempts to create the conditions for developing well-rounded, “whole children” with 

the ability to compete in different educational and occupational arenas. This mission sees a 

demonstration of positive outcomes when students describe friction and tension with their 

mainstream schooling experiences. One could say that the tension and challenge students 

experienced in their transition from Waldorf to mainstream schooling demonstrates an 

incongruence with the model of education for an “industrial society.” To repeat the words of 

Zoe, the problem with the conception of mainstream education is that it is “old fashioned” and in 

need of “an update.”   

Waldorf as a pedagogy for “revitalizing democratic public life” (Giroux, 2006, p. 5) 

offers an intriguing alternative to the many assaults on individuals and a check against the 

“notion of agency marked by an unbridled form of self-interest and a value system unconcerned 

with ethical considerations” (Giroux, 2006, p. 24). With an initial assumption of education as 

being specifically designed for the spiritual and holistic development of unique people, Waldorf 

education may be viewed as a critical pedagogy in itself. To consider this possibility, we must be 

open to a view of human development that is broader than the perception of a human being as a 

materialistic, mechanized individual. This holistic education may be seen as a pedagogy of hope, 

a critical stance itself, and much needed in the world today. The students of DWS exemplify 

many characteristics of a critical education, and further research into the philosophical tenets of 

this reform may prove to be beneficial for researchers and practitioners alike. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE “REAL WORLD” OF SCHOOLING: 

WALDORF “FANTASY” AND “REALITY” 
 

 In this chapter, I explore data collected from students who participated in a class I taught 

at Southwest Community College (SCC, a pseudonym). The course was unique, in that I 

developed it utilizing Waldorf-inspired methods I learned at the Public School Institute (PSI) at 

Rudolf Steiner College (RSC). This chapter documents the process of transforming this course 

and its curriculum, its implementation at SCC, and reflections on its efficacy. Students’ and 

teachers’ voices will be highlighted to illustrate the positive aspects, as well as the challenges, 

involved in a shift such as the one I undertook to recreate this community college course. The 

data here includes the experiences of students, shared in interviews, after they completed the 

course. I also explore my own experiences as the teacher of the course. I reflect on aspects of the 

course that I considered to be beneficial to students and that also contributed to my own well-

being as a teacher. In the final section, I examine some of the more unique aspects of the course, 

such as an analysis of quantitative data and reflections from a special set of students referred to 

as “volunteer students.” My main interest in this chapter was in learning the impact the course 

may have had on these students, and their perceptions of the use of Waldorf-inspired methods as 

an educational reform. 

It is helpful at this point to outline some of the congruencies and complementarities at 

work here. Figure 2 (below) represents a basic timeline of events, all of which occurred in the 

2013-14 academic year. Upon my completion of PSI, I began planning changes in my own 

courses, while also undertaking observations at the Desert Waldorf School (DWS). I was 
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supported in making this transformation through my learning at RSC and inspired in my daily 

activities by my visits with the students and classes at DWS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Timeline of Events, 2013-14 

 

The transformation of my course from a traditional lecture style course to a Waldorf-inspired 

course with art, drama, and all of the other aspects I learned at Rudolf Steiner College provided 

an amazing educational experience that I carry with me to this day. I maintain contact with many 

of the students from my courses, a testament to the well-being and connection the class created. 

The methods I developed there are ones I have used in other classes at SCC, as well as in other 

institutions.  

The application of Waldorf-inspired methods to reading courses at SCC was inspired by a 

range of observations I had made, both as a student at SCC in the past and as a current instructor. 

The training experience at RSC was instrumental in providing a new philosophical approach to 

my instructional planning and decision making, due largely to my personal experience in the PSI. 

There was also a desire to resist the schooling and instruction I had experienced as a student at 

SCC and as I had practiced instruction as a teacher there. I was aware of a desire to look at the 

“whole person” inspired by my background in sociocultural theory and my new Waldorf 
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training. As I examined the contrast of my instructional approaches, students I interviewed 

highlighted many differences and helped to characterize essential distinctions. Student voices 

helped articulate these differences and helped to identify key themes. Among these key themes 

were students’ comments which frequently referred to conceptions of “reality” or “the real 

world.” I sought to analyze and understand the underlying meanings these terms held for the 

students and the emic perspective they were describing. Their words describe a sense of 

resistance, and in exploring these perspectives, I also came to understand what I myself had been 

resisting. I was working against a particular educational philosophy which constructed a “real 

world” for students that did not, and could not, include the work I undertook through 

sociocultural learning theory and Waldorf-inspired education. My task became to learn, from a 

student’s perspective, and from a larger philosophical perspective, what the “real world” was and 

how this understanding affects students’ learning. 

 This section offers a description and interpretation of students’ voices concerning the 

“real world” and “reality.” I will situate their perspectives within a larger discussion of the trope 

of the “real world” and a narrative of educational transformation and development. I will 

examine students’ perceptions of Waldorf education and its contrast to what students called the 

“real world.” I will also examine various constructions of the meaning of the phrase the “real 

world” in the related fields of philosophy and politics, which can help us more clearly understand 

its meaning in relation to education. The “real world” as it has been conceptualized through 

linguistic, philosophic, and educational scholarship points to a larger question within educational 

philosophy concerning fundamental questions of what education is and should be. Drawing on 

work by Callahan (1962) and others, I explore students’ commentary on the “real world” in 

connection to a larger discourse on schools, learning and education. I suggest that students are 
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engaging in a critique of the educational system they are a part of; students’ comments provide 

an example of the critique of the “cult of efficiency” (Callahan, 1962), of the “school as factory” 

(Rist, 1972), and of the “culture of competition” (Goldman and McDermott, 1987). This chapter 

documents student and teacher resistance to these conceptions of the “real world” and this 

“reality” of schooling.  

 

Methodology 

 Given my experience at RSC, it was apparent to me that a curriculum and pedagogy 

which embraced Waldorf education tenets could be beneficial for community college students. 

My own experience as a student at SCC also informed my desire to provide supportive and 

enlivened material for my students. In order to provide an educational experience which was not 

deadly dull I endeavored to create a class structure utilizing all I had learned at the Waldorf PSI 

training. In essence, my course would be transformed from a more conventional community 

college reading course into a Waldorf-inspired reading course. This transformation would 

include the use of art, opening and closing verses and drama to enliven and inspire learning in 

students. For a month after my return, I planned the classroom experience for my Reading 112 

‘Critical Reading’ course at SCC. I had taught this class in the past, and it was a radical departure 

in many ways. I was planning to restructure the flow of the day, the activities and the 

development of the class atmosphere and climate around Waldorf principals. I also planned to 

maintain components of critical pedagogy, including the use of philosophy to address sensitive 

topics around social justice issues and the development of classroom community, both of which 

have been shown to support diverse youth. But in every other manner, the class would be a 

completely new environment. The challenge was the development of a course appropriate for 
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college level students. I sought to engage students in the necessary skills of a reading class while 

at the same time utilizing the philosophy and methodology of Waldorf education. Although often 

thought to be designed for younger children only, I was committed to its inclusion because I had 

found it to be so transformative.  

 The instruction was geared toward the central tenets of Waldorf educational philosophy, 

which include the development of critically thinking individuals, a “schooling of the people for 

the people” that supports the capacity for “imagination and social action” and would allow for “a 

healing educational experience” (Oberman, 2008, p. 10). As a former student at this community 

college and an adjunct faculty member there, I saw a pressing need for this type of support. The 

classes I had taken as a student there were often lecture classes which left me feeling unengaged 

and unconnected to other students, and disconnected from a larger meaning of the work in the 

class. As a teacher, I often instructed classes in the same manner, assuming that lectures were the 

appropriate instruction at the college level. Conventional wisdom dictated that lecture was the 

most efficient and effective method for college level youth. My interest was to provide a course 

that encouraged active participation and engagement and that would contribute to student 

learning and encourage deeper involvement. 

 Recently, Waldorf educational methods have had a shift in their application. Although 

usually designed as “a private school model” and considered the domain of “mostly middle- and 

upper-middle-class families” (Pappano, 2011, p. 1) the use of Waldorf methods in public 

education has exploded in recent years. In 2000, close to a dozen schools operated in the U.S. as 

public Waldorf schools, making this reform much more accessible. Pappano notes that the 

number climbed to 45 in 10 years (2011), prompting the establishment of the Alliance for Public 

Waldorf Education. Waldorf education and Waldorf methods are being considered and used as a 
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methodology for reimagining the public school experience, replacing the “rote learning and test 

prep” (Oberman, 2007, p. 2) with the “new three R’s” of education, that of “rigor, relevance and 

relationship” as the cornerstone of public school reform (Oberman, 2007, p. 14). In chapter two, 

I documented the experiences of the students who participated in a private Waldorf school 

classroom. For this chapter, I interviewed seven students from a class I instructed in the fall of 

2013, a reading class at SCC and asked students to reflect on their experience of receiving 

instruction utilizing Waldorf-inspired methods. While from vastly different contexts, the 

similarities of these two student groups’ reflections are striking. 

The students featured in this study were selected via online and in person recruitment. 

Following both university and community college approval of the study, students were contacted 

via phone or email to request participation. I attempted to recruit a diverse set of students from 

the course, in terms of age, ethnicity, socio-economic background, and previous educational 

experience. Initially, it was my hope to interview all of my students. I was eventually able to 

collect interviews from seven students. Five of the students I interviewed were enrolled in the 

course, attended all classes, completed all assignments, received college credit for the class and 

received a grade based on the rules and guidelines of the course. Two of the students interviewed 

were designated “volunteer students” (a term provided by one of the two). The “volunteer 

students” were students who heard about the class from friends, then attended classes, 

participated in discussions and work, and completed nearly all assignments, including tests. 

These students receive a special designation, in that neither was enrolled in the course. One of 

the volunteer students, Grace, was not even a registered student at the college! Both had friends 

enrolled in my course and would come with them when they attended. The “volunteer students” 

will be discussed later in this chapter.  
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Students were questioned regarding their previous educational experience, as a means to 

reflect on their education prior to arriving to my class. The bulk of the interview questions 

focused on student reflections of the activities and systems used in the course. I sought to 

understand students’ perceptions of the dynamics of this course versus other schooling 

experiences, and especially how the experience of the course compared to other experiences 

within the community college environment. I was curious to learn how, if at all, these methods 

met students’ needs as learners. While my experience as a student at SCC and RSC convinced 

me that Waldorf-inspired reforms would be beneficial, I speculated that they might be useful to 

current SCC students without direct evidence. Interviewing my students and collecting their 

assessments provided evidence that supported this thought. 

 Along with student reflections, I utilized my own stance as a teacher-researcher, drawing 

on the work of scholars like Acosta, Cammarota, Cochran-Smith, Delpit, Lytle and others to 

position myself as a researcher while at work. As a teacher in the course and a researcher, I was 

seeking to examine my practice in order to improve it. Like other teacher researchers, my 

perception of the teacher’s role in the classroom is as an instructor, as well as “a generator of 

knowledge and as an active agent in the classroom and in the larger educational setting” 

(Miskovic, Efron & Ravid, 2012, p. 2). The intended goal was personal improvement as an 

instructor and improvement of educational practice throughout the college. My personal 

reflection here also helped in my understanding of student conceptions of the “real world” and 

“reality,” a theme that surfaced repeatedly in my interviews with students. 

 It will be useful to begin this analysis by examining an example statement from a student 

to illustrate the choice to examine the “real world” as metaphor and trope. During my interview 

with Jessica (all students’ names are pseudonyms), I asked her to reflect on the use of a Waldorf-
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inspired convention in the course, the choral reading of opening and closing verses. Used as a 

method for priming learning, the verses we recited prepared an atmosphere for learning by 

unifying us as a group and providing a literary experience to focus on. Along with their practical 

application as management tools, the verses illustrated the importance of the beautiful and 

aesthetic as a means of inspiration. The verses were also connected to the lessons and texts in 

order to engage background knowledge. When asked about her response to the use of verses in 

the class, Jessica described a decidedly negative response. This was in contrast to many other 

students, who reported positive experiences of this structure. Her negative response was not 

about the verses themselves but about what their recitation symbolized.  

 

Joaquin: And what about the opening and closing verses? The poetry verses every 

day? 

 

Jessica: Um, to me, they are kind of depressing…the idea of doing them, because 

um, when we did them at the beginning of class, it was kind of like "we're starting 

something different, today, like um, like this is the opening to uh, a unique 

experience that you're going to have in this class today." And then when we said 

the verse at the end, it was kind of like "now, this experience is done, now it’s 

back on to reality." Is kind of how it felt. Because like, it was just kind of like, this 

one little, opening to a space where you enjoyed your class, then it closed and 

then all of the rest of your classes were normal classes. And you were just kind of 

like "ok great. I gotta go on to my next classes...Each time during that class, 
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which was just like "this is the only time you are going to get to be this creative, 

throughout your semester." That’s how I saw it. (Emphasis mine).  

 

In her commentary, Jessica directly references the dichotomy of a Waldorf-inspired space with 

the “reality” of school. The ideas of “reality,” the “real world,” and references to practices such 

as “standardized tests” or “normal” school life arose frequently throughout the interviews. Later 

on, I return to this issue of the “real world” and “reality” and consider it in relation to 

commentary by students from Desert Waldorf School (DWS) who amazingly also spoke of 

“reality” and the “real world.” 

 

Making a Waldorf-inspired Classroom 

 The similarities and differences of the course I taught using Waldorf methods and the 

more conventional methodologies I used in past classes are drastic in some ways. In previous 

classes, I would use lectures as the main method of instruction. Occasionally, we would utilize 

class projects and presentations but lecture comprised the bulk of the course. The reading in the 

course was dictated largely by the textbook of the class, along with other teachers’ syllabi and 

course descriptions. Students would be assigned a reading for the class and would participate in a 

question and answer session. I used lectures in an attempt to build background knowledge and 

reinforce the content of the reading. Students would have essay exams throughout the semester 

and were responsible for a group presentation on a topic from the textbook. The textbook was an 

anthology of essays. We would attempt to cover a single chapter a week, completing 

approximately 16 chapters a semester. No time in class was devoted to class atmosphere or 

development of community building. 
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I turn now to description of the structure of a day in the Waldorf-inspired class I 

developed. Students were greeted at the door each day with a handshake. Immediately at the start 

of class, we would chorally recite an opening verse. We would then engage in a movement 

exercise, usually a name game where we threw bean bags and recited names of people in the 

class. This was often done outside. After returning to class, we would sit in a circle, and I would 

begin the main material of the course by telling a story, reciting a poem, singing a song or 

reading a short selection. This short piece was used to engage the students in the topic of the day 

by presenting the philosophical concept in an accessible form, and priming their thinking about 

the reading assignment of the day. For example, revenge and justice were concepts we explored 

while reading Stephen King’s story “Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption” (King, 

2010). These concepts were introduced to the class using the song “The Mariner’s Revenge 

Song” (Meloy, 2005, track 10). After the introductory text, we would engage in discussion of the 

reading for the day. The structure was largely based on whole class discussion, with occasional 

use of small group discussions, and sometimes pairs of students discussing and sharing. I would 

help direct the discussion with guiding questions, but largely the direction of the conversation 

was dictated by the students. After discussion, students would take a short break, and then would 

return for an art or drama activity. Students were given the opportunity to engage in the texts of 

the course by acting out portions of the story, or they were guided through art practices to create 

scenes from the books. Both activities are a means to engage and enliven reading, according to 

Waldorf practitioners. At the end of art, I would make announcements about the class, give 

homework and updates. All students would then rise, and we would recite our closing verse. 

After the choral recitation of the verse, students were dismissed. Figure 3 is one page of the 

semester-long planning guide I developed for the course.  
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Figure 3: Planning Document for Waldorf-inspired reading course 

 

The differences in these two instructional approaches are marked by two components that were 

identified by students as critical: engagement in a community of learning, and multiple forms of 

engagement. Students commented that these components were largely absent from their other 

courses at SCC. Students described a sense of connection to other students in the class, which 

contributed to a positive experience in the course. Students also appreciated the ability to engage 

in the class through multiple modalities such as art, drama and talk. The differences in these 

approaches contributed to students’ level of participation and engagement of the course, which 

will be discussed more in depth at the end of this paper. I now turn to a discussion of students’ 

commentary in regards to the methods of instruction in the course and their perceptions of the 

differences between traditional, conventionally delivered courses and a Waldorf-inspired class. 
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“This is The Real World”: A Cultural Trope of Anti-Everything 

 An initial examination of literature concerning the construction of the “real world” 

reveals multiple examples of usage but little to no scholarship regarding its presence as a 

metaphor or trope in language, or its application in discourse outside of the “conventional 

wisdom” of its symbolism. In anthropology, a trope is defined as a piece of figurative language, 

like a metaphor, in which terms and ideas are symbolically linked. Words become substitutions 

for certain ideas, or put terms in place of ideas or concepts. While often employed artistically, 

this can create challenges in communication and understanding because the ideas and 

substitutions can contribute to a construction and view of reality that can be accepted as natural 

and exist without interrogation. Thus, the “real world” as an idea can come to be seen as reality, 

as truth or as “particular properties” which define reality (Maurin, 2013, “Introduction”). 

Curiously enough, in the case of the terms “reality” and the “real world,” the comment 

itself appears multiple times as an aspect of conversation and is often listed as commentary by 

scholars, but without further elucidation on the meanings of the terms, except as anti-something 

else. For example, Pedretti and Hodson (1995) in their study of an educational reform in a 

science classroom described challenges specific to implementation of the reform, and especially 

the potential for undertrained teachers implementing the reform to lose the central philosophy of 

the reform when in the moment of teaching. Teachers can commit “sweeping generalizations, 

based on one incident or experience with one child” which “can rapidly become established as 

part of the taken-for-granted knowledge of teachers in a school and…can help to sustain an anti-

intellectual climate [as when one teacher said] ‘Forget all that stuff you learned in College. This 

is the real world’” (Pedretti and Hodson, 1995, p. 468). Here, Pedretti and Hodson conceptualize 

teachers’ comments on these reforms as being unworkable in the “real world” and as being “anti-
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intellectual.” Here we observe one construction of the “real world” as being decidedly anti-

educational, an ironic statement, coming from a teacher. Ayers (1992) describes a similar 

dynamic in the meaning of “the real world” while exploring another realm of educational 

research and reform. Academics sometimes face the dismissal of their research and reform “as 

being impractical, theoretical, philosophical—‘that sounds very fine, but this is the real world’” 

(p. 260). Again, in this instance, the “real world” is the practical world, which is diametrically 

opposed to the academic world: in the academic world (the Not-real world?) ideas, programs and 

reforms are conceived without thought of implementation in the “real world.” 

We can add a further element to the construction of definitions of the “real world” as a 

metaphor and trope: the dichotomy of material, physical reality and the metaphysical and 

insubstantial world of thought. Returning to Ayer’s earlier characterization, of the comparison of 

the “theoretical, philosophical” with the “real world” of activity, there is a powerful element of 

critique present. The world of thought is connected with that which is impractical, idealistic and 

naïve. The comment “that sounds very fine, but this is the real world” relies on a conception of 

reality where thought is not connected to actual practice or action but to impracticality, and even 

impossibility, except under very special circumstances. Further illustration of this contrast is 

presented in Killingsworth’s (1992) description of the rhetorical study of local and global 

discourse communities, and the need for critical analysis of the conception of “community” 

within rhetoric and composition. Killingsworth demonstrates this challenge through an 

illustration of technical writing discourse communities and contrasting their “analogically or 

metaphorically” ways of thinking and writing for “ideal users.” Killingsworth describes this in 

contrast to writing for “ideal users” with employers seeking their technical writers to produce 

materials for “actual users” (Killingsworth, 1992, p. 115, emphasis mine). This development for 
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the “actual” versus “ideal” users leads to the abandonment of the “ideal users” and shifts work to 

development for the “real world,” work to support users in reality. “This is the real world; these 

folks know the audience through experience rather than through theory” (Killingsworth, 1992, p. 

115).  

 If we return to Jessica’s comment above and examine it in relation to conceptions of “the 

real world” or “reality” we can see a dichotomy, similar to those offered by Killingsworth, Ayers 

and others. There is a distinction between “reality’ of schooling and education, and a different, 

theoretical, philosophical world, constructed in an impractical manner. This contrast is 

highlighted in the non-traditional manner of a Waldorf-inspired course versus the more 

traditional aspects of schooling and education. The Waldorf-inspired course is a “space” that was 

separate and different from the reality and real world of “normal classes.” It is to the conception 

of “normal classes” that I turn next. In the following section I will explore students’ commentary 

in relation to three different but related “realities” of classes.  

 

School in “Reality” and in “The Real World” – Efficiency, Factories and Competition as 

Educational Philosophies 

 The world of education reform can manifest such variation that it is common for teachers 

to speak of the “pendulum” of education reform. The analogy of the pendulum is well known as 

illustrative of the transitions of educational philosophy, and the policy which results (Barker, 

2010; Kaestle, 1985). The current pendulum swing is towards standardization of curriculum, 

measurement of success through empirical data, and the rewarding and punishment of students, 

teachers, schools and communities based on these indicators. This pendulum swing is not new. 

The emphasis on testing, measurement and accountability has been seen many times before. This 
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pendulum swing arguably derives from an older reform movement, what Callahan (1962) calls 

the “cult of efficiency.” No Child Left Behind, George W. Bush’s controversial and wide 

reaching educational reform program of the early 2000s is arguably derived from this body of 

work. It demonstrates some of the same components which drove the efficiency movements of 

the 20s and 30s and the accountability movement of the 60s, and even earlier. What is striking 

about the history of this philosophy is the anti-intellectual tone within the cult of efficiency, and 

an adherence to practical, pragmatic approaches and outcomes for schools.  

 Efficiency. Callahan (1962) provides a thorough account of the development of the “cult 

of efficiency” as an educational reform, exploring the “origin and development of business 

values and practices” in the process of schooling (Callahan, 1962, p. vi). Through an 

examination of various texts and artifacts, including newspaper and magazine articles, speeches 

and position pieces from politicians and industrialists, classroom materials and conference 

proceedings, Callahan constructs a picture of a direct move to industrialize schools. Using these 

materials, Callahan demonstrates the breadth and depth to which schooling and education began 

to appropriate and privilege the language and philosophical outlook of business and economic 

productivity. Conference proceedings from National Education Association (NEA) meetings are 

telling as indicators of the move towards pragmatic, practical education, with an underlying 

“anti-intellectualism,” given voice in phrases admonishing “mere scholastic education” or “mere 

book learning” (Callahan, 1962, p. 8). Tracing the emergence of business values in schools to the 

early 1900s amid periods of tumultuous social change, Callahan notes the impact of industrial 

values and philosophy as effectively shaping educational policy at multiple levels. Another 

example is in an account of a speech held during the NEA proceedings of 1908. In the speech, a 

superintendent from Illinois commented that learning which was disconnected from economic 
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concerns was education “not worth getting” saying that “a love of learning is praiseworthy; but 

when this delight in pleasures of learning becomes so intense and absorbing that it diminishes the 

desire, and the power of earning, it is positively harmful” (Callahan, 1962, p. 10). Here we see 

the emergence of a “real world” of learning, where education for practical earning power is the 

most important pursuit.  

 Others have followed the work of Callahan (Eaton, 1990; James, 1968; Stein, 2001) 

critiquing the terminology (Fallace & Fantozzi, 2013) and questioning the validity of the 

interpretation of rhetoric (Welch, 1998). Some fundamentally question the diametrically opposed 

nature of efficiency and education which seems fundamental to Callahan’s assertion, instead 

arguing for a beneficial connection between efficiency and education (Boyd, 2004). While 

efficiency and effectiveness of education are not necessarily in competition, there is a benefit in 

problematizing the business model and its implementation and implantation in the educational 

process. One of the aspects of schooling and education not addressed by the proponents of 

business models and values in educational processes is the importance and significance of the 

humanity of the students. Citing some of the educational training documents produced in the 

early 1910s, Callahan illustrates the manner in which the business values of the day were 

becoming more entrenched in prevailing beliefs of how classrooms were to be managed. He cites 

statements from top educationists who characterized classroom activity as a “problem of 

economy” with the concern for “returns” of the “school plant” in terms of dividends “upon the 

material investment of time, energy, and money” (Callahan, 1962, p 6-7). In this model, the 

humanity of students, teachers and the school is completely erased.   

 In this study, student language offered a critique of such conceptions of education, in 

juxtaposing their educational experience of Waldorf-inspired education to their traditionally 
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delivered courses. Students were challenging the “real world” of education as a “cult of 

efficiency” through their criticism of the ways education was enacted in the mainstream classes 

and in the methods the teachers used. Consider, for example, Jessica’s comments on the manner 

of instruction she received and her sense of frustration. Following her experience of a Waldorf-

inspired course, she stated: 

 

After that class, I actually kind of got a little more annoyed at school, only 

because, it made you realize that there are other ways of learning rather than what 

is accepted in almost every school…Just like, there’s only one way to teach. And 

so schools won’t accept any other way of teaching.  

 

Jessica points to an underlying dissatisfaction with “what is accepted in almost every other 

school” she had attended. She specifically cites the problem of schools assuming that there is 

only “one way to teach.” The implication of only “one way” connects to Callahan’s assertions 

regarding teaching, learning, and the influx of business values into education. Grace mirrored 

Jessica’s statements about being taught in a similar mode as other students, and the problems this 

posed for learning in school.  

 

And so, after your class, it was, it was fun and I did actually learn a lot, and um, 

so it frustrated me to go to other classes and I kind of realized that I would never 

have a class like that again. Cause it just felt like oh, that’s a once in a lifetime, 

thing. In college. Which was slightly discouraging, but, at the same time, not 

because I knew that you were, you are somebody who wants to change, why you 
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are doing this research is you're like I want to bring this forward and say there’s 

another way of teaching, because not everybody thinks the same. Not everybody's 

brains work the same. Um, so it was kind of also a good experience because I 

know that there's people out there who want to change that. Or want to suggest 

that there's other ways of teaching. So... 

 

Grace echoes Callahan’s criticisms of the industrial model of schools, where an experience of 

art, drama and community building is only encountered on very rare occasions.  

“It was like a factory:” The Reality of School as a Factory. In assessing this Waldorf-

inspired course and students’ experiences of it, I drew on two interview questions as a means to 

pinpoint students’ understanding of the course and its contrast to characteristics of other courses. 

Students were asked to describe their thoughts on what kind of class they thought they would 

experience in taking the class. For this question, I urged students to draw on their previous 

experiences in other SCC courses and to describe what kind of a class they believed this reading 

course would be. Students were also asked about the various components of the course in an 

attempt to ascertain how different this Waldorf-inspired course experience was for them in 

comparison to others. What emerged was a picture of students participating in conventional 

courses (courses of the “real world”) which utilized conventional techniques of teaching and 

assessment, an experience many of the students characterized as frustrating. Of importance was 

the students’ sense of traditional class techniques, material delivery, and work which was typical, 

reproducible, and efficient. In short, students described techniques which closely mirrored 

business-ethics models and an environment not unlike a factory. This is a characterization 

described by Rist (1973) in his analysis of the problems of integration of schools in St. Louis in 
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the 1960s, and the challenges that arose, especially for black, low socioeconomic status youth. 

Pointing to the training materials for teachers in the St. Louis school district, Rist notes that 

school training was less about the “transmission of necessary pedagogical information” and more 

designed to “inculcate acceptable interpersonal behavior within the organization” (1973, p. 41). 

From Callahan’s perspective, this would be necessary for the “efficiency” of the school. 

Goldman and McDermott (1987) later identify this trend as competition for the sake of social 

organization, and contemporary critiques of neoliberal education would point to the ways in 

which these practices are developed to produce a non-critical citizenry. These are points I will 

return to later.   

 Rist goes on to characterize the training programs which, by extension, would produce 

teachers and school environments which are largely pragmatic and practical. In a word, efficient. 

This type of orientation for teachers would produce “extreme utilitarianism” where the emphasis 

is not on the development of a positive or stimulating environment, but rather one which 

emphasized “good worker relations, good client management, and a minimum of emotional 

involvement in the activity itself” (Rist, 1973, p. 41). Training to work in the school was not 

unlike training to work in an industrial, factory-like environment, where worker and client 

relations (or in the school, student to teacher and student to student relationships) are meant to be 

good (i.e without complications) with a minimum of emotional involvement (or in the school, a 

detached and objective teacher). Ultimately, from this industrializing perspective, Rist 

characterized the educational enterprise as a “task which must be dealt with pragmatically” (p. 

41). Further exploring the processes by which teachers are prepared, Rist points out that 

materials used to train teachers to leave out tenets such as “sensitivity to cultural diversity, 

stimulation of creativity, and the creation of a milieu in which the child can make and evaluate 
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his own learning options” (p. 43). Rather than the introduction of those elements which might 

create complications for the “extreme utilitarianism” of the classroom and the school, teachers 

are trained and developed to pay attention to the manner in which they instruct in order to stay 

“on top of the class” (Rist, 1973, p. 43). The essential point to consider is that, in this view, the 

characterization of teacher training and the climate of the school is predicated on the 

“utilitarianism” of teacher training techniques. This “utilitarianism” has grave impacts on the 

development of the culture of the school itself. A utilitarian environment strives to attain a level 

of sterility, a level of efficiency such as to produce the greatest amount of output at the least level 

of input and cost. The living ecology of the school is reduced to a mechanical factory.    

 Students in both interviews at DWS and SCC commented extensively on the problem of a 

school as a “factory.” Students from DWS were the first to point this out, noting a feeling that 

leaving their Waldorf environment to their new, traditional, mainstream educational spaces was 

akin to being in a “factory.” In discussing her Waldorf school experience, Ava described the 

sense of being in a factory setting, saying, 

 

It felt much more like a factory. I’ve seen some educational videos…this guy sort 

of does the connection between a lot of our schools, and the factory system. And 

just how like, there’s bells ringing, and like, you are walking, running and you 

have short breaks for this and that, and, it definitely felt more of that. 

 

For Ava, the new experience at her high school elicited a sense of being in the type of setting Rist 

described in his description of schools in St. Louis. For her, the sense of education being done 

this way was unfamiliar and in a sense uncomfortable.  
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 What is intriguing about this characterization is the sense that all students demonstrate in 

discussing their experiences in schools. Ava’s perspective is more easily identified because of 

how stark the contrasts are. The question that then arose in my mind was: would students who 

had predominantly experienced a “factory” type of education point out similar contrasts as those 

from DWS? Students from SCC astutely described these contrasts in the same way as DWS 

students did. In questioning students on their experiences in school, they described how delivery, 

materials and work in their courses was largely “utilitarian.” To explore this question further, I 

asked students to describe their predictions of what kind of course they thought they would 

experience in taking a “Critical Reading Course.” Their answers were revealing in terms of 

demonstrating the ways that many educational practices are “factory” like.  

 When students from SCC were asked to relate thoughts on their initial conception of what 

a reading class title “Critical Reading” might entail, students described various assumptions 

about how the class would be structured, in terms of delivery of the material, assignments and 

evaluations. Delivery of material was a popular student critique and would be readily recognized 

by education critics. Students most often referred to teacher use of “PowerPoint” as the main 

means of information transmission and instructional strategy. Olivia described her prediction 

before the start of the course that the class would likely utilize the presentation software as the 

main means of information transmission. Her initial thought was that “he's (Joaquin) gonna show 

us a PowerPoint, or something.” The use of the presentation software PowerPoint as delivery 

system is ubiquitous to students, requiring no further explanation: there was no confusion among 

the students I interviewed or from myself as instructor, of exactly what was implied in the term 

“PowerPoint.” The use of this program as the primary vehicle for instruction echoes Rist’s 

descriptions of teacher training materials of St. Louis, where teachers are recommended to be 
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“economical of time” to use “chalkboards and bulletin boards” (or, in this case, PowerPoint) to 

“advantage” and an overall concern with the use of time, materials and equipment” (Rist, 1973, 

p. 42). While teachers are also admonished to not use lecture method exclusively, there is no 

further recommendation for an education that might be innovative or engaging. As a method of 

instruction, the use of PowerPoint may be the most predominant and most efficient means of 

execution; however, it leaves a sense of a lack of “emotional involvement” (Rist, 1973, p. 41). 

Students expressed a dislike of this method. Ava originally assumed the course would consist of 

“a text book, with PowerPoints. Some projects, but that’s about it” which she expressed with a 

sense of unpleasant familiarity and a kind of resignation to the established methods of the way 

courses are taught. 

 This sense of resignation and unpleasantness was not associated solely with the Critical 

Reading course itself. At a macro level Emily expressed a belief that the course would be a small 

part of a larger, unfriendly and unforgiving environment of the community college, where 

students would be  

 

stressed out [about] projects, and like, you see in movies like the college kids are 

always like, crying over their books and stuff, so I just expected like a much more 

serious, like, no one cares, but we gotta do it, kind of thing. Just very serious, very 

somber, setting. I think I just probably got that from movies. TV shows, and like 

older relatives telling me about it. 

 

Her allusion to lack of care, the “seriousness” of the course is reminiscent of the factory like 

environment Rist describes. As the students reflected on the necessary preparation for a “Critical 
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Reading” course, they seemed to be preparing themselves for participation and work in a course 

with low engagement in a potentially stressful and unenjoyable environment. 

 The factory-like operation of schools students attended was also marked by students’ 

perceptions of what kinds of materials would be used in a reading course. Characterizing the 

course materials students immediately assumed the course would be structured around a 

“textbook.” Olivia mentioned the term “textbook” five times, stating her belief that the class 

would be ‘oh, you know, a text book. With PowerPoints, some projects.” Olivia was not the only 

student to conceptualize the course this way, as Amelia, Isla and Chloe all discussed the use of 

“books” in the class, exhibiting little fondness or interest in them. Amelia and Chloe believed 

that the class would consist of “boring reading” of “really long books.” There seemed to be 

unanimous agreement among students that the course would consist of standard delivery of 

standard materials. 

 Along with conventional forms of instructional style and materials, students described a 

textbook approach to the course, with little to no learning occurring. Students described a belief 

that the course would entail very conventional experiences. “Just reading” as one student stated. 

Isla described her conception of the work of the class likely being redundancy, repetition and 

ineffectiveness in instruction techniques. “I felt like ‘oh! He's just going to teach me something I 

already know!’ Like, so, ‘cause I already read old classics books, and so I just felt like I was 

going to have to re-do everything.” Chole presented a much bleaker picture of what she expected 

the course to entail, as she believed the class would likely consist of “boring reading.” An 

interesting addition to her idea of the course was the assumption of a lack of support from the 

instructor, as she envisioned that the instructor would provide “no feedback…just, like, ‘here's 
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your reading, and, here's your assignment, I’m going to read it, and grade it, and give it back to 

you.’ That's what I was expecting it to be like.”  

 Rist’s (1973) characterization of the school as factory, as a site for good worker and 

management relations, running in the most efficient manner possible, reveals several problems 

with this educational model. One issue emphasized by the students connects to Rist’s statement 

that this efficient model is most valuable when it functions with “a minimum of emotional 

involvement in the activity itself” (Rist, 1973, p. 41). For the student comments highlighted here, 

one crucial aspect of the course was the emotional involvement in the material and activities of 

the course. Students invested and engaged in the course because of its decidedly un-factory-like 

atmosphere. Students spoke of “interactivity,” “engagement,” “creativity” and a sense of 

ownership and investment in the course itself.  

 

I’ve never been in a class that was so interactive. Um, where everybody knows 

everybody, um, and getting to see different perspectives and views. Usually, it’s 

just, like, lecture, study, exams. Very structured. And this class wasn’t like that at 

all. You know, like we all got in a group together, we were all facing each other, 

discussing what we learned and, then we'd have our writing, you'd ask us 

questions. (Emphasis mine). 

 

I'd do it [take the class] again. For fun. I’d do it over and over again. Cause it 

was so, like, engaging. It was a different college class. I was like why can’t these 

classes be like this all the time for college? Like, I’m glad I took it. I just wish it 

was, like a longer class, like a full two semesters or something…my brother even 
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liked it, that one day he was there…[college classes] should be more, like, project 

wise. It should be more, I guess, creative, make you think [rather] than just text 

[and] test. (Emphasis mine). 

 

I've already told a person…they don’t actually have to take the reading class, but I 

told her to take it anyway. She's having a really hard time in college...and so, I 

told her that she should take this class, it will definitely give her a different 

perspective on how things are done…I think it will give her a break from the way 

things are done now, you know, with just sit there, listen to lecture, go home, and 

do your homework. (Emphasis mine). 

 

You kinda felt like you had a say over the way the class went. Not, not an alright, 

we're just gonna get rid of this assignment. It was just [it felt] like if something 

wasn’t gonna work out very well, we found another way, or another day. In one of 

my computer classes…my teacher, whenever you entered the classroom…you 

were officially in ‘Bobland’…it was his rules in the entire class. Whereas, with 

your class, it’s our classroom. (Emphasis mine). 

 

I think it was good to have the discussions ’cause, most classes is "oh, you learn 

this. Ok, what’s next." Nobody really asks "what do you think about it? How do 

you see this in your way? Or how do you, I guess, how do you, uh, how did you 

process it? What did you see from it? What did you learn from it?" (Emphasis 

mine).  
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These reflections characterizing a conventional course as conceptualized by these students paints 

a factory-like picture of the teaching profession, one which is both unfavorable and undesirable 

to most instructors and professors. To return to Jessica’s original critique, students’ ideas of 

schooling in the community college leave a sense of depression and sadness, because of not 

having spaces to exercise creativity. 

"I’d rather go along with this, than have to sit through a standardized test”: 

Critiquing the Culture of Competition. In their 1987 article “The Culture of Competition in 

American Schools” Goldman and McDermott open with a critique of the “common-sense talk” 

(p. 282) about problems that plague schools. They problematize the process by which students 

and teachers are pathologized as being the root cause of challenges in education. Moving beyond 

the criticism of students and teachers, Goldman and McDermott point to the “cultural and social 

structural dilemmas” (p. 282) that form the root basis of challenges in teaching and learning. The 

“cultural and social structural dilemma” Goldman and McDermott highlight most fully is the 

structure of competition in schools, brought about through reliance on testing and test scores as 

means to evaluate and differentiate students and schools. They critique the “competition and 

incessant evaluation” which are not only “invidious” but serve as “powerful and thematic forces 

underlying all aspects of schooling in America without regard to their systematic consequences” 

(1987, p. 283). Echoing Callahan, Goldman and McDermott connect the discourses of evaluation 

and competition to other powerful discourses noting that “competition and evaluation make the 

school well-tuned with the more forceful institutions…most particularly, the dog-eat-dog world 

of business” (1987, p. 283). Along with the structure of classroom interactions as “strings of 

face-to-face sequences” which “require a teacher’s evaluation of student competencies” (p. 284) 
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tests and other assessments served not only as evaluation tools, but as organizing structures 

which, for the schools highlighted in the study, dictated a narrow definition “of school spirit and 

community” (p.289). However, the researchers also noted “competitive pressures” (p. 290) 

which created anxiety in students, especially as related to the evaluation of inner-city youth and 

other diverse students.  

Goldman and McDermott’s descriptions of a school life full of “activity and ceremony 

that culminates in…student evaluation” (p. 285-6) were articulated in the mid-80s. Almost 30 

years later, students decry schooling structures that not only highlight evaluation, but privilege 

evaluation to serve as the philosophical backbone of schooling operation and more important 

than any other outcomes. Students at SCC criticized this formulation of education pointing out 

the lack of enjoyment and investment in competitive aspects in school connected to evaluation 

and assessment, such as standardized testing. Grace for example, described her appreciation of 

schooling experiences which involved “discussion of philosophy” and the search for “different 

meanings” in text. She contrasted this searching and philosophical exploration with the more 

typical experiences in public school classes she attended, which were much more heavily test-

based. She critiqued the classes where the purpose of reading was 

 

Not to find out anything more than what we’re looking for. We're reading to fill 

out the requirements for A, B, and C. Not because we want you to find a better 

meaning for the book, or something that you think is important, it’s about what, 

you know, the AIMS test requires, or what, you know, it’s a requirement.  
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She would later comment that, while the requirements for my Waldorf-inspired course were “a 

bit unconventional” her attitude was that "I’d rather go along with this, than have to sit through a 

standardized test or something." Grace was also able to connect the motivations for using art, 

literature and drama in the course, and not as supplements, rewards, or extra-curricular activities, 

but as essential curricular components. Waldorf education holds that these activities are designed 

as part of the curriculum, and are essential to a student’s learning. Grace recognized this, noting 

that standardized evaluation was not absolutely necessary for learning to occur. She appreciated 

the unconventional approach to the Waldorf-inspired reading class, and was able to identify the 

learning that was occurring even without competition as a central focus.  

 The difficulty in critiquing testing and evaluation as an aspect of school life is its ubiquity 

and normalization. The process of testing, examination and evaluation is so common, it seems to 

serve as a normal, everyday social organizing principle. “Competition was an organizing device 

for the students” and tests also fit into this framework, serving as a “social genre in the 

classroom” (Goldman and McDermott, 1987, p. 289). Goldman and McDermott note that tests 

and exams provided “teachers and students with familiar ways to proceed in classroom 

interactions” (p. 290, emphasis mine). A key component here is the significance of the 

“familiar.” Students and teachers operate with specific expectations of how classroom 

interactions will occur, and testing and evaluating constructs a large component of these 

interactions. Goldman and McDermott point to the necessity of these evaluations in terms of 

being necessary for sorting and organization in the school (p. 290). A problematic component of 

this sorting and organization is the way in which tests help foster a culture of competition and 

become “fodder for each child’s biography” (Goldman and McDermott, 1987, p. 290). While all 
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experiences can become “fodder” for biography it is essential to question what kinds of 

biographies there may be for teachers and for students. 

 Reflections from students identified a desire to move away from the competition they 

were subjected to through test-based schooling experiences. Goldman and McDermott provide 

insight into why this might be the case. Students subjected to standardized testing pedagogy, 

especially those from low socioeconomic environments (like the population at SCC) perceive the 

experience of standardized pedagogy and testing very differently from their more affluent 

counter-parts. Goldman and McDermott point out that “competitive pressures” impact inner city 

students differently, because those students “felt very much at the mercy of classroom and 

standardized test scores” and “felt as if their test scores held great power for determining their 

schooling futures” (Goldman and McDermott, 1987, p. 292). The problem with this pressure is 

its impact on a student’s conception of school institutions as learning environments. Rather than 

being places for growth and learning, students are placed in environments where competition and 

performance become the central focus; so much so that students come to perceive tests and 

testing as the main method of learning.  

 Grace provides a challenge to this, advocating for the opportunity to learn in ways which 

engaged her, rather than the use of tests and similar evaluation techniques. She notes a sense of 

alternative teaching and learning techniques providing instruction, but in a less direct way. Grace 

described being “tricked” into learning. Grace reflected on the drama component of the course, 

where students were asked to connect to text by acting out scenes from books read in class. In 

considering the decision to use drama in the course, Grace notes  
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"Acting? Oh I'll take acting any day over that. And then subconsciously, while 

they [the students] are secretly defying by not taking a test, they are learning in a 

different way. It was kind of disguised. Like, you [Joaquin Munoz] were like 

"psst! Hey, hey! No no no, we're not doing learning, we're doing acting. Acting! 

No, no acting could never be learning. Oh no no no!"  

 

Several students from DWS pointed out this component of Waldorf education and it was 

recognized by student at SCC experiencing Waldorf-inspired education: students are so deeply 

engaged with the work that they are doing, they do not realize they are actively learning. If 

students are aware of their ability to learn through means other than competitive standardized 

pedagogy and testing systems, without the pressure of standardized tests and pedagogy, then a 

switch to a different method and system may be possible.  

A Critique of Neoliberal Movements in Education Reform. Mullen, English, Brindley, 

Ehrich and Samier (2013) opened their article with a critique regarding the push of neoliberalism 

into educational spaces. Along with other scholars (see Ayers 1992; Giroux, 2006; Hursh, 2007; 

Sapon-Shevin & Schniedewind, 2012) they have expressed critiques regarding aspects of the 

neoliberal project and ethos as it appears in educational practice. Mullen, English, Brindley, 

Ehrich and Samier (2013) describe having “strong critical opinions about the rise…of neoliberal 

foundations and think tanks that privatize and commodify public spaces and with it educational 

preparation” (p. 182). Along with policies and practices driven by “the global thrust towards 

market driven economies and neoliberal political agendas” the entire neoliberal ethos has had 

many practical (and dangerous) implications for education, from “the efficacy of the structures of 

the educational leadership” to the process of de-professionalizing “leadership and teacher 
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preparation for political gain” (p. 182). As the authors point out, the push of neoliberal market 

forces to dictate educational practice and policy has been a support to the market for online 

“degree mills” (p. 183). These programs are driven by adherence to market forces to support the 

best product at the lowest cost. However, the fallacy present is one of false analogy: the market 

is the market and education is education. The need, then, is for a new positionality towards an 

“orienting leadership practice and teacher preparation around issues of pedagogy as opposed to 

those of management” (Mullen, English, Brindley, Ehrich and Samier, 2013p. 183).  

As was stated at the beginning of this chapter, the neoliberal project in education has, 

fundamentally, been upon us for the better part of 100 years, beginning with the “cult of 

efficiency” movement outlined by Callahan, followed by the examples of the influx of business 

ethos and values into education through the influence of competition, factorization and 

mechanization. More and more, the pressure has been to consider the working of schools, 

teachers, teacher training, and for schools of education to produce the most effective managers, 

rather than the most effective educators. Ayers (1992) outlined the problems that can be seen in 

the continued progress of neoliberal and business ethics into education. The neoliberal project 

does not allow for looking “at the world as it is, to attend to its variety and complexity” but 

rather serves a reductionist purpose. “Schools and school systems turn teachers into clerks” 

where the “curriculum is the product of someone else's thought, knowledge, experience, and 

imagination” and becomes a “package developed somewhere out there” (Ayers, 1992, p. 259). 

Students from SCC articulated a concern of educational practices like these. They challenge 

those of us acting as critical pedagogues resisting neoliberal market forces to examine more 

deeply the problem of education vs. schooling. Ayers (1992) describes this dichotomy perfectly, 

stating that while education seeks to empower, schooling is “on another mission altogether. 
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Schooling is most often about…crowd control, competition, hierarchy, and one's place in it. It is 

rule-bound and procedure-driven” (p. 261). By the forces of the market and neoliberal policies, 

the work of schools is quickly shifting from the art of education to the business of schooling. 

I argue that this move from education to schooling is a part of the larger forces of 

marketization, privatization, and the neoliberal project in economics and governmental policy. A 

major component of this movement is the change in the norms governing society, economics and 

culture structures, and changes in the institutions which govern these bodies. Of primary 

importance is the nearly unfettered influence of economic market values and ethos which impact 

the function of these bodies, and an unquestioned acceptance of the invisible hand of the market 

as determining the most prudent and beneficial course of action for social and political policy. 

The market comes to determine the “most efficient and just means for the distribution of 

resources and opportunity throughout the social order” (Cassell and Nelson, 2013, p. 247) which 

also includes the distribution of goods like education. The problem, however, is in the operating 

beliefs: the assumption of the “market exchange as an ethic in itself” which supposes the 

replacement of “all previously held ethical beliefs” (Ganti, 2014) is incorrect, especially in an 

environment like a school. 

Coupled with the assurance of the market as providing the best possible ethic for 

governance of social institutions is the powerful belief in removal of government from regulatory 

power. (This is one reason why, though called neoliberalism, the policy initiatives of 

neoliberalism are most often associated conservativism and neo-conservatism in the United 

States.) Governmental regulation is rejected as fundamentally impairing the ethic of the market 

which, when applied unencumbered, produces the greatest, most unbiased, and fairest benefit for 

the greatest number of people. Government policy will only impair this, neoliberal proponents 
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argue, with a deleterious effect on the “freedom” and “liberty” for individuals to operate (another 

reason neoliberalism is associated with conservatism). To borrow from the misquoted and 

misinterpreted phrase from Thomas Jefferson, “that government is best which governs least” is 

the policy which most neoliberal supporters would adhere to. With calls for less government 

regulation in the “markets” (the economic market, the market ethos in public policy and 

governance) those at the mercy of the markets, the public, lose the government as a “mechanism 

for social welfare and buffer” designed to protect against inequality perpetuated by market forces 

(Cassell and Nelson, 2013). This is especially problematic for minoritized citizens. 

 With its reliance on the market as the only necessary ethic and a rejection of 

governmental intrusion, it is evident how the neoliberal ethos is one in a long line of policies 

designed to fundamentally restructure schools and impact the outcomes of schooling. How then, 

does this project, in connection with other business values projects – like efficiency, competition 

and factorization of schooling – actually impact the life of the institutions? One clue to this 

impact is in the manner in which the process of marketization and privatization “carries with it 

an accompanying process of commoditization” where activities and behaviors of non-market 

processes come “to be viewed as commercial products subject to the vagaries of market-based 

distribution (e.g., product packaging, sales through marketing and the economies of scale)” 

(Cassell and Nelson, 2013, p. 248). To translate this to the classroom, teachers are subjected to 

using pre-packaged materials, scripted curricula, efficiency focused teaching practices, and 

standardization of procedures for the greatest possible production of learning at the lowest price. 

This is a process I am well acquainted with as an educator in both public schools and at SCC.   

 The processes by which education is reduced to commodified products, efficiency of 

action and delivery, and standardization of product, is evident to students today. This is why the 
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students’ commentary on their expectations of education is so timely and intriguing. Their 

comments and critique arrive at a significant time in light of the larger discussions and 

conversations revolving around education reform and policy today and offer a view of neoliberal 

policies as they are operationalized. For students who are currently attending classes at various 

levels, the sense of standardization as an aspect of efficiency is experienced and understood 

through their recognition and critique of particular activities and processes assumed to be natural 

in education, including the use of PowerPoint, textbooks, tests and competition and grades. 

Students were able to identify these aspects and stated a dislike towards them; to return to 

Jessica’s quotation featured at the beginning of this chapter, students recognized the difference 

in the alternative form of education offered in a Waldorf-inspired class, and appreciated it in 

contrast to the “reality” they faced on a regular basis in their other classes. It served as space to 

enjoy course work and interaction, rather than the processes usually associated with schooling, 

the “normal classes.” 

 

Triangulation, the “Volunteer Students” and Teacher Reflections 

 It is important to note that Waldorf-inspired methods are not new in the world of 

education. Larrison, Daly, and VanVooren (2012) document 20 years of the inclusion of Waldorf 

education methods and practices in public schools. What is unique here is the inclusion of 

Waldorf-inspired methods into the curriculum of college and universities. At the time of this 

writing, I have found only one other instructor utilizing methods similar to those I employed at 

SCC in higher education (P. Gilmore, personal communication, May 20, 2016). The uniqueness 

of this reform was the motivation for interviewing students and learning about their experience in 

my course. At the same time, as a teacher-researcher, I examined other data available to me in 
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order to learn about the efficacy of my course development. What I learned was intriguing and 

leads me to think that further investigations into reforms like this are valuable.  

Triangulation. One data point to consider is student retention. Student retention is a key 

concern within public higher education. In my experience teaching reading courses at SCC, 

classes often began with high student enrollment but end with low student retention. In my first 

course teaching at SCC, which was taught in a conventional manner utilizing the course 

textbook, I began with a full capacity of 24, and ended the semester assigning approximately 18 

grades, a loss of 25% of the class roster. In a second course I taught, I again began with 24 

students, and ended with only 16, a 40% drop. In contrast, my Waldorf-inspired course began 

with 24 students with one student dropping after the first day. Over the course of 16 weeks, my 

class ended with 22 students completing the course successfully. Other versions of this class 

have seen equal retention rates, including another course where 22 of 24 students maintained 

enrollment, and a course at the university where 30 of 34 students maintained enrollment.     

Though it is difficult to compare across classes, with different requirements and different 

assignments, another indicator of the investment in the class by students was the completion of 

class work. For the Waldorf-inspired course, the number of assignments turned in versus not 

turned in was a useful indicator to explore: there were approximately 220 assignments presented 

in the course (10 assignments for each student, 22 students total). Based on the gradebook I kept, 

of the 220 assignments, 217 were submitted and graded, a 98% completion rate. This percentage 

must be altered however as it does not include the work of my “volunteer students,” who 

submitted course work as well. Each completed two art projects, two drama presentations, two 

essays, and Noah completed a final essay as well. If we include these seven assignments, we get 

224 assignments submitted for 220 assigned, a 101% assignment return rate. 
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While this is an informal analysis, it serves as a triangulating mechanism to consider how 

students perceived the course, and how their responses to interview questions were reflected in 

the work submitted in the course. Considering this quantitative data of work submitted, 

attendance and participation in the course, in comparison to other students in the class and other 

courses I have taught, further confirms the claim that the Waldorf-inspired courses were more 

engaging, interesting and beneficial for students. Student levels of participation, of engagement 

with assignments, and completion of work suggest a level of enjoyment and desire to participate. 

If, in contrast, students presented interview data which indicated support of the course and the 

pedagogy used, but this was matched against low attendance and lack of participation, we might 

come to the conclusion that students were being inconsistent in their responses, at best, or even 

insincere in their interview responses. Given that all of the students (including those not 

interviewed) maintained 80 attendance or better, and that all of the students produced nearly 

every task assigned, this would seem to support the students’ view of engagement, enjoyment 

and appreciation of the course.  

The “Volunteer Students.” Of all of the experiences of the course which were 

surprising to me, none was more so than the arrival and participation of visitors in the course, the 

“volunteer students” as I came to call them. From the 5th week of the course, until the end, there 

were regularly individuals who came to the class to visit. One student brought her sister, another 

brought a younger brother, and three students brought friends. The two most consistent volunteer 

students, Grace and Noah, were unique in several aspects. An interesting aside is that at no point 

did I ever mention class being open or closed to visitors; students brought their friends of their 

own initiative!  
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Grace and Noah share one characteristic which makes their regular participation in the 

course strange and intriguing: neither student was enrolled at SCC. Both students arrived from 

off campus to participate in the course work, to discuss in class and to become part of the life and 

culture of the course. Surprisingly, both were not even students at the school at the time the 

course was held. Grace was at the time in her senior year of high school! Both Grace and Noah 

attended regularly and were present in the class on a daily basis, as was evidenced by their names 

being regularly listed on the sign-in sheets for class. This made for an interesting dynamic in the 

course, given that I now had a full class roster at 24 students, but with two spots occupied by 

unenrolled individuals. Another unique aspect of Grace and Noah was their regular participation 

in the course, to surprising levels. Both “volunteer students” were present for lectures, both were 

present and participated regularly in discussions during class. Both students undertook the art 

projects of crayon and chalk during the class and participated in small parts during the dramatic 

presentations the students worked on. Both Grace and Noah participated completely in the work 

of the class, and Noah eventually even wrote a final essay for the course.  

The primary focus of this section is to examine the experience of these “volunteer 

students” as a means to learn the how and why of their participation in the course. It is one thing 

for enrolled students to participate in a course which, though enjoyable, also represents a 

responsibility to fulfill a grade, for a major, or to earn a credit. It is quite another thing to attend 

the course and participate in all aspects of it when there are none of the above components 

compelling the participation of the student. The question then is, why? Why participate at all? 

And why participate as fully as they did?  

 Visitations from “volunteer students” are strange events given that they seem to 

contradict the normal procedure of classroom attendance and participation. In attempting to 
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understand their participation, I asked the two students to describe their thoughts and rationale on 

attendance. Grace reflected on the enjoyment of time spent with her friend in the course and the 

fun of the course itself. She noted that 

 

I think overall, specifically the thing that made me want to really want to come 

back was um, possibly, well, a lot of it had to do with hanging out with my friend, 

and, but then…we went outside…we were tossing around bean bags, learning 

each other’s names, starting to get a little personal...and kind of a community with 

these people that I had never even met before. It was very fun, and um, I loved the 

new class. And it was just like "well, welcome!" And I feel like that’s how it 

should feel for everyone, on the first day, like, going anywhere (emphasis mine). 

 

Here, Grace demonstrates a value of the community and cohesion with her friend, an experience 

which also connected her to the community of the classroom. Grace described her appreciation 

of the “environment” fostered in the course, a “very open environment” that was “open to 

everyone's ideas. And you know, it’s like, nothing was stupid to say. Ever.” Along with the 

strong sense of community, Grace is also indicating a deep appreciation for an academic 

environment open to discussion and engagement with ideas from all students.  

All of the students interviewed for this study brought a critical lens to their discussions of 

schooling and their previous experiences in educational systems. Noah may have presented the 

most critical of all perspectives of school as an institution. Noah provided powerful commentary 

in regards to his schooling experience, and was very precise in his criticisms of school and its 

business-like approach to the work of education. "Overall, school is a very good thing, and it’s 
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not for every person, because I think a lot of it is kind of like a mold" Noah stated at one point. 

His desire to break this “mold” created a powerful impulse for him to practice self-teaching and 

self-instruction of everything from math to piano. “I don’t like school myself” Noah noted, 

saying that, “I don’t like learning things I don’t want to learn.” In some respects then, this course 

was designed precisely for students with Noah’s experience.  

Like Grace, it is essential to note that Noah was not enrolled in the course, nor was he 

enrolled in the school, which again raises the question of why. Noah described his enjoyment 

and appreciation of “new experiences” and the ways in which the class constituted that. In 

response to the question of his overall assessment of the class, Noah noted that he “thought 

everything was designed very well, towards facilitating critical thinking, about reading and 

reading skills” and the feeling that he “thought it was positive.” Noah stated that  

 

I enjoyed it. The first time, like I said, I came because my friend wanted me to. 

Because I enjoyed it. If I would not have enjoyed it, I would not have come. 

Probably not even if my friend had offered me a million dollars. I’d be like nope. 

Nope. Don’t like it. You can’t make me. 

 

Later, he stated that his participation in the class came about because of the fact that  

 

Class is really open, and comfortable…it didn’t feel as much like a classroom, it 

felt, it felt less like a classroom, and more like an open group. Like have you ever 

been with your friends and just talked about stuff…I think it was mainly because 

it was very open, that’s why I think that any student that would come, without 
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having to, would stay there...we all came because it was open. Because it was 

comfortable, and because, well, you were fun, the instructor was fun too... 

 

Noah’s continual mention of “open” and “comfortable” is curious to note, given that it speaks to 

the importance of the development of classroom atmosphere. It speaks to students’ appreciation 

of the development of space for community and interaction, an essential point for CRP and CRS 

practice, and a common tie to Waldorf-inspired education. The interviews from these two 

volunteer students provides an excellent perspective on the class itself, and provided a curious 

counterpoint to the other interviews of students.   

The feedback from these volunteer students is both intriguing and valuable. As non-

enrolled students, their perspective is unique. In my experience as a teacher and student, I had 

never seen students volunteer to come to a course. Their feedback is also valuable given their 

non-student status. Because they were not enrolled, they were not subject to the grades or 

penalties of the course. They could provide a different perspective on the course because their 

participation was not subject to any external coercion. At the same time, their active participation 

in the work of the class, completing assignments focused on classroom culture development and 

critical views of social justice concepts in philosophy, demonstrates their similarity and 

connection to the class and course.  

  Reflections. What is remarkable to examine as a researcher is the ways in which attitudes 

and beliefs among students from this class were drastically different from what is commonly 

thought of as a student’s behavior towards school. It is a commonly held conception that students 

are more interested in ways to get out of school than to stay in; the development of this Waldorf-

inspired course not only counters this truism by illustrating a different student experience for 
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enrolled students, but also shows an example of a school experience where individuals not in the 

class wanted to be there. This is encouraging, and I think speaks volumes to the type of reform. It 

is a unique enough experience for the participants that they engage at high levels, and encourage 

others to engage as well.  

 Student reflections also seemed to illustrate another component I sought to develop for 

students: the experience of being holistically valued. While the curriculum itself was designed to 

create this in the class, I was never certain that students would feel this. Grace shared her related 

experience of feeling humanized, stating: 

 

(T)he thing that kind of surprised me the most was just the fact that, you know, 

you as the teacher kind of appreciated our value as human beings and, you're kind 

of on an we're all human, were all on an equal level, no one is special or better 

 

For a teacher, this is an incredible experience, as it affirmed my decisions in enacting the reforms 

that I did. Students’ responses demonstrated an interest and desire for these types of reforms. 

Since that class in 2013, I have continued to utilize these Waldorf-inspired critical methods in a 

variety of classes, including another Critical Reading course and an introductory anthropology 

course, both taught at SCC. I also used these methods in the instruction of two courses in the 

College of Education at the University of Arizona. In each of these courses, I have continued to 

see high student enrollment and retention rates, high attendance rates, and high levels of 

engagement and participation in assignments and projects. The use of these methods in a 

teaching sample also assisted me to secure a position with a college upon the completion of my 

doctoral work, and I will continue the use of these methods in my future classes there. 
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Discussion and Implications 

It is a commonplace for academics to be dismissed by school teachers as being 

impractical, theoretical, philosophical—"That sounds very fine, but this is the 

real world.” (Ayers, 1992, p. 260) 

 

The argument presented here sought to explore and understand students’ uses of the 

terms “real world” and “reality” as they relate to their experience of learning. These terms are 

curious. For the students from SCC, the conception of the “real world” was not positive, but 

represented the antithesis to the positive classroom experiences of the Waldorf-inspired college 

course. For these students, the Waldorf-inspired course when compared to other, more traditional 

courses, was both inspiring and intriguing, but also depressing and disheartening. These students 

reflected on the positive aspects of the Waldorf-inspired course, including the creative 

expression and community building as being positive to their learning experiences. However, 

when examined in comparison to their more traditional classes, the Waldorf-inspired course felt 

incongruous and challenging. The students at SCC considered the “real world” to be 

simultaneously constructed as both positive and negative space. While generally disagreeing 

with the traditional methods of carrying out instruction, students also recognized the power of 

the “real world” to dictate the execution of schooling. Students’ descriptions of their two distinct, 

separate schooling experiences provide a valuable lens to examine the critique implied in their 

description of traditional educational structures as being like a “factory.” 

Here I worked to demonstrate the connections of a larger project for the influx of market 

values into society, and specifically in regards to schooling policy. The process of schooling has 

been undeniably impacted by the concepts of efficiency, competition, factorization and 
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mechanization and neoliberalism. The larger project of inserting business values and ethics into 

schooling is nearly inescapable. While many may consider this process to be inevitable, and even 

beneficial, there are several important considerations to bring to the forefront in regards to the 

continued use of business models and neoliberal ideology to drive school policy. The influence 

of business ethics as an ethic in and of itself, and indeed, the only ethic necessary, must give us 

pause as educators and researchers of education and schooling processes. Hariston points out the 

manifold troubles and concerns brought about through the influx of neoliberal policies into 

schools settings, from “citizens acting more negatively and harshly towards one another” to the 

marginalization of “societal bonds and allowing individualism and competition to supersede 

democracy” and tenets of societal good (Hairston, 2013, p. 231). The neoliberal “ideology” 

(Steger & Roy, 2010) creates a coherency in discourse and a mythology of American economic 

possibility, which transfers directly to schooling processes as well. This ideology supports a 

belief in the mythology of “hard work” as the primary determinant for opportunity for success, 

automatically constructing a dichotomy where those who are in poverty (or in the case of 

schooling, those who are not successful in school) are there due to lack of effort or ability. 

Ultimately, with the emphasis on government non-intrusion into schools, like the markets they 

are now modeled after, there is little protection or recourse for those not among the elite levels of 

society (Hairston, 2013, p. 231).  

Steger & Roy (2010) point to the effectiveness of neoliberal, business values and ethics 

as a coherent “ideology” which function as “indispensable conceptual maps” (p. 11). The 

effectiveness of these maps is such because of their ability to simplify complex scenes and 

situations, but they also provide a cohesive way to view the world, to order the world and to 

make meaning of it. In a sense, the neoliberal ideology creates the “real world” that has been 
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interrogated here. The “real world” is organized around naturalized, normalized claims made by 

policy makers, political commentators, and those with power, which are not subjected to scrutiny 

because they reflect the reality of the “real world.” A circular logic, but an effective one. Thus, 

the supposedly self-evident truths of “competitiveness, self-interest, and decentralization” 

(Steger & Roy, 2010, p. 12) are not true, in the absolute sense of that word, but appear to be true 

because they reflect “truth claims” which “encourage people to act in certain ways” and are 

reified through an entire complex of individuals, the “global power elites” who maintain a 

neoliberal perspective because of the payoff for them (p. 11). This leads to further action and 

activity, in the name of the market as the ruling ethic, which rejects public goods, the support of 

civil society and pursuit of social justice ideals because they are not profitable. But if the “real 

world” can be conceptualized in this highly political, elitist supporting, market-ethic driven way, 

it stands to reason that another way is possible. The development and creation of a different 

space for learning was highly valued by individuals in the course, be it for the sense of 

community, for critical approaches to complex topics, the valuing of their voice in the course, 

and the opportunity to participate in a multi-modal learning experience. Their levels of 

participation, demonstrated by their voices and in the triangulation of various data, illustrates the 

appreciation of new spaces for learning such as these.  

Perhaps, by listening to the voices of youth, researchers and educators can be enlightened 

on how to accomplish the development of other spaces for more meaningful participation of 

youth in schools. 
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CHAPTER 4: REFLECTIONS OF A PROGRESSIVE NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATOR 

Lisa Delpit’s work Skills and Other Dilemmas of a Progressive Black Educator (1986) 

provided the inspiration for this chapter, as I focus on the education of Native American youth in 

schools and my reflections as a Native educator. The schooling of Native American students has 

long been a central concern and focus of mine. As a student from a local tribal community in 

southern Arizona, I am the product of the local schools here. I attended institutions that are the 

feeder schools for the reservation. These schools also serve as the primary interface between my 

tribe and the school district at large. Throughout my education, I had exceptional teachers, and 

strong support from the school staff. The support I received was due in part to having a strong 

drive to perform well in school which manifested in producing conventionally accepted measures 

of success, such as high grades, honor roll selection, and graduating within the top 20 of my high 

school class.  

As a scholar and practitioner, I constantly reflect on my successful navigation of the 

public school systems of southern Arizona as well as the community college and the university 

system to think of ways I can make this success more widely accessible. In this way, I represent 

the object of my own academic inquiry: a Native American student who successfully completed 

the work of a conventional educational system. Castagno and Brayboy (2008) write of the 

rareness of this accomplishment, highlighting the various disparities between performance of 

Native American students and their non-Native American counterparts “on almost every measure 

of academic success” (Castagno and Brayboy, 2008, p. 942). In exploring my own experience, I 

developed a similar focus: I became driven to generate and support the success of all Native 

American students at multiple educational levels. 
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As an instructor at almost every level of schooling, from elementary to community 

college, and with various populations, I have worked to develop pedagogical practices which 

would support students in different ways. In my teaching, I have observed a lack of presence of 

students from my community in schools, especially in the higher grades and levels. One 

contributing factor to this absence is a lack of appropriate and effective pedagogy and curriculum 

for Native American students. With this observation in mind, I have planned my pedagogy and 

practice with these missing students in mind. I started by thinking through my schooling 

experience and identified it as an exception, not necessarily a prescription for how schooling and 

teaching should be done. I have critically examined and reconsidered all assumptions I had 

regarding teaching and learning. I have rejected deficit views of students, instead considering 

that the way school functions and operates might be the cause of students from my community 

not being present with me in my educational journey. I sought to remedy this situation through 

my instruction, through the development of curricular practices which utilize alternative learning 

components. Through my teaching, I worked to support students to feel included within the 

classroom, using activities which supported their knowledge and abilities and aligning their skills 

to the requirements posed by standards and institutions. In this way, I have worked to create a 

teaching repertoire which uses activities for students that are involved and interactive, and have 

attempted to incorporate the knowledge and skills students possessed, while at the same time 

challenging their growth as students and as people.  

Completion of my graduate studies in education has caused me to explore the many 

components of my own schooling career. Through studies and application as a researcher, 

curriculum developer and scholar, I discovered many of the components that contributed to my 

own success as a student, and ways to apply them. I learned about multiple systems for the 
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education and support of students, especially culturally and linguistically diverse student 

populations. At the same time, these approaches to teaching that I had developed were pushed 

further by questioning elements of language and culture as critical components to support the 

education of Native American students. I began to see more and more that while many of the 

teaching techniques I used were a solid foundation, they were not sufficient for diverse students 

to be successful in school. My studies pushed me to consider many other factors involved for 

students of color to successfully negotiate schooling systems. (I intentionally use the term 

“negotiate” to denote a sense of questioning and reflecting and to point out successful 

completion of school is not contingent upon simply being a “good student.”) I became intensely 

interested in the various communities in which youth participate that contributed to their 

performance and success in schools, or that created conflict or tension within this process of 

negotiation. As I studied educational systems for Native American youth, I discovered the work 

of scholars in Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP), Culturally Responsive Schooling (CRS) and 

other culturally centered pedagogy and teaching systems. CRP/CRS scholars explore how the 

central placement of the cultures and languages of students of color can provide successful 

school experiences (Castagano and Brayboy, 2008; Ladson-Billings, 2014; McCarty and Lee, 

2014; Paris and Alim, 2014). Although I was not the product of CRP or CRS practices, nor was I 

consciously a practitioner of these systems, I found that some of my day-to-day teaching 

activities were in line with the philosophical tenets of scholars like McCarty, Paris, Brayboy and 

others. My objectives as a teacher have always prioritized the valuing of the lived experiences of 

youth (Kinloch, 2010; Lachuk & Gomez 2011) and the use of engaging materials and relevant 

practices, central components of CRP/CRS. The more I learned about this style of teaching and 
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learning, the more I became interested in exploring its possibilities for their uses in supporting 

Native American students.  

Along with CRP/CRS and my new experiences in Waldorf education, I have focused on 

the direct implications of reforms in my classrooms. While the results of my work utilizing 

Waldorf-inspired education with students have been promising, an essential component to 

address is the connection between the philosophical tenets which undergird the respective 

systems I am exploring. As I began to explore Waldorf education, I had a thought that the 

methods and activities might be interesting or useful to Native American students. As I studied, 

learned and practiced the methods and came to better understand the philosophy which fueled 

Waldorf education, I was intrigued by the way it might address the important components 

identified as foundational to CRP/CRS. While I speculated that Waldorf-inspired education 

could support Native American students, I was not familiar with any supportive evidence on this 

topic. The more I explored Waldorf, and the more I came to support its methods and 

philosophical tenets, the more I began to wonder how, if at all, it would be compatible with 

culturally sensitive work. 

In contemplating the possible parallels and complementarities of my CRP/CRS 

background with my new learning in Waldorf education, I became intensely aware of the tension 

present in this exploration. Waldorf education was, after all, developed in Germany in the 1920s, 

for a unique time and place, with a focus on German literature, drama and cultural contributions 

as the foundation of the school. Given this starting point, how, if at all, might Waldorf education 

be utilized or incorporated by Native American communities? This is especially important, given 

the need to be careful to have an asset perspective of Native American culture and language, 

respect of tribal autonomy, while avoiding the “Messiah” complex of bringing something to 
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communities that will “save them.” The number of education reforms which have been brought 

to tribal communities that were, at best, ignorant of tribal customs, cultures and practices and at 

worst, actively attempted to suppress and destroy cultures like the painful legacy of boarding 

schools (Thomason, 2015), are almost too numerous to mention. Thus, I am continuously 

reflecting on my practices in order to remedy and prevent this destructive type of prescriptive 

instruction and pedagogy. My time as an instructor and pedagogue has shown me that it 

important not to essentialize students, their cultures, communities and experiences, but to 

consider carefully their lived experiences as I work to teach. These considerations are important 

whether contemplating a Waldorf educational reform or a CRP/CRS reform. The possibility of a 

Waldorf-inspired educational experience for youth from tribal communities does not imply a 

panacea for the issues facing Native American students and educators. Rather, they represented 

another possibility for supporting Native American and Indigenous students. It is hoped that 

scholarship in the area of Native American and Indigenous education would produce multiple 

possibilities for Native American students. In essence, education reforms are indicative of 

questions of sovereignty and autonomy: the ability to make decisions and choices for oneself, 

and not be bound to action by another.  

In fact, rather than acting as a prescriptive, “top down” mandated reform, an attempt to 

proselytize or impose a particular curriculum on students, one intriguing aspect of Waldorf 

education is its flexibility and portability: Waldorf schools have been established in sites as 

diverse as Israel, South Africa, and China. These schools have often adapted the curriculum of 

Waldorf education to suit their local cultures and communities. This is not in opposition to the 

perspective of Steiner, who originally stated that “Waldorf education is not a worldview…it is a 

method” (Oberman, 1998, p. 8). As a cohesive system, Waldorf methods have existed outside of 
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mainstream education for almost 100 years, and are well worthy of investigation into their merits 

as a reform for Native American education practices and policies. The purpose of this chapter of 

my dissertation is to explore how, if at all, Waldorf-inspired methods might be useful and 

beneficial to explore as new directions in Native American education, with an eye to the 

continued valuing of tribal communities, cultures and languages, all the while attending to tribal 

sovereignty as a cornerstone for consideration of these reforms. 

 

Methodology 

Being a critically minded teacher, I am interested in the ways Waldorf-inspired 

educational reform might be used to support culturally and linguistically diverse students, and 

specifically, Native American students. To accomplish this, I reflected on literature pertaining to 

Native American/Indigenous Education (NA/IE), on education reform in general, and attempt to 

address questions regarding efficacy and appropriateness regarding the application of Waldorf 

education and Waldorf-inspired education reforms to support Native American communities. In 

this final chapter, I reflected on the possibilities and challenges of implementing such an 

educational reform for Native American students. I addressed this question through multiple 

lenses, reflecting on various aspects of Waldorf education as it interacts with Native American 

education, including discussion of various Waldorf-inspired Native education initiatives. To 

begin, I examine and reflect on my own activities as a teacher-researcher and discuss the way I 

devised and utilized Waldorf-inspired methods to teach classes to youth from my own tribal 

community. I also explore other Waldorf-inspired initiatives in NA/IE, such as Dine teachers 

working with Waldorf-inspired methods and the newly created Coalition of Tribal Waldorf 

Schools. I also examined a successful Waldorf Native American educational initiative, the 
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Lakota Waldorf School, serving the Pine Ridge reservation. The objective of this chapter is to 

discuss the possibilities and potential challenges for attempting to implement Waldorf-inspired 

changes and developments to educational systems serving Native youth. 

 As a progressive Native American educator (being Native American, an educator, and an 

educator committed to the education of Native American students) I have been extremely 

impressed and deeply impacted by my experiences with Waldorf education practices and beliefs, 

and I explore three themes related to these impressions. I have examined the current literature on 

CRP/CRS and have identified the central tenets of this body of work. I then compared these 

tenets to the central tenets of Waldorf education. My hope is to demonstrate their compatibility 

and complementarity. I envision a conversation between myself and various scholars in this field 

(i.e. Alim, Brayboy, Castagno, Lee, Ladson-Billings, McCarty, Paris and others) to explore, 

critique and critically view the notion that Waldorf-inspired education and CRP/CRS are 

compatible. Drawing on a recently published special issue of the Harvard Educational Review 

(2014) I will compare and contrast the key issues in CRP/CRS to examine their connection and 

potential response to key concerns and tenets of Waldorf education methods and practices, as 

described in the work of various Waldorf education practitioners such as Oberman, Beaven and 

others.  

 

Conversations: Combining Waldorf Education with CRP/CRS Perspectives and Practices  

With a primary interest in the improvement of education for Native American students, I 

have explored various educational reforms. Two systems which continue to be the most 

intriguing to me are Waldorf education and CRP/CRS practices and perspectives . Being 

interested in both systems, I wondered how Waldorf philosophical tenets and epistemology 
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might interact with the CRP/CRS beliefs and assumptions. I was struck by the congruence 

between the two and wondered if the literature would bear this out. The Spring 2014 issue of the 

Harvard Educational Review provides a range of scholarship examining contemporary issues 

around CRP/CRS and, along with the a recent literature review by Castagno and Brayboy (2008), 

provides the definitions of and foundational tenets for a discussion on CRP/CRS. In the 

following sections, I will explore, describe and discuss the ways that Waldorf education can 

support the objectives of CRP/CRS.  

Epistemological Stances in Waldorf Education and CRP/CRS Practice. Ladson-

Billings (2014) describes a question which undergirds the development of her conception of 

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy. Her question was one almost identical to the one I had in 

beginning my explorations of education reforms for Native American students, where she 

“attempted to make a pedagogical change…to ask what was right with these students and what 

happened in the classrooms of teachers who seemed to experience pedagogical success with 

them” (Ladson-Billings, 2014, p. 71). Ladson-Billings’ comment brings to light some of the key 

operating assumptions of CRP/CRS practitioners, who begin by viewing youth from an asset-

based perspective, rather than a deficit one. Extending this conception, McCarty and Lee (2014) 

define CRP/CRS with a critical eye, taking up the work of Django Paris in defining CRP/CRS as 

having the “explicit goal [of] supporting multilingualism and multiculturalism in practice and 

perspective for students and teachers” (Paris, 2012, quoted in McCarty and Lee, 2014, p. 102). 

Describing an example from their own scholarship the authors characterize the operating 

assumptions of one school, noting the school’s emphasis on wellness for its Native American 

students following “Indigenous educational philosophies” which prioritize and privilege “holistic 

attention to students’ intellectual, physical, emotional, and social development within a 
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community and cultural context” (McCarty and Lee, 2014, p. 108). These philosophies, far from 

being purely idealistic, are the very real attempts of teachers and scholars to develop asset-based 

perspectives of students and their respective communities, to reposition “the linguistic, literate, 

and cultural practices of working class communities – specifically poor communities of color – 

as resources and assets to honor, explore and extend” (emphasis added, Alim and Paris, 2014, p. 

87). Ultimately, the focus of CRP/CRS work and systems is the reconsideration of students as 

having unique and distinct cultural backgrounds, an epistemological stance where “culturally 

responsive education recognizes, respects, and uses students’ identities and backgrounds as 

meaningful sources for creating optimal learning environments” (Castagno and Brayboy, 2008, 

p. 946), while at the same time acknowledging the need for teachers to be “respectful, 

empathetic…sensitive” to the unique experiences of students (Gay, quoted in Castagno and 

Brayboy, p. 946). 

 All of this must occur with the evolving picture of tribal autonomy and sovereignty as the 

cornerstone of educational practice or reform. McCarty and Lee (2014) remind us that the 

development of CRP/CRS programs “have long been tied to affirmations of tribal sovereignty” 

which exists as a “contested ground” (p. 102). While CRP/CRS values the life of the unique 

student, it also supports the connection to a larger community, culture and historical context. 

They remind us that CRP/CRS is conceptualized as “an approach designed to address the 

sociohistorical and contemporary contexts of Native American schooling” (p. 103). To properly 

address these aspects of tribal sovereignty and autonomy, McCarty and Lee characterize 

CRP/CRS programs as needing to attend “directly to asymmetrical power relations and the goal 

of transforming legacies of colonization,” to recognize and develop education which sees “the 

need to reclaim and revitalize what has been disrupted and displaced by colonization” while 
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acknowledging the paramount importance of the community as the arbiter of accountability and 

the consistent practice of “respect, reciprocity, responsibility, and relationships” (McCarty and 

Lee, 2014, p. 102) as fundamental to successful education of Native American students.  

 How might these challenges be addressed by Waldorf education? A few themes from a 

Waldorf philosophical perspective will be considered; first, the perspective of an asset-based 

view of students, secondly, a holistic attention to their development, and finally, the original 

development of Waldorf education as a reform for working class youth. From the perspective of 

Waldorf educators, education is student centered, with facilitation by teachers. This focus on 

students is born out of specific notions of Waldorf education’s founders, which state that work 

with young people is a very special undertaking. This task is special because of the special 

constitution of human beings. “Education must address the whole human being: body (physical), 

soul (consciousness, feelings, sense impressions), and spirit (unique, eternal I)” with the ultimate 

goal “to develop freedom of thought and responsibility for self, for fellow human beings and for 

the earth and its creatures” (Beaven, 2011, p. 20). Waldorf educators view people as having lived 

many lives through the experience of reincarnation (a conception borrowed from eastern 

religious traditions) which supports an asset-based view of youth. Teachers’ perspectives of 

students is one of each being unique. Each person’s unique experiences has led up to their 

experiences in this time and place (Oberman, 2008a). The centrality to Waldorf education of 

youth carrying value because of their unique, reincarnated experiences cannot be overestimated. 

This view mirrors conceptions in CRP/CRS perspectives of an asset perspective when 

considering the lives of youth.  

 A holistic perspective of the youth is almost immediately recognized in Waldorf, given 

the various manifestations of the Waldorf adage of education of the “whole child.” Books such 
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as Toward Wholeness (Richards, 1980), Education in Search of the Spirit (Gardner, 1996) and 

The Waldorf impulse in education: Schools as communities that educate the whole child by 

integrating artistic and academic work (Easton, 1995) provides an indication that the process of 

Waldorf education puts front and center a different conception of the student than may be found 

in traditional or mainstream schools. CRP/CRS scholars McCarty and Lee argue for a “holistic 

attention to students” which is a given in the Waldorf school. In discussing observations of a 

student at DWS, one of the teachers remarked that the student looked tired, had walked into class 

with a slow, dragging action, and seemed unconnected to the day. Later, it was found that the 

student (an older male) was busy the night before taking care of siblings while other family 

members dealt with an illness. This attention to students in their totality was not accidental or 

coincidental, I was informed, as the teacher later revealed that a portion of teacher meetings each 

week was devoted to recounting how students seemed physically, emotionally and mentally 

when in the school. Petrash (2002) further develops this description of the “wholeness” Waldorf 

attempts to develop, noting that it “exposes students to a wide variety of subjects, encouraging 

them to develop in a well-balanced way” because “Waldorf schools serve as advocates for 

children” through the encouragement of “well-rounded development” (Petrash, 2002, p. 12-13). 

Directly from Steiner, “life as a whole, is a unity, and we must not only consider the child, but 

the whole of life; we must look at the whole human being” (Steiner, 1995, p. 5). At both a 

practical level and at a philosophical level, Waldorf education attempts to address the full 

experience and life of the young person to develop their unique talents and abilities in line with 

their potential outcomes as individuals. 

 One consistent critique of Waldorf education has been the restrictions on the populations 

it serves. Because of its status as a largely private institution, Waldorf has been available only to 
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those who could afford it. Oberman (2008a) notes that after its original inception to support the 

children of working class citizens, Waldorf education became largely accessible only to the 

middle class in Germany, England and Holland. In the United States, “Waldorf schools exist 

predominantly in middle-class settings where parents have the means to pay tuition” (p. 6). 

Given Waldorf education’s predominant accessibility by higher socioeconomic groups, it might 

seem that Waldorf education would be decidedly ineffective as a reform for populations such as 

Native American communities and families, often without the means to afford Waldorf schools. 

This change from serving working class youth to private and often privileged communities is the 

result of transition over time, not of intent. In describing the story of Waldorf’s inception, 

Oberman (2008a) describes its start in 1919 in Stuttgart, Germany as a school designed for the 

children of Waldorf-Astoria Cigarette Factory workers. Many of the children served at the first 

Waldorf school were children of blue collar workers and could have been considered the 

working poor by today’s standards. While Waldorf education quickly transitioned to serve those 

who could afford it, it recently has begun a shift back towards the service of “less wealthy 

communities” which is attributed to educators’ recognition of the need to support students in 

ways that mainstream education has been unable to (Oberman, 2008a, p. 6). 

Tools of the Trade: Pedagogical Practice in Waldorf as a Reform with CRP/CRS. In 

this section, the term “pedagogical tool” will be used to denote choices of time structure within a 

school environment, and it is to be distinguished from curriculum, which alludes to the content to 

be taught. In the discussion of CRP/CRS, scholars have outlined many of the key components of 

teaching and instructing Native American students. In one of the programs highlighted in their 

study, McCarty and Lee (2014) describe how staff members of a school intentionally “designed 

activities to integrate…values into their curriculum and teaching methods” (p. 108). These 
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included activities like “the morning circle” which serves not only a practical purpose in the 

management of the school, but is also “an extension of traditional protocols for 

openings/closings where blessings, songs, and information dissemination happens in a circle” (p. 

108). Ladson-Billings uses a term popular in hip-hop circles, “remixing” to describe the manner 

in which CRP/CRS education must adapt and change to address the needs of the community and 

culture it serves, noting that “remixing is vital to innovation in art, science, and pedagogy, and it 

is crucial that we are willing to remix what we created and/or inherited” (20014. p. 76). Alim and 

Paris (2014) describe the purpose of CRP as being “to perpetuate and foster – to sustain – 

linguistic, literate and cultural pluralism and multiculturalism as part of the democratic project of 

schooling” (p. 88).  

 In their review of CRP/CRS literature, Castagno and Brayboy (2008) outline common 

components of “teaching styles” found in many CRP/CRS learning environments, including 

Native American “teaching styles” or “schooling styles” such as 

 

1) “Cooperative learning, which is argued to reduce the traditionally competitive nature of 

schooling and increase student engagement 

 

2) “A visual learning environment within the classroom (including) the visual arts across the 

curriculum…and allow students to observe, and use tools such as paper, markers, videos, 

and chalk 

 

3) “…Pedagogical techniques that explicitly connect learning to students’ everyday lives 
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4) The “increase the wait time between question and answer and the time they give students 

to process information” and finally 

 

5) The “need…to engage their students in the schooling process” which supports youth to 

“develop strategies for understanding and acting on the world around them” (p. 962-963). 

 

Waldorf educators would sympathize with and actively support these objectives. They work to 

create these types of environments within their schools. Visual arts and artistic products are often 

the very first things one notices when visiting a Waldorf classroom. Cooperative learning is an 

assumed, naturalized component of this education system, as teachers will loop with students 

from first grade all the way through eighth grade. Waldorf educators assume that “strong 

emotional ties fostered by continuity develop,” and that “learning is furthered” in this process 

(Pestrash, 2002, p. 77). This also connects to a consistently identified component of CRP/CRS 

education, where “the importance of caring relationships between teachers and students” is cited 

as being integral to the success of Native American students (Castagno and Brayboy, 2008, p. 

970). In this way, teachers are able to create an efficient learning environment. “The continuing 

teacher will already be aware of the individual learning styles” of the students, while at the same 

time providing additional support to the changing structure of the family, where schools often 

“step forward to help provide some of the care and continuity that can no longer be furnished by 

the neighborhood and the home” (Petrash, 2002, p. 77). 

Curricular Choice: Waldorf Education and CRP and CRS Imperatives. As a teacher 

and instructor, I am always interested in the practical application, the point where “the rubber 

meets the road.” It is at this point that an exploration and critique of curriculum becomes 
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essential. It is here where the comparison between CRP/CRS education, with a focus on the 

historical, political and linguistic experience of Native American peoples, and Waldorf 

education’s curricular choice, might seem diametrically opposed. The one might focus on the 

language and culture of the communities students come from, while the other, born as “a 

uniquely German reform,” utilizes “treasures of German culture” such as Grimm’s fairy tales, 

stories of the pantheon of Norse gods, von Eschenbach’s Parcival and Goethe as the curriculum 

taught at various levels (Oberman, 2008a, p. 3). If the Waldorf school reform is taken at face 

value, it would be completely out of sync with the needs of Native American populations. It 

could even be problematized in the manner McCarty and Lee warn of, like past entities which 

“sought to determine curricula, pedagogy, and medium-of-instruction policies for Native 

American students” (2014, p. 102). How, if at all, can these two systems be reconciled? How can 

school curricula from a Germanic background support Native American language and culture 

learning, which has been shown to support and improve Native American students’ academic 

performance (Castagno and Brayboy, 2008)? 

 While the inevitable conclusion might appear to be conflict in the initial assessment, 

closer examination yields greater congruency. Returning to McCarty and Lee, the CRP/CRS 

practitioners they observed spoke of commitment to a youth development in school as connected 

to their actions as “caring and empathetic human beings” (p. 109) and a concern for their “levels 

of wellness, the strength of their cultural identity, and their commitment to their communities 

(Lee and McCarty, 2014, p. 111). Castagno and Brayboy point out that various standards exist to 

guide educators to work with Native American students in a culturally responsive and 

responsible way, which includes the inclusion of local “ways of knowing” the use of the local 

environment and community resources to support learning, as well as the importance of 
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relationships for instructing students (ANKN, 1998; Castagno and Brayboy, 2014). All of these 

considerations occur with the operating assumption of a culturally responsive education 

recognizing “the full educational potential of each student” and, in so doing, providing “the 

challenges necessary for them to achieve that potential” (Castagno and Brayboy, 2008, p. 974). 

Waldorf education is a functioning system which addresses these needs, providing both a stable 

structure and a flexibility and fluidity that is open to change and adaptation.  

 It is essential to note that Waldorf provides a particular structure based on specific 

assumptions about developmental changes in youth. In its orthodox form, Waldorf education “is 

structurally and functionally different from conventional public education” in that it “follows a 

learner-centered pedagogy” which unfolds “across grades…to accord with the developmental 

and psychological challenges of each specific age range.” This includes the use of a “specific 

curricular framework including content suffused with texts from mythology and classical 

literature” (Larrison, et al, 2012, p. 2), which are implemented to meet students where they are. 

This curricula is an “organic structure that mirrors the developmental changes that take place 

over the grade school years” and are chosen due to their relevancy, and their resonation with 

youth and their changing inner worlds (Petrash, 2002, p. 64). Steiner outlines the developmental 

changes in youth across time and directed teachers of the first Waldorf school to curricular 

choices in mythology and literature as a means to address these changes. However, it is essential 

to note that these curricular choices are not rigid. Fourth grade, for example, asks all students to 

begin the study of geography, and this geography is local to the individual: children in California 

would draw maps of California, not Germany. This is in accord with conceiving ten-year-old 

youth as “expanding beyond the most immediate surrounding” and at the same time “legitimizes 

a child’s interest in crossing boundaries” (Petrash, 2002, p. 65). In the work of eight graders at 
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the DWS, where I observed, students’ first lessons of the year were in meteorology and weather 

change as a means to explore the physical and emotional changes students were experiencing at 

the time. 

 This attention to the developmental stage of the youth and meeting the needs of their 

inner world does not indicate a rigidity in material choice; not every Waldorf school must 

contain the stories of the Norse gods or Goethe. In their study of Waldorf schools in the public 

sector, Larrison, Daly and Van Vooren (2012) describe that, while general themes and sequence 

of study are outlined by the Waldorf curriculum, “details and specific focus is left to the 

teacher’s discretion” and even “completely original content” can be utilized to address the 

interests of the student and of the community the school is situated in. While observing at DWS, 

I was asked by the classroom teacher to deliver a short lecture on the experience of Native 

American peoples during the Revolutionary War, as a means to provide another lens for that 

historic period. Rigidity is not the objective here, given that “Steiner was clear that Waldorf 

education must be responsive to the space and time in which it would be enacted” (Larrison, 

Daly & Van Vooren, 2012, p. 2). The significance in time and place for Waldorf education can 

be observed in the incorporation of specifically chosen stories, such as the example given of a 

fairy tale which addressed trauma between family members, a story chosen by a fourth grade 

teacher specifically to “evoke the emotional life of the children.” The story was told as a means 

to address the needs of the students in an urban school in Milwaukee, to “address the actual 

concerns of the children” while at the same time providing “repertoire of images from which to 

draw and perhaps gain strength” (McDermott, Henry, Dillard, Byers, Oberman, & Uhrmacher, 

1996, p. 129). This supports the idea of Waldorf curriculum designed to address “the collective 
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human being developing and struggling into existence” (Huchingson & Huchingson, 1993, p. 

400), while leaving room for incorporation of content from various sources and backgrounds. 

It is essential to note that, in regards to the conceptions of child development, Waldorf 

education and Steiner provide one model which is rooted in a particular cultural context, and is 

by no means universal. Rogoff (2003) in explaining the various developmental stages and 

markers from Navajo communities, for example, points out that different cultures have different 

methods for marking these changes in their members. Rogoff contrasts distinguishing “phases of 

life in terms of chronological age” versus using “events and achievements valued by the 

community” as the method of marking life phases (Rogoff, 2003, p. 151). This community-wide 

marking is essential to communities where the individual does not exist in isolation, but in 

relation to social and cultural responsibilities. Thus, transitions are marked “not only for 

individuals, but for generations” (Rogoff, 2003, p. 152). Cole echoes this argument, noting that, 

as culture serves as a mediating component between “biology and the environment” or “the 

individual and society” (p. 14), the markers for developmental stages are embedded within the 

cultural contexts in which the individual resides. This is to say that the developmental stages 

Waldorf education utilizes from the work of Steiner are equally as embedded in Germanic 

history and cultural context. The stages as applied in Waldorf serve to guide curricular trajectory, 

but must also be carefully examined in light of the various cultural paradigms and norms which 

mark the development of children and youth. One is not dominant over the other, but they must 

responsibly work in mutually beneficial ways.  
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Waldorf as a Reform for Native American Communities 

 It may appear purely idealistic to compare the work of CRP/CRS and Waldorf education, 

a thing being “good in theory” but far from attainable in the “real world” (here I am echoing the 

sentiments of my students about the dichotomy of the real world and the world constructed 

through involvement with Waldorf education (see chapter 2 and 3). The question then becomes 

whether such blending and interaction can occur within the seeming disparate communities of 

Native Americans and Waldorf educators. The previous section outlined the possibilities for a 

conversation and the very real possibility of collaboration between these two educational reforms 

as a means to improve education for Native American students. In the next section, I will explore 

the operationalizing of Waldorf education that has already occurred in different environments 

serving Native American communities. To begin, I examine my own experience in bringing 

Waldorf-inspired, CRP/CRS grounded education to high school youth from my own tribal 

community.  

Waldorf Inspired Education and Tribal Youth in Southern Arizona. Waldorf 

educational practices and methodologies have found their way into myriad educational 

environments and schooling institutions, often in highly contentious spaces. This is exemplified 

in the formation of the original school, which was designed partly as a means to support the 

children of factory workers in war-torn Germany, but also in an attempt to provide an alternative 

to youth facing the competing calls for nationalist support of the country versus those calling 

towards more anarchic revolutionizing. The specific stances of the teachers and leaders in the 

early Waldorf movement eventually caused friction with rising power of the Nationalist Nazi 

regime and even led to the closure of many Waldorf schools in Germany and Europe (Oberman, 

2008a). As Waldorf education continued to develop throughout the United States and the world, 
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further examples arose which demonstrate the “social mission” of healing and transformation of 

the schooling system. Other examples of this healing and transformative work of Waldorf comes 

in the form of a school in a South African township, established in an attempt to heal the traumas 

of apartheid, of schools established after the abolishment of the USSR, and in the schools in 

Bosnia. Another compelling example comes from a school is in Israel, where initiatives are at 

work attempting to bring together Israeli and Palestinian children in a safe learning environment 

of mutual respect and care, and where Waldorf is “being used as a forum to support social 

transformation and healing” (Beaven, 2011).  

 The presence of Waldorf education in such diverse environments supported my interests 

in examining the ways that the educational system might be applied to other spaces. Because of 

its apparent portability and adaptability to various cultures and environments, I was interested in 

its application for Native American students. My experience working with community college 

students (see chapter 3) caused me to wonder if it could be successfully utilized with older 

students outside of the age range for traditional Waldorf education. With the evidence and 

experiences I had already had, I became curious about new ventures and initiatives for the 

inclusion of Waldorf education for students. To this end, I conceptualized Waldorf education 

working in collaboration with another learning system I believe to have deep transformative 

powers: auto-ethnography and community-based ethnographic field work. This program would 

include a diverse educational approach, including Waldorf education, CRP/CRS and 

anthropological techniques. I was given a unique opportunity to create and teach a program like 

this, working with a group of twelve students in a summer bridge program. This program had 

aspects of “healing” work as described by Waldorf educators, in that it was designed to support 

Native American students who were considering enrolling at a local university in the southwest 
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U.S., many of whom had never been on campus or had family members who attended the 

university or graduated. Thus, the “healing” here would be two-fold: an attempt to provide a 

positive and healthy educational experience for Native American students who had attended 

public schools that had not done well to serve them (as I had speculated based on my own 

experience, and had confirmed through the work of the students). The program was an attempt to 

provide them access to the university which at many turns had excluded these students on 

different levels. As a high school student, I had attended this course myself along with 23 other 

Native American students from various communities. I found it to be an incredibly enriching and 

empowering experience. I was intrigued by the possibility of providing a similar learning 

experience for students, with the new systems I had learned and was practicing. 

 The following section describes this Waldorf-inspired class creation and serves as a 

“how-to” auto-ethnographic teacher-researcher reflective piece, to describe the process of 

developing and implementing the course. It also describes my reflections as the teacher and my 

experience addressing challenges in its implementation. The methodology protocol is similar to 

that outlined in chapter 3 and included many of the same classroom structures. A Tribal Research 

Application and an Institutional Review Board application to interview the students who 

participated in this program is currently in process, and thus the voices of the students will not be 

represented here. I will speak from my own auto-ethnographic experience as the teacher in the 

course and the researcher. 

The Planning of the Course. When I participated in the Summer Bridge Program (SBP) 

as a student almost 20 years ago between 1996 and 1999, there was a literacy component which, 

at the time, I did not realize contained components of CRP/CRS perspectives. In the SBP, we 

explored the work of Native American, Latino American and African-American authors, the 
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incorporation of activities designed to stimulate thoughts about our communities and cultural 

beliefs, and visits to various sites around the university campus to explore the history of the 

place. As the instructor of the SBP literacy courses in 2014 and 2015, I charged myself with 

maintaining the spirit of the program, while incorporating new components from Waldorf 

education and my training in ethnographic research and presentation. I considered how this class 

might incorporate all of these components and created a scope and sequence for the class as a 

means to map out the duration of the course, the activities of the class, and the proposed final 

products of the class. To support the incorporation of elements of a CRP/CRS environment, 

reading and issues around Native American educational issues became the guiding theme. The 

class would read Native American authors and scholars as the main content of the course as well 

as participate in visits to a museum featuring Native American history and cultural artifacts. 

Auto-ethnography and ethnographic field research provided the work of the course, as students 

were assigned to do an autobiographical study, as well as to conduct ethnographic field research 

with family and community members. Tenets of Waldorf education provided the foundation for 

the course, as students were engaged in various community building exercises and artistic 

activities. The work of the course would culminate in the students each providing five minute 

presentations at an educational forum, where students would have an open space to present their 

research to their community. Along with myself, two other graduate students and a professor 

from the university provided the support for the class to operate.  

The Course Work and Product. The three components of the course – a literacy course 

based on tenets of CRP/CRS, utilization of ethnography as course work, and Waldorf education 

– synthesized well in spite of the seemingly disparate nature of each discipline. Much like the 

course taught at SCC (see chapter 3), students in the SBP started and ended class with a greeting 
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by name and handshake, an opening and closing verse, and completed artistic projects on a daily 

basis. For example, students produced self-portraits for the autobiographical component of their 

research and produced multi-modal projects with written and artistic components, outlining their 

educational careers, including challenges and supports. As an example of ethnography as 

curriculum, students produced mini-ethnography in the spirit of McCurdy, Spradley and Shandy 

(2004) where they were assigned to complete interviews of their family members and 

community members, and to complete a textual analysis of the transcripts.  

 Students began by arriving by van to campus at 8:30am, many of them traveling from 

tribal communities almost an hour away. After their arrival, students received approximately 

three hours of math and science instruction, followed by lunch. Upon their return to the class, 

students began the literacy component of the course I taught, starting with a handshake and 

greeting at the door. Following this, students repeated our opening verse, and then participated in 

the “bean bag” game to learn names and facts about each other. Class work began shortly after, 

which included discussion of readings on Native American education, history and culture. Along 

with this, students visited museums on campus featuring Native American history and culture 

and participated in class visitations of courses on campus that focused on Native American 

education issues. Students also received instruction on various aspects of ethnographic field 

research, from interview techniques to text analysis. Following the written, reading and 

discussion work, students received 30-45 minutes of art instruction daily, including instruction in 

crayon, chalk and charcoal as mediums for creation. At the end of the course, students recited a 

closing verse, received a parting handshake or hug, and went home.   

 All of the work of self-reflection and interviewing was designed to culminate into a final 

project where students examined their reflections and interviews to determine the prevalent 
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challenges facing Native American students. Along with ethnographic data, students researched 

news, scholarly articles, and personal reflections to learn more about the themes surrounding 

Native American education today. This work was finalized into a series of panels, where each 

student presented for five minutes on their various themes at an education summit. The summit 

was attended by community members, tribal leaders and policy makers, all of whom reported 

extremely positive responses to the students’ presentations.  

Challenges and Possibilities. Students seemed to respond positively to the course, 

appreciating the various components of the class. Students actively participated in the Waldorf 

components of art and community building. All of the students completed their written portions 

and with the exception of two students, all attended and presented at the summit. The summer 

was not without its challenges, however, including challenges in community building and 

occasional clashes between personalities. Students also challenged the efficacy and impact of 

their research to truly create change in the educational experience of Native American students, 

criticizing tribal institutions, public schooling, and larger educational philosophy overall. And 

although no discernable changes occurred from the critiques and solutions provided by the 

students, overall students responded positively to the experience, and in conversation indicated 

their approval of courses such as this one to continue into the future.  

 As the human subjects research applications are still in process, the most essential voice 

still remains to be heard: that of my students. My hope is that in the near future, a systematic 

interviewing and analysis of the work of the students who participated in this study might be 

undertaken, in order to further examine the class and work to make improvements on its 

implementation, as well as in its potential portability to other locations and with other Native 

American communities.  
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 The SBP faces challenges of funding: throughout its history, it has started, stopped, 

restarted and stopped multiple times. Ultimately, it is hoped that consistent funding can be 

secured for the program in order for it to develop and continue to support Native American 

students to have access to university campuses, to have an opportunity to view the campus as a 

resource, and to demonstrate to them their ability to undertake undergraduate level work. This 

program provided an invaluable bridge for me, and it would be ideal for it to continue in this 

capacity.  

 Lakota Waldorf School: European Schooling in the Lakota Way. The most well-

known Waldorf reform in a Native American community is the Lakota Waldorf School (LWS), a 

small private Waldorf school on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation which has generated interest, 

support and controversy since its inception in 1993. This section will explore the inception, 

development and evolution of the LWS, and will examine this site of Waldorf education for 

Native youth. Two other spaces for Waldorf education’s inclusion in Native American 

communities will also be explored. I will draw on a discussion with two members of a Native 

American community in the southern United States who have utilized Waldorf methods with 

students. I will also discuss the newly formed Coalition for Tribal Waldorf Schools, a coalition 

of educators who seek to explore the further integration of Waldorf education and tribal 

community educational practices. The data presented in this section is a partial view, based on 

publically available data including school website pages, weblogs from former teachers and 

visitors, and various publications concerning the school. Attempts are being made to connect 

with the school in the hopes of providing more in depth information.  

Established in 1992, the Lakota Waldorf School originated as an alternative educational 

environment for youth of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. Known also as 
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Wolakota Waldorf, the school began as an initiative by families and community members 

dissatisfied with the local schooling provided in the nearby city of Kyle (Hamilton, 1998, p. 40). 

Materials from the website (http://www.lakotawaldorfschool.org/) seem to indicate a small 

school population, with a May 2012 newsletter including a section to highlight the addition of 

the school’s first 1st grade class (Lakota Waldorf School Newsletter, 2012, p. 4). The school’s 

founding members included concerned parents, teachers and community members of the of the 

Pine Ridge reservation (“Lakota Waldorf School,” n.d.). This establishment occurred most 

directly under the leadership of Bob Stadnick, the school’s founder who began the process of 

exploring alternatives for education of Lakota youth on the reservation before deciding on 

Waldorf education as a the reform (Hamilton, 1998). Website updates from April of 2015 (“We 

Are Helping Mother Earth,” 2015) and a posted YouTube video from the beginning of the 2014-

2015 academic year (LakotaWaldorfSchool1) indicate the continuance of the school, though a 

commonly voiced concern is the challenge for financial viability, given its status as free and 

open to community members of the Lakota tribe. Much of the support for the school comes from 

private donors in Europe and outside the reservation (Young, n.d., para 3). The LWS began and 

remained small, with six students attending by the 1997-1998 school year, though other sources 

report 21 regularly attending students at the school (Hamilton, 1998, p. 40). The school seems to 

be relatively unknown outside of the Waldorf education community and the Pine Ridge 

Reservation, with few mentions in literature related to it in Waldorf education. Even so, available 

sources for exploring the school provide an interesting body of data to explore.   

In spite of the challenges presented, the LWS offers a unique example of the praxis of 

alternative systems like Waldorf education in conjunction with the CRP/CRS work to preserve 

language and culture practices. The school itself is unique as the only functioning private 

http://www.lakotawaldorfschool.org/
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Waldorf school on a Native American reservation. Adding to the school’s unique standing (not 

only amongst Waldorf schools, but schools in general) is its stated commitment to instruction 

and support of Lakota students’ language and culture, offering the children at the school 

traditional Lakota language and culture through the Waldorf curriculum and teaching approach 

(Hamilton, 1998). In an article from Waldorf News, an interview with the kindergarten teacher 

of the school illustrated the operating beliefs of the teachers and administrators of the school, 

describing the importance of Lakota language and culture as central to the school’s philosophy, 

saying “Wakanyeja unkitawapi ki Lakoliyapi na Lakol ounyanpi ki yuha manipi kte heca” or 

“Our children must walk with the Lakota language and Lakota way of life” (Waldorf News, 

n.d.). Tabor White Buffalo, kindergarten teacher at LWS, described her work at the school and 

noted connections between the philosophy of Waldorf and Lakota culture, saying, 

 

I saw so many connections between Rudolf Steiner, Waldorf education and 

Lakota culture. Head, heart and hands – that’s spot on with Lakota culture. We 

encourage our own children to experience the world and work with it. We guide 

them, but we don’t stop them from experiencing the world for themselves 

(Waldorf News, n.d., para. 4).  

 

The adage “head, heart and hands” is a slogan popular among Waldorf school teachers, authors 

and scholars to describe the philosophy of Waldorf engaging students at multiple and varied 

levels of their person. During the process of the school’s establishment, the board members, 

teachers and other community members described the desire for the school to be composed of 

Lakota language and culture as the foundation. During planning and brainstorming sessions in 
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Pine Ridge and in Switzerland, school founders were encouraged to pursue a school based on 

Lakota culture, being told that school “would have to embrace our own culture and language or it 

wouldn’t be a Waldorf School” (Waldorf News, n.d., para. 6). The school website describes the 

importance of the school’s connection to language, land and culture in several places, stating that 

“Lakota language and culture are central to our work” with the goal of having children “feel 

deeply connected to their Lakota Culture, deriving honor, strength and self/esteem from it” 

(“Lakota Language and Culture”).  

 Based on the available information, it is difficult to determine just exactly how Lakota 

language and culture are infused into the LWS. While Hamilton makes mention of the “strong 

Lakota presence” in the Waldorf school, and the various congruencies of Waldorf education and 

Lakota culture, there are no direct descriptions or explanations of the way that Lakota language 

and culture are a part of the school curriculum. Several clues are suggestive of language and 

cultural inclusion. For example, consider the video photo montage on the school’s YouTube 

channel. One video (LakotaWaldorfSchool1) from the 2014-2015 school year begins with a 

chant, and includes several photos of school grounds, the students and their various activities. 

The first photo of school includes an image of the school building, with the words “Lakota 

Waldorf” and “Owayawa” (“school”) in brightly painted letters against a bright pink 

background. Images include students both indoors and outdoors, in accord with the philosophical 

belief of being “at one with nature” (Waldorf News). The video also displays the materials of the 

school, including the familiar dyed silks, wooden toys and featureless dolls, designed to evoke 

imaginative play in the students. It is interesting to note that the toys include renderings of horses 

and other animals familiar to the Lakota, and the featureless dolls appear to be made of a dark 

brown felt with black felt for hair, which is in contrast to dolls at other Waldorf schools, which 
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are often lighter skinned with lighter hair. This subtle change may make the dolls more familiar 

to the youth of the school. Children from the school are also shown collecting plants for dyes, 

making bread in the classroom, and mixing soil and planting seeds with community members. A 

blog post from ssagarin (2009) describes further the daily process of schooling at LWS, noting 

inclusions of Lakota language in prayers at the school, the use of the Lakota creation myth in a 

class, and the presence of a Lakota language teacher. According to ssagarin, the school was, at 

the time of his visit, considering a move to a language immersion program for instruction in 

Lakota language as well.  

 Of primary interest in my study of Waldorf education has been the consideration of the 

whole child as fundamental to a child’s instruction. What has been surprising is the discussions 

of the spirit of the child as being of fundamental importance for development in a school, an 

unheard of component in other schooling systems. This is due partly perhaps to fears of 

encroaching on religious freedom rights in public schools. In multiple places though, Steiner 

mentions the significance of the spirit of the child and conceptualized Waldorf education as a 

means to support this development. This development of the spiritual side of the child is one 

which coincides with Lakota beliefs as well. The website states that “Lakota language and 

culture are central to our work” because the “the Lakota language…is the culture and the spirit of 

the people” (“Lakota Language and Culture,” n.d.). The school website goes on to discuss 

Waldorf’s parallels with “traditional Lakota wisdom and teaching” and perceives Waldorf 

education as respecting “the sacredness and individuality of each child” and “accepts and 

integrates the spiritual part of the human being as well as the spiritual life of the earth and all 

living beings” (“Lakota Language and Culture,” n.d.). Waldorf education systems and methods 
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provide further support to Lakota spirituality by making it a part of the daily life and practice of 

the school, and by agreeing “with the true Lakota teaching methods” and because 

 

we were taught that when our children were educated through all five of their 

senses their sixth sense also opens their hearts. We feel that the Waldorf method 

of education is in harmony with our own traditional holistic approach. The 

Waldorf motto - receive the child in reverence, educate him in love, send him 

forth in freedom - reflects closely Lakota values and the respect for each child's 

sacred mission on Earth. (“Lakota Language and Culture,” emphasis mine). 

  

Again, it is difficult to ascertain the level at which Lakota language and culture pervade the 

actual practices of the school day, given the lack of observation of the school day itself, but it is 

interesting and promising to consider that a schooling system exists which supports the desires 

and beliefs of tribal peoples.  

 The school is not without its own controversies and challenges, the major ones being 

funding and concerns from the community over the preparedness of children to enter mainstream 

schools. Hamilton (1998) notes teacher concerns over the apparent lack of skills of students 

leaving LWS and entering into the school system outside of the reservation. Hamilton also notes 

parents and community members questioning whether the abilities of the students from the LWS 

are due to high parental involvement in the school and in education processes versus any change 

brought through Waldorf educational reforms, questions well worth exploring. 

Waldorf Reforms in Native American Communities. While LWS represents the most 

comprehensive move towards the use of Waldorf education methods and philosophies in tribal 
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spaces, there are other, budding initiatives which show the possibility of its use with Native 

American communities. This new movement has come to fruition through the work being done 

at the Rudolf Steiner College’s Public School Institute (PSI) which is seeking to expand access 

of Waldorf to students in many different communities. The PSI has worked to provide Waldorf 

methods training to teachers in the public sphere, with a special emphasis on the recruitment and 

training of teachers from low socio-economic communities across the U.S. and Canada. This has 

included the recruitment and support of Native American educators (such as myself) as well as 

the training and support of teachers working with students in other Native American 

communities. At the PSI, I connected with several educators, like Loren Silver, a Navajo teacher 

from Winslow, AZ. Mr. Silver works with students in Winslow in an after school program, and 

described the use of tools learned at PSI and their integration with Native American students he 

works with (“Rudolf Steiner College”). In describing working with students, Mr. Silver 

discussed ways in which Waldorf methods supported students learning and connected them to 

their identities as Native American youth through alterations and adjustments he made to fit the 

Waldorf methods to his home community. Along with Mr. Silver, Mrs. Rochelle Barton-Silver 

(Rochelle and Loren are married) also attended the PSI and described multiple ways that the 

methods of Waldorf training not only supported her students, but also supported her as a teacher, 

saying that the Waldorf methods she learned had “helped her grow as a teacher” and her interest 

in teaching had been “renewed” (“Rudolf Steiner College”). Both Loren and Rochelle described 

their experiences of using the methods learned at PSI as producing positive results and responses 

from their students.  

 Yet another space where tribal education and Waldorf education are interacting and co-

constructing new educational environments is the newly established Coalition of Tribal Waldorf 
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Schools (of which I am a member). The working group consists of educators from three different 

institutions, who are all working on the potential for incorporation of Waldorf education with 

tribal education programs. An initial brainstorming session was held at the PSI over the summer 

of 2015, and the Coalition is just beginning to establish its goals and objectives, including the 

establishment of membership and structure. It is interesting to note that the Coalition assumes a 

particular congruency between Waldorf educational philosophy and tribal philosophical and 

spiritual beliefs, noting “the idea that the Waldorf approach to education is appropriate for 

Native schools because of the deep spiritual orientation toward the development of the children 

through educational activities” (L. Helgeson, personal communication, November 14, 2015).  

 These examples, from Loren and Rochelle, to the newly formed Coalition are recent 

developments in explorations of tribal peoples into Waldorf as a method and a philosophical 

system, and provide further examples of the possible integration of these two worldviews on the 

health and education of youth.  

 

Conclusion and Implications 

This chapter argued for the exploration of Waldorf education practices and schooling 

techniques as one potential reform for Native American students. Drawing on the work of 

CRP/CRS, which has shown to be an effective methodology for work with students of color, I 

compared and contrasted this reform with tenets of Waldorf schooling and demonstrated multiple 

ways that the two are compatible and complimentary. CRP/CRS has been demonstrated as a 

method which is effective in working with Native American youth, though I argue that Waldorf 

education provides necessary components which are not always accounted for in both traditional 

and CRP/CRS schooling practices: namely, elements of spirituality and the consideration of the 
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spiritual life of children. This was not intended to demerit or demote CRP/CRS forms of 

education or all public education; indeed, public schools have the largest percentages of Native 

American student representation and have been welcome spaces for some Native American 

students. Though the inclusion of the spiritual is a contentious issue, as public schools are 

restricted in the inclusion of spiritual or religious components due to respect of the establishment 

clause. Waldorf education and schools, both as a private institution as well as a public education 

reform, are able to address and attempt to develop the spiritual component and faculties of youth 

through its design, the underlying assumptions held by teachers, and the use of particular 

activities and skill development for youth. I argue that the work of CRP/CRS, while hugely 

beneficial, could be improved through the incorporation of Waldorf methods and techniques, 

which value and privilege the spiritual life of youth that is sometimes not present. 

Secondly, this chapter argued for exploration of Waldorf education and school as an 

effective reform for the education of Native American youth, outlining examples of its use and 

incorporation in South Dakota and Arizona as primary examples of its operationalizing and the 

interest in its continued use as reform. The examples from the Wolakota Waldorf School, 

perhaps more than anywhere, best outline the congruencies of Waldorf educational philosophy 

and elements of Native American epistemology. Teachers and members of the community 

commented on how the philosophical underpinning of Waldorf education and schooling was in 

many ways similar or even identical to beliefs and assumptions of tribal peoples. The examples 

provided through the reflections of teachers in Arizona and researchers in North Dakota bear out 

the potential and interest for schooling reforms which derive from an alternative perspective of 

youth than is offered in typical schooling environments.  
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Through a reflection on my work to merge CRP/CRS and Waldorf techniques with tribal 

communities, I presented my observations of the class I taught at the SBP as I experienced it, and 

anecdotally as students described and experienced it. From reflections based on this educational 

project, I argue for the efficacy of Waldorf-inspired reforms for Native American students, citing 

aspects of artistic, creative production, and the baseline assumption of asset versus deficit 

perspectives of youth. This component of the study is in need of further exploration, in terms of 

repetition of the course, documentation of data, and a review board clearance for a full 

qualitative study of students in the course. The data for a study such as this would be unique, in 

that there currently does not exist qualitative data on the experience of Native American youth 

participating in an educational reform such as Waldorf education. A study such as that would be 

largely beneficial in considering alternative education reforms for Native American students to 

explore efficacy and impact of these reforms. As stated, there are indicators that the schooling 

processes offered through Waldorf schooling and Waldorf-inspired schooling may be positive 

and even healing for Native American youth. This contention requires further exploration in 

order to determine its accuracy. 

 The continued evaluation and reevaluation of processes for the schooling of Native 

American students is always necessary. Native American students are an intense focus for 

educators given the unique challenges they face in formal schooling environments. Substantial 

research exists which highlight concerns of “achievement gaps” of Native American students 

(McCardle & Berninger, 2014; Zehr, 2009) on measures such as test scores (McEwan, 2008) and 

college entrance exams (House, 1998). At the same time, large gaps still persist in Native 

American student retention and completion in college and university. Calls are continually made 

for the improvement of schooling experiences for Native American students in order to improve 
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their performance (Gregory, 2012). Educators and scholars of Native American student 

performance have outlined many reforms necessary for improving the experience of youth in 

schools, especially the need for incorporation of CRP/CRS tenets like culturally appropriate 

curriculum and pedagogy, (Reyhner, Gilbert, & Lockard, 2011) the opportunity to access social 

capital (Demmert, Grissmer, & Towner, 2006), and the significance of utilizing culturally based 

education (Demmert, & Towner, 2003). All of this is necessary in the name of recognizing 

Native American student ability, and attempting to move further from the deficit view of 

students of color (Demmert, McCardle, Mele-McCarthy, & Leos, 2006). While pedagogy, 

curriculum, and “strategies” for teachers working with Native American students are certainly 

beneficial (Guillory, 2009), there is a need for a reconsideration of the structure of schooling 

itself, and how its inherent biases may unfairly and disproportionately impact Native American 

students and students of color. A reconsideration of schooling activity that does not pathologize 

students of color, or locate blame for the problems of society, racism, and economics within the 

students themselves (Ladson-Billings, 2006). 

There are several steps that will prove fruitful for further research in relation to Waldorf 

education, CRP/CRS, and schooling reforms for Native American students. Many questions 

remain in regards to my own perspectives of education reform through Waldorf education, and I 

wonder about my perceptions of the success and efficacy of the use of these techniques beyond 

the anecdotal indicators I recorded with my students during the summer class in 2014. As a 

qualitative researcher, I wonder about the ways students would reflect on their experience of the 

course, especially as it connected to their sense of self and identity as Native American youth. 

Along with questions about Native American identity and sense of self, I wonder about the ways 

that this schooling reform matches up with youth, all who come from the same community, and 
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how this reform interacts with their sense of being students in school. Is there an experience of 

conflict and tension in learning this way, or is it perceived as useful and beneficial? The group of 

students I worked with would be especially intriguing to interview and learn from, given their 

self-identification as “cultural” and interested in supporting their language and ways of being as 

Native American youth. In their work in my course, many of the students were openly 

enthusiastic about pursuing research which they believed might have a direct impact on the 

experience of Native American youth in schools.  

 Along with the focus on my own community, it would be extremely interesting to pursue 

collaborative research with the communities who have been enacting Waldorf education and 

Waldorf-inspired reforms, in order to more clearly explore the connections between the two 

philosophical systems. Examining the work of these other Native American communities would 

be extremely useful as a response to calls for education which supports students to “learn the 

knowledge and skills included in tribal, state and national standards” and at the same time 

pushing teachers to “to respond to local concerns” and allowing youth and the community to 

“have some choice in what type of learning projects they can become engaged in” (Reyhner, 

Gilbert, & Lockard, 2011, p. viii). Anecdotally, the Wolakota Waldorf school, and teachers 

Loren and Rocelle Silver all report the use of Waldorf-education techniques as both effective and 

congruent with traditional Native American learning and knowledge systems. Because of the 

uniqueness of Waldorf education as a reform for Native American schools and learning, it 

certainly warrants further exploration. Examining the similarities and differences in 

implementation and effectiveness for these very different communities is a vital interest in 

further studies of Waldorf education.  
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 Finally, there is the question of the possible implementation of Waldorf education for use 

with other Native American communities, be it in the form of charter schools for Native 

students, or the establishment of private Waldorf schools for Native American communities. 

While funding is absolutely a central concern here, it is also undeniable that there is support for 

initiatives like this: the number of Waldorf schools, both public and private, continues to steadily 

grow (Costello-Dougherty, 2009) and the potential for further development is intriguing. The 

potential for Waldorf education to serve as a healing education, much like it was envisioned 

early 1920s Germany, offers a possibility to support the healing of Native American peoples in 

school, one of the institutions traditionally responsible for processes of oppression and 

dehumanization (Thomason, 2015). Opportunities to heal, and thus to reimagine the schooling of 

Native American peoples, their valuing and humanizing in schools, and reverence for their 

traditional ways of knowing and learning, is a desperately needed project. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS:  

THE CHALLENGE OF WALDORF EDUCATION FOR ALL YOUTH 
 

Throughout this dissertation, I focused on the work of Waldorf education in multiple 

spaces, from its use and implementation in a traditional Waldorf setting, to its use in reimagining 

a college classroom. I initiated this exploration of Waldorf education within its traditional 

contexts to examine the experience of youth from Waldorf schools, as well as to more clearly 

understand my own experience in the Public School Institute’s teacher training program. I was 

able to experience, from an emic perspective, the lives of youth and their construction of identity 

as students participating in an alternative education system, along with gaining a deeper context 

and understanding for Waldorf education as a system and methodology. These explorations have 

also supported my growth and development as a Waldorf-inspired educator.  

 This study explored the various spaces and applications of Waldorf education and 

Waldorf-inspired education, and its potential impacts as a reform in modern schools. This 

reform, I believe, is a timely one, given the ever changing face of schools today. The U.S. 

education system possesses some of the greatest diversity in terms of ethnicity, language, and 

cultural difference. With this diversity comes a sense of challenge, a sense of possibility and a 

beautiful opportunity. For some, this diversity represents a problem, a deficit, and a hindrance to 

teaching, challenges which are surmountable only through the standardization of curricula and 

testing to prove, quantitatively, the efficacy of schooling practices. The problem with this 

approach is demonstrated both implicitly and explicitly throughout this work, from the 

significance and need of critical approaches to pedagogy and content, to the reflections of 

students expressing frustration and discontent with schooling practices which are unengaging, 

uninteresting, and deadly dull.  
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 The importance of critical pedagogy cannot be overstated. Giroux (2011) writes of the 

“prevalent approach” to pedagogy that views learning in school as the acquisition of “skill, 

technique or disinterested method” (p. 3). The consequences of such an approach is dire for all 

students, as they are reduced to “cheerful robots” (Giroux, 2011, p. 3) who, at best, are 

specifically designed to fulfill corporate mandated overhead requirements, which schooling now 

maintains through a reliance on standardized tools. At worst, these “disinterested” practices push 

students out of school and engender an environment more designed for surveillance and 

manipulation than careful cultivation of a unique human being. This is especially traumatic and 

damaging for students of cultural, linguistic, socioeconomic and gender positionalities that do 

not match the “average student” that standardized curricula and pedagogy is designed to target. 

These kids (and I was one of them) do not see themselves in what they learn; they do not 

experience their contribution, or the contribution of their ancestors, to the development of the 

world around them. Critical pedagogy seeks to engage, to enliven and to enthrall all students, 

through the use of the search for truth; not to blame, accuse, or stereotype, but to reconcile. To 

know the experience of all peoples, be it in literature, mathematics, music or history, and to 

appreciate and acknowledge it. To give life to all. To heal. 

 The world of pedagogy and curricular studies should be a complex place, with an 

appreciation of the multifaceted nature of the people involved in its activity, both students and 

teachers. Critical pedagogy offers a way for the process of schooling to grapple with the truths of 

the world, to see them and potentially gain some understanding. It is here that critical pedagogy 

and principles of Waldorf education have common ground. Some contention may exist amongst 

Waldorf practitioners who emphasize a particularly Christian interpretation of the work of 

schooling (Querido, 1995) but it is ultimately the act of consciousness which unites the potential 
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of Waldorf education to meet the needs of children today, an operating assumption critical 

pedagogues would support. Both Waldorf education and critical pedagogy seek to attain 

consciousness of the other, of their experience in the world, of the ways they “read the world” 

(Freire & Macedo. 1987). Critical pedagogy seeks to create a moment, in the mind of the teacher 

and the student, of critical consciousness, where learning of past situations, problems and 

injustices can inform action and comprehension. Waldorf education seeks to reach towards 

consciousness of an entirety, a call for “consciousness of what we are doing, right down to the 

foundations” (Steiner, 1919a, p. 23). The point is to attain a clear understanding of all the 

phenomena in the world that one possibly can, through clear understanding of things as they 

have been, as they are, and as they will be.  

 During one of the days I spent in the 8th grade class at Desert Waldorf School, I was 

asked by the class teacher to provide a presentation for her class on Native American history. I 

prepared the presentation, wanting to focus on stories of first contact between Indigenous 

peoples and Europeans. I told stories of the Taino, of the Yaqui and tribes on the east coast. In 

telling these histories, I informed the students and the teacher that some of the stories presented 

would include dark and violent overtones, embodied in the well-known adage of the time, “the 

only good Indian is a dead Indian.” In speaking these realities, it was easy to see that the students 

were saddened and uncomfortable, but did not shy away from history and reality presented there. 

The teacher later commented on her feeling that, in spite of the darkness implied in the quote and 

the actions which emanated from this philosophy, ultimately it was a positive thing for her 

students to learn and know the truth.  

 Explorations of the dark side of history, of trauma and pain, are complicated in a 

standardized curriculum and are often ignored or disregarded in mainstream classes under the 
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guise of needing to accomplish work for the “test.” Critical pedagogy, CRP and CRS can serve 

as an antidote to schooling which seeks to streamline the schooling process in an efficient way, 

as can Waldorf education. In this manner, chapter 2 and chapter 3 are connected to each other, in 

that critical pedagogy and CRP and CRS are in contrast (and in some ways, in conflict) with the 

neoliberal ethos and schooling for capitulation to the “cult of efficiency,” which is fueling the 

standardization movement. Critical pedagogy is slow, it requires time, it is messy, and it is deep. 

It requires commitment to exploring and understanding, while developing tools to analyze, 

examine, interrogate and understand. Though this kind of depth of learning may be a goal of 

standardized curricula, it is one nearly unattainable given benchmark testing, state assessments 

and systemic structures which seek to simplify and mechanize the workings of schools in order 

to produce the greatest number of schooled youth with the lowest level of input and resources. 

This critique of critical pedagogy seeks to examine the problems of limitation that mainstream 

schooling philosophy imposes on youth, by exploring the ways that it inhibits expansive and 

freeing educational experiences for the sake of expediency and simplicity. This efficiency does 

not support the work of “consciousness, right down to the foundations.” Waldorf education 

provides a unique complimentary component to the project of critical pedagogy by explicitly 

developing aspects of the classroom culture and atmosphere, the development of artistic 

creativity and a focus on the unique individuality of each student.    

 At the same time, Waldorf schooling and Waldorf-inspired education provides a window 

for a powerful and essential critique of business values, market-driven ethics and neoliberal ethos 

which has become fundamental to the schooling experiences of youth today. The critiques 

provided in students’ commentary is telling and should give teachers and policy makers pause to 

consider what schooling is and what it can and should be. Students problematized the types of 
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schooling processes and procedures they encountered, including processes of classroom 

management and school structures which created a feeling of being in a factory, to critiques of 

the way information was transmitted in class. The use of PowerPoint presentations, standardized 

tests and assessments, and the depersonalization of relationships between students and teachers 

contributed to a sense of sadness, a “depressing” feeling about school, to quote Jessica. This is a 

problem. In educational philosophy and practice, there is an issue in this culture of believing that 

if a thing is enjoyable, or fun, it cannot be beneficial in terms of gaining knowledge, skills, 

mastery or abilities. Policy makers, administrators, parents and other stakeholders are suspect of 

the concept of schooling being enjoyable or fun. If it is, there must be a problem, or a teacher is 

doing something incorrect, or improper.  

 A curious side effect of the influx of business and market ethics into schools is students’ 

acclimation to these systems. So much so that students come to expect and, in one sense, prefer 

these methods. Students seem to be as convinced that schooling is “work” (connecting to the 

factory/business metaphor once again) as was evidenced by several students and articulated by 

Emily. In commenting on her expectations of schooling at Southwest Community College she 

described her conception of the course work, and higher learning in general, to be an unfriendly 

undertaking. According to Emily, the tasks were ones where students were to be 

 

stressed out [over] projects, and like, you see in movies like the college kids are 

always like, crying over their books and stuff, so I just expected like a much more 

serious, like, no one cares, but we gotta do it, kind of thing. Just very serious, very 

somber, setting. I think I just probably got that from movies. TV shows, and like 

older relatives telling me about it. 
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For many students, school is work. School is grinding. School is stressful and painful. Students 

critiqued this approach, and yet I have had more than one conversation with students who are not 

only expecting this type of experience, but demand it. I have been critiqued so many times by 

students arguing that there is no “real learning going on” in a class that requires artistic 

components, as has been the case in several literacy and anthropology courses I have taught. This 

critique has arisen often enough that I actually devote a few minutes to it on the first day of every 

class I teach. I alert students that this class is designed specifically to challenge and trouble 

definitions of what teaching and learning are and how they can be accomplished. I also warn 

students of the high probability of their experiencing frustration at not encountering course work 

in the same way they had in previous courses. Often times, students are on board with these 

challenges to business ethics education, though they express misgivings at the lack of pressure or 

force in the course. 

 It is because of this work to change the climate of the classroom and its positive results 

that leads me to think Waldorf education could provide support to Native American students in 

school. The troubling of traditional teaching and learning dynamics serves to demonstrate for 

students that the challenges of schools to teach and support them is not their fault, but are more 

accurately attributed to a particular structuring of school which values market ethics of greatest 

output for lowest use of recourses and input. This focus on efficiency as the hallmark of a 

successful schooling program is problematic for several reasons, not the least of which being the 

loss of relationship, connection, and uniqueness of the individuals. Students become 

matriculated, depersonalized units rather than human beings with distinct experiences and 

patterns of development. Nowhere is this depersonalization and its attendant dehumanization 
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more troubling than in the lives of Native American youth. It is a process that needs to be 

interrogated and ultimately altered.  

The preceding chapters explored the application and outcomes of Waldorf education and 

Waldorf inspired education at various levels of student development. Some might perceive this 

focus to be a tacit endorsement for Waldorf education as panacea for the challenges facing 

education today. While I heavily support many of the tenets of Waldorf education and its 

assumptions about teaching and learning, I also observe several key issues Waldorf education 

needs to address in terms of problems and concerns for its use as a reform. This final chapter 

serves both as a conclusion and as a discussion of further questions and issues surrounding 

Waldorf education. Here I will explore key questions which still standout as needing careful and 

critical exploration.  

 

Anthroposophy, Waldorf Education and Traditional Native Epistemology 

The students interviewed, the literature explored and comparisons made in these studies 

have only touched the surface of potential avenues of scholarship in Waldorf education. While 

there are certainly parallels between concepts, terms and objectives in educational systems, there 

is always room for exploration. At the same time, in examining questions of spiritual, 

metaphysical and epistemological systems, even deeper scrutiny is necessary to discern the 

degree to which disparate philosophies and epistemological positions may meet and truly 

converse. There is a great deal of literature exploring the spiritual systems described and 

explored by Rudolf Steiner in his spiritual scientific studies. These studies of spiritual science 

provided the foundation for the development of Waldorf education. The term “spiritual scientific 

studies” in itself carries with it important, and some might say inflammatory, connotations given 
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its apparent contradictory nature. The realm of science and the realm of spirit do not belong 

together, it might be thought, given the contemporary reliance on scientific methods and theory, 

and the implicit assumption of the body and mind as fundamentally machines and mechanistic. 

Steiner posited that education can only be successful for students if it is developed “through 

knowledge of human nature,” at the center of which is the understanding of the human as a 

“spiritual” being (Childs, 1991). But what is the spirit? How do can it be recognized? Can it be 

taught to and with? This is a unique challenge, given our contemporary reliance on physiology 

and psychology as fundamental to the current conceptualization of the human being. Within 

physiology and psychology, there is a particular understanding of the constitution of a person, 

one that does not incorporate views or perspectives that are beyond the physical or corporeal. 

Some might argue this definition to be a limited or incomplete. Childs (1991) points out that, 

even in the realm of theology (the “proper” discipline for the concern and exploration of the 

spirit of man) the discussion of “spirit” is problematic. Theologians   

 

invariably speak of it [spirit] in psychological terms, thus confounding soul with 

spirit and degrading both to a common level, with the inevitable resulting loss of 

credibility…theologians have no empirical grounds upon which to argue, which 

leaves their position weak and vulnerable (p. 4). 

 

In other words, if we begin with a mechanistic view of the constitution of a person, the spirit of a 

person is fundamentally misconceived: either it is being ignored or disregarded (as with science 

and rationalism) or misnamed or misunderstood (as with theology). While the above statement 

and its implied admonishment to consider the spirit of man might be deemed nonsensical, 
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unscientific, and irrelevant to the question of the education of children, it is essential to consider 

the implications of Steiner’s vision, vis-à-vis the question of the constitution of a human being. If 

humans indeed have a spirit, then it is essential to question its place within the philosophical 

tenets undergirding contemporary educational systems. Of course, this invites a whole host of 

new concerns and challenges: can teachers utilize an educational system whose foundational 

tenets include the belief in nurturing the “spirit” without the ability to measure and assess it? Can 

teachers work in an education with the “spirit” in mind and not violate the Establishment Clause, 

for example?  

 To explore this question at a more immediate and pertinent level, I tasked myself with 

questioning whether or not the anthroposophic (Steiner’s philosophy is known as anthroposophy) 

worldview aligns with the worldview of the various tribal communities who might consider the 

implementation of Waldorf education methods. This question is essential to consider, given that 

at their core both share a common understanding of the significance and centrality of spirit in 

people. A cursory glance of some of the theoretical work by Steiner on Waldorf education invites 

further investigation. Childs writes that at a young age Steiner “began to receive impressions 

from a world other than the physical; manifestations of beings and events in a world that was 

hidden” a “supersensible world” (1991, p. 8). Others have conceptualized his ideas as being 

based on the reality of an “inner life” and make brief mention of a “philosophy which linked up 

the world of science with that of spirituality” (Nicol, 2012, p. 4). Others cite Steiner’s 

involvement in “esoteric” movements such as the Theosophical Society as indicative of his 

worldview and beliefs. Focused on multiple aspects of human life, and more particularly on 

“spiritual pursuits,” Steiner’s studies in the Theosophical Society and the later establishment of 

the Anthroposophical Society demonstrate concern with unseen, spiritual worlds. These studies 
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contributed to Steiner’s overall philosophy and connect to the development of Waldorf 

education, with an eye toward concern with the spirit (Oberman, 2008a, p. 28). This spiritual 

vision “was…firmly rooted in German soil” (Oberman, 2008a, p. 29) as Steiner was influenced 

deeply by the work of Goethe, Fichte, Nietzsche and other German thinkers.  

 How can this “inner world” or these “spiritual pursuits” be characterized? And how can 

this be examined in an impartial way when many of us maintain thoroughly materialistic and 

mechanistic perspectives of the world, and of people? Can teachers and researchers examine a 

pedagogy connected to spirit, inner worlds, and spiritual pursuits? A brief outline of such a 

cosmology is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but a brief exploration will highlight key 

areas for consideration and comparison. Kaufman, a British anthroposophist, wrote of the scope 

of anthroposophy, describing it in contrast to the modern scientific view, which is reductionist, 

and prevalent at the time of writing, saying, 

 

while the Natural Scientist or Anthropologist limits himself in his research to the 

use of certain of man's faculties – his physical senses and his brain-bound intellect 

– Spiritual Science or Anthroposophy calls into play the whole human being, with 

all his faculties, evident and latent, evolving and evolved (1922, p. 4). 

 

It is interesting here to note Kaufman’s attention to the materialistic and reductionist view of the 

world in the early 20s, since arguably, this position has not altered significantly up to the present 

day. The broadness of Kaufman’s definition is not intended to obfuscate but to denote the 

expansiveness of its implications for human endeavors, questions and concerns. But still, it is 

essential to question: what exactly are these “faculties” humans may possess that, according to 
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anthroposophy, constitute us as whole human beings? In what ways do these faculties manifest 

and develop, and to what degree do they constitute a portion of the anthroposophic worldview? 

Exploring tenets of anthroposophy further we encounter concepts such as “etheric bodies” and 

“astral bodies” (Kaufman, 1922, p. 14) which already presents a difficult (if not impossible) 

conception for the modern “natural scientist” to consider. The difficulty compounds itself when 

contemplating other concepts which contribute to the anthroposophic cosmology, such as 

Steiner’s descriptions of the fabled continent of Atlantis and its place in the development of 

human beings today. 

While a full treatment of the cosmology and its expression in the natural world has filled 

many volumes (Steiner is reported to have delivered more than 5000 lectures throughout his 

career from 1888 to 1924 (“Chronological Listing”)), for the purposes of this review it is useful 

to consider a few of the fundamental assumptions of Anthroposophy and its cosmology. Further 

exploration illustrates powerful similarities between anthroposophy and Native American 

cosmology and metaphysical beliefs. Steiner is quoted at length in Shure (1970), stating that 

 

fire is then the door by which we enter from the exterior to the interior of things. 

When we regard a burning object, we see two things as well as fire: smoke and 

light. Light is born of fire, but do we see it? We think so, but it is not true. We see 

solid, liquid or gaseous substances illuminated by light. We do not see the light 

itself. Light is in reality invisible. Passing fire to light, we enter the invisible, the 

etheric, the spiritual. With smoke, the opposite takes place. When a thing burns, 

we behold the transference from material to spiritual, which produces light. But 

this transference is accompanied by smoke. With smoke, fire encloses a spiritual 
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element in matter…from this point of view, the whole universe is concentrated 

fire, spirit enchanted in matter (p. 22)    

 

From this conceptualization, several of the key assumptions of anthroposophy arise, such as the 

belief of all things, all matter, as being spiritual, that spiritual beings surround us at all times, and 

the eventual transformation of all matter and material existence to a spiritual realm. According to 

anthroposophy, the universe is a “spiritual reality that exists, that is as real as, and 

interpenetrates, physical reality” (Beaven, 2011, p. 18). This spiritual reality co-exists with the 

material world and works in tandem with a continuing evolution of human consciousness. This 

spiritual reality, the spiritual beings and the spiritual aspects of the cosmos can be examined, 

explored and rationally understood through the application of scientific methodology to the 

development of spiritual perception. This perception is developed and cultivated via meditation, 

observation, and contemplation. These methods and meditations are outlined in works such as 

Knowledge of the Higher Worlds and its Attainment (Steiner, 2011), one of the foundational texts 

assigned to Waldorf teachers for reading and contemplation. This knowledge of spiritual aspects 

of the world is comprehensible, through the development of the proper sense organs, and can 

have significant impacts on life and the world.  

 An exploration of these tenets of anthroposophy is necessary because of its inescapable 

impact on the development and execution of Waldorf curriculum. At the same time, these tenets 

must be explored as a means to comprehend the appropriateness and congruence of Waldorf 

education as a methodology and curriculum for Native American youth. Given that Waldorf 

arose as a German reform teachers and researchers may ask whether this is an acceptable reform 

for youth outside of this context and culture. It must be asked how much the considerations and 
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exploration of spiritual realms may be a part of a Native American worldview. In researching 

Waldorf education and Native American education contexts, there are noticeable similarities. An 

example of these similarities may be seen in a creation story from the community I come from. 

This well-known creation story, found in museums and cited in texts (Evers and Molina, 1987), 

is presented here in a modified form as it was shared to me by an elder and mentor:  

 

Before there were fully grown people on earth, we were small people, not much 

taller than children, and we were able to talk to the plants and animals. Our 

creator spoke to us directly and helped us to know how to eat, how to live, and 

how to be in harmony with the world around us. There were many worlds that we 

inhabited; a world we could see, and several other worlds which are not 

perceptible to our physical eyes. These are the worlds where the spirits of all 

things live.  

 

In our creation, we were told that we would change: we would not all stay little 

people. Some of us would decide to become plants and animals, to learn about 

that life; some of us would learn to hunt and eat meat, some of us would grow to 

be bigger, some would walk on the outside of the earth, and we would soon learn 

language. We would begin to forget our connections to all things around us, we 

would forget how to talk to the plants and animals, and we would forget our true 

identity. Our work then, on this earth, would be to try to remember this one time 

harmony, and live in accord with it. When we passed, we would become the stars 

in the sky, to help guide those that followed us. 
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The cosmology of my community (and indeed, of many Native American communities) includes 

aspects of life permeated by spiritual beings, spiritual forces, and the potential for knowing and 

experiencing these beings in some way. These two cosmologies may be presenting the same 

information in different forms and saying the same thing in different language and symbols.  

The elders of my community did not communicate to me a system of curriculum and 

pedagogy as regards to subjects like reading, writing and arithmetic, and the tribal community I 

come from has often relied on models outside of traditional community for educational 

processes. It is important to consider deeply whether or not a model which conceptualizes a 

spiritual life of its students is in fact beneficial and consistent with Native American cosmology. 

Conversely, it is also essential to interrogate the possibility that the use of Waldorf education is 

simply a new form of proselytizing and manipulating a population, the problem, Lee and 

McCarty state, of others seeking to “determine curricula, pedagogy, and medium-of-instruction 

policies for Native American students” (2014, p. 102). It is a question worthy of consideration, 

and of further testing, in the form of pilot studies to explore further the use of Waldorf methods 

within tribal communities. 

 In one sense, Steiner’s worldview might be viewed as a “Shamanic” worldview, a 

perspective familiar to many Native American communities. I wonder how Steiner would have 

sounded in talking with tribal elders and spiritual people. The stories sound very similar, and I 

imagine a difference in terms, but not in beliefs. This is not to say that they are perfectly 

matched, or identical, nor should it be presumed to be necessary for application in schools. It is 

not to say that shamanism needs to be taught to Native Americans in schools, but rather that a 

shamanic worldview could be considered in the creation of a school. This means that spiritual 
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worldviews might deserve serious consideration when constructing an education system for 

Native American youth.  

There are many other questions to consider in regards to Waldorf education as a reform. 

There is the larger, historical question of an outside education reform as an extension and tool of 

assimilationist policies which have served as constant assaults on Native American and 

Indigenous peoples. While documented historically (Adams, 1995; Thomason, 2015; Trennert, 

1998) the question of Native American and Indigenous people’s rights as sovereign people 

remains a central question in the education of youth from tribal communities. Since the 60s and 

70s, calls have been made for the increasing inclusion of CRP and CRS methods and 

perspectives as a way to counteract schooling which has often served as a colonial tool to 

“decimate Indigenous ways, traditions, and lands” (López, Schram & Heilig, 2013, p. 514). 

Deyhle & Swisher describe the significance of these attempts, given schools’ historic mission to 

assimilate Indian people in American society, disregarding “Native language use or appropriate 

academic, social, cultural, and spiritual development among Native students” (Deyhle & 

Swisher, 1997, p. 114). Significant policy documents such as the summary report for the 1969 

Special Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education documented what Indians know well, that 

schools were not providing the development and support of Indigenous youth that were 

necessary for well-being (Senate, 1969). As movements towards CRP and CRS are more 

prevalent, it bears considering how any schooling reform for Native American and Indigenous 

youth might present a form of assimilation and colonization. Schools have long been considered 

the primary means to deal with the “Indian problem” and even the best intentioned reforms may 

represent subtle perspectives which serve to strip Native peoples of their culture. This 

dissertation serves as an initial exploration into the possibilities of Waldorf education as a reform 
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for NA/IE, and the question of assimilation and colonization is one that will be continually 

examined and assessed. The objective is to support Native American and Indigenous peoples, not 

to disrupt or destroy their personhood.  

Turning from the larger question of congruency of cosmology and historical context, I 

see three questions still lingering in regards to the use of Waldorf education with various student 

populations, especially with students of color. I will explore these briefly as means to describe 

further avenues of work and investigation, namely the questions of Waldorf education and 

racism, questions of classism, and the challenge of Waldorf “inspired” vs. Waldorf education. 

 

Waldorf Education and Racism 

 Any discussion of schooling reforms, especially those targeted towards Native American 

youth and other youth of color, must include questions regarding racism and processes of 

education in a systemically racist society. This question presides over many discussions 

involving Waldorf education for myriad reasons, such as its origination in Europe and the 

possibility of Native American people creating an association of Waldorf Schools with historic 

European educational reforms, which will only serve as another arm of assimilation and a means 

of repressing language and culture. Included also is a concern over the perception of race by the 

founder of Waldorf education, Rudolf Steiner, and finally, the genesis of Waldorf education in 

Germany in the early 1920s and a perceived connection to the rise of the Nazi party. Briefly, I 

will examine these questions and discuss their potential impact on Waldorf education and those 

who receive it. 

 Because of my encounter with Waldorf education has been recent, I approach comments 

on racism in Waldorf curriculum as potentially manifesting in two connected ways: in my 
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implementation of Waldorf education, and in its execution by educators I have observed. In my 

experience as both an educator utilizing Waldorf methods, and in my studies of Waldorf 

education through observations, interviews and trainings, I have never once encountered an 

experience of overt racism in relation to perspectives and beliefs of students, their cultures, or 

their abilities. Quite to the contrary, I have seen teachers attempt to critically address issues of 

race, class, culture and gender and have encountered environments of inclusion carefully 

constructed by the schools. However, there are documented concerns regarding the connection of 

anthroposophy, Waldorf education, and the possible inherent racism within it (Beaven, 2011; 

McDermott and Oberman, 1996; Oberman, 2008a). McDermott and Oberman, upon completion 

of a task force study regarding the Urban Waldorf School (a Waldorf public school established in 

Milwaukee in an inner-city neighborhood) described a disheartening scene of visiting 

representatives of international Waldorf schools discussing the education of African-American 

students, which depicted  

 

a conversation in an office at the school (for which no one from the school was 

present), of Steiner’s racist speculations about Africans as close to the body and 

new to the rational and spiritual heights achieved by whites on the evolutionary 

ladder which were cited as possibly relevant to the education of African American 

children in Milwaukee (McDermott and Oberman, 1996, p. 1, para 3). 

 

It is difficult to ascertain exactly where these visitors obtained this stance; however it cannot be 

denied that such a perspective of students is damaging. It is important to note McDermott’s 

observation that no members of the school were present for that comment, and indicated that the 
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visitors were solely responsible for the comments and perspectives. This, however, does not 

absolve the system of blame for such views. McDermott mentions other problems with racial 

perception and Waldorf education, describing narratives collected on everything from African-

American families arguing against a perception of an “evolutionary limit” on black children, to 

Jewish people told that they could not be Waldorf teachers (McDermott & Oberman, 1996, para. 

6). Although examples such as these are often found to be the result of perspectives of individual 

teachers or Waldorf proponents and not necessarily the all-encompassing position of Waldorf 

practitioners, the presence of these views certainly warrants further investigation into the ways 

that readings or interpretations of anthroposophy and Waldorf training materials might lead one 

to assume a racist stance towards particular groups.  

While there is a certain comfort in dismissing the apparent presence of racism within 

Waldorf education as merely attributable to a select few teachers, it is notable that scholars 

identify that “there is a consistency to the complaints” (McDermott and Oberman, 1996, p. 2, 

para. 2). This being the case, and, with an eye toward a critical examination of all that is done 

with education to support students of color, it is essential to explore questions of racism within 

Waldorf, be they derived from the stance of the founder himself, from a misreading or 

misinterpretation of his works, from the philosophic underpinnings of the pedagogy, or as a 

product of the times. 

It is difficult to ascertain with certainty the perspective of Steiner and anthroposophy and 

the worldview on race and racism that is sometimes read in it. This uncertainty arises from 

conflicting reports on his works and lectures. On the one hand, there is the report of Steiner’s 

alleged statements of “mulattos” being conceived by pregnant European women who read a “set 

of Negro novels” during a lecture in 1922 (McDermott and Oberman, 1996, p. 5, para. 1). At 
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best, this statement is in poor taste and misguided, and at worst it points to a stronger underlying 

belief in the hyper-sexualization of the African body, an indicator of a bias and prejudice against 

black people. On the other hand, the above statement is contrasted with other statements by 

Steiner which could be read to connect to race, but not be inherently explicating a racist 

worldview. This statement, for example, was presented in a lecture in 1910, where Steiner notes 

that “since all men in their different incarnations pass through the various races, the claim that 

the European is superior to the black and yellow races has no real validity” (Steiner, quoted in 

McDermott and Oberman, 1996, p. 6, para. 3). This statement might be read to indicate a 

position of racism and prejudice, though it must be looked at with consideration towards the 

worldview from which it originated. This includes grounding in concepts such as karma, 

reincarnation, and the intervention of spiritual beings into the material world. The readings of 

these ideas may be beyond the purview of those who might interpret them, given Steiner’s 

claimed ability to penetrate into non-material worlds and to perceive spiritual insights. Perhaps, 

then, the meaning of such a conception as “different incarnations” may have a greater 

implication than an understanding from a materialist perspective can provide. At the same time, 

it is important to consider that Steiner conceptualized his anthroposophical movement as a 

“mantle of tolerance and enlightened thinking and rejecting the most obvious motifs of outright 

racial prejudice” even at the same time incorporating “a series of normative suppositions about 

human development into the heart of the belief system he propagated” (Staudenmaier, 2008, p. 

9). These contradictions are absolutely essential to consider, in light of the potential for applying 

Waldorf education reforms for youth of color.  

Along with the interpretation (and misinterpretation) of the work of Steiner in 

conceptualizing anthroposophy, a further aspect of racism and prejudice which cannot be denied 
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is the presumed connection between anthroposophy, the development of Waldorf education, and 

the rise of Nazi movement in Germany. It may be fallacious to assume a direct correlative 

connection between the rise of Anthroposophy, Waldorf education and Nazi ideology. Oberman 

(1999) points out similarities between the two, including their genesis in an attempt to “salvage 

German culture” (p. 77) at the end of World War I. It is important to note that much of Steiner’s 

work in establishing Anthroposophy occurred between 1890 and 1920, with many of the Waldorf 

schools being established after his death in 1925, before the rise Nazism. Though the differences 

in Nazism and the movement Steiner led are not necessarily obvious, they are different. Oberman 

notes that “the Steiner movement placed emphasis on what might be termed its libertarian 

dimensions: individual growth, self-governance of a body of teachers and independence from the 

state” (Oberman, 1999, p. 77). In essence, the establishing of complete personal freedom for the 

individual.  

While there is by no means a conclusive statement on the connections between Germanic 

National Socialism and Waldorf education, anthroposophy, and Rudolf Steiner, it is essential to 

note that the two do not go hand in hand. Evidence of both resistance and acquiescence exist, and 

the situation was never consistent. There was no sense of an over-arching policy in regards to 

Nazism from Waldorf practitioners and governing entities. Oberman points out that “a consensus 

is emerging” on the connection between Waldorf education and tensions created through the rise 

of National Socialism, as educators were faced with a choice of adapting in order to survive, and 

resisting to stay true to the ideals of the movement. The situation was not concrete, consistent or 

absolute. Oberman’s various treatments of these questions provides valuable information for 

Waldorf educators, as well as for the consideration of educational movements in the face of 

external pressures for change (Oberman, 1999; Oberman, 2008a). 
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In the end, it is important to interrogate racism critically in any education system, because 

it was, and continues to be, present in all systems of education. Along with continuing issues 

concerning systemic racism and its presence in educational systems, it is essential to critically 

reflect on and consider the systems and reforms that are utilized in schools and be weary of 

potential prejudice and bias. To enact appropriate measures to ensure educational success, we 

must begin from a standpoint of assuming asset-based perspectives on students, and assume all 

students possess all cognitive and functional abilities available to them, and all abilities to 

succeed and develop as much as any other youth. The legacy of racism is one that is both subtle 

and influential, and its consideration must always be present in explorations of potential reforms 

for youth.   

 

Waldorf and Problems of Classism 

 Another point in need of research is the issue of Waldorf education and the possibility of 

classism based on its private school status. The concerns of classism and racism go hand in hand, 

since often, though not always, low socio-economic level and minority status are often paired. 

Because of its private school standing, students in Waldorf schools are often privileged, white 

youth, for whom the larger systems of education and opportunity are already predisposed. 

“Wider questions of access to education” (Beaven, 2011, p. 206) are at the forefront of concern 

for many educators, and Waldorf educators as well. In exploring dimensions of social class, 

researchers draw on Bourdieu, who defines social class as a collection of capital (Bourdieu, 

1986). This capital is construed as being the tangible and intangible aspects of power accorded 

through access to economic, social and cultural power and privilege. Economic capital, for 

example, consists of the actual money and buying power an individual possesses; social capital is 
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observed in the social networks and groups an individual has access to, which can then have 

impacts on cultural and economic capital available. Cultural capital is largely context bound, but 

these are items and ideas which are considered important, or with prestige, as determined by the 

dominant culture at the time. There is strong cultural capital in current society with the 

possession of a degree in higher education, for example (Rosselli, Langhout & Feinstein, 2006, 

p. 146). Social class is constructed through the possession (or lack thereof) of these forms of 

capital. 

There are many complex issues which arise in examining classism and access to 

education. Some of these issues are obvious ones: many Waldorf schools are private schools, and 

require tuition payments to attend; and while Waldorf schools often provide financial assistance 

for students, prices often put access to these schools outside of the range of many students of 

color. Other potential issues arise in terms of questions of privilege and resources available for 

youth. For example, there is some evidence to support the contention that Waldorf students who 

leave their schools at lower math and science levels than other students in mainstream schooling 

environments are able to overcome these differences. Students with resources and privilege may 

not face the consequences of this inequity, being students with resources and privilege may allow 

for the hiring of tutors or to find some other academic support. Even if the access to private 

schools is granted to those with the least resources, it is not a guarantee that issues of inequality 

will be addressed and solved. 

At the heart of this issue is the question of access to capital. While some of the issues 

around access to economic capital can be addressed through the support of scholarships or 

grants, as is being done at many Waldorf schools today, it is important to give attention and care 

to issues around social and cultural capital, and how the participation in Waldorf education can 
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impact this. Reflexively, education reformers must consider how membership in the dominant 

culture might free youth of the challenges and issues connected to participation in an alternative 

education system. Because “schools embody such capital in their…faculty and facilities” 

(Kuriloff & Reichert, 2003, p. 753) and support and reify particular identities of what does and 

does not constitute capital, educators must be continuously conscious of the potential pitfalls. A 

school, though working counter to mainstream, accepted discourses of cultural capital, may not 

assist students to achieve their full potential should they ignore issues of class and its impact on 

those outside of the dominant culture.   

 

Waldorf Education: “Evolution and Orthodoxy” 

 A final point for exploration and study is the issue I have termed here “evolution and 

orthodoxy.” Here, I allude to questions around access of Waldorf education, its potential for 

facilitating transformation and change, and the changes to Waldorf education as a body of 

teachings and practices. Waldorf education has, for the most part, existed in relative isolation in 

private institutions throughout the world. Only within the last 25 years has there been a concerted 

effort to expand Waldorf beyond these confines, to exist as reforms for public schools, as 

separate charter schools, or as the new “Waldorf-inspired” public schools now being founded. 

This movement was inspired by the establishment of the first public Waldorf school in 

Milwaukee in 1996, which documented many successes for students and the community before 

its eventual closure (McDermott, Henry, Dillard, Byers, Oberman, & Uhrmacher, 1996); 

Oberman, 2008a; Oberman, 2008b; Siu, 2012; Wood, 1996). Its establishment and operation 

highlights the emerging tension between those maintaining adherence to a belief of a strict 

definition of how Waldorf education can operate. These practitioners often assume that Waldorf 
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can only exist as a private institution not beholden to any other entity except the school. This is 

in contrast to the new movement of educators, parents and students participating in alternative 

forms of Waldorf education, including its use in public schools and its use as a foundational tenet 

for Waldorf-inspired education. Beaven (2011) identifies multiple aspects of this tension in terms 

of access, equity, and attempts to maintain alternative status (p. 207).  

Because of the increase of Waldorf-methods charter schools and Waldorf-methods public 

schools, questions of “authenticity” have arisen, as teachers and school leaders question 

adaptation and change of Waldorf curriculum and pedagogy, often due to the “deep structure of 

schools” (Beaven, 2011, p. 208) and needs to change pedagogy and curriculum to meet the 

requirements of various institutional bodies. The classic example is in the requirement of public 

and charter schools to participate in state-mandated benchmark assessment tests, while students 

attending private Waldorf schools do not need to meet this requirement. As these changes are 

included and negotiated by teachers committed to the incorporation of Waldorf education into 

new sectors, some have questioned it. According to some Waldorf practitioners, questions 

around efficacy and instruction lead to concerns that these alterations fundamentally render a 

new entity that is not, in actuality, Waldorf education. “Unfortunately, Waldorf is beginning to 

modify and accommodate, little by little … in order to survive” (Pearce, quoted in Beaven, 2011, 

p. 221) and this move to accommodate raises important questions about the essence of Waldorf 

education. These questions have genesis in issues connected to the anthroposophical movement 

at large.  

 Oberman points out that the evolving question of change applies to both Waldorf 

education and to the direction of the Anthroposophical society in general following the death of 

its founder in 1925. Questions were raised regarding the legacy of Rudolf Steiner and a split 
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occurred within the society amongst those seeking support for different directions: one faction 

focused on the preservation of the “word of the teacher,” a position embodied by Steiner’s 

widow. The other direction sought an expansion of the work of Steiner, as proposed by his junior 

colleague, Ita Wegman. The debate of evolution versus orthodoxy continues to be central to 

Waldorf education (Oberman, 1999, p. 75). This has manifested itself in conflict within the 

greater Waldorf community, between those seeking “to explore new directions” and those who 

“want to return to more traditional directions” (Easton, 1995, p. 356). This conflict has serious 

implications for “the philosophy and practices of Waldorf education…issues of poverty, racial 

diversity, and multiculturalism…the issue of freedom from religion in public education as it has 

been interpreted in the United States” (Easton, 1995, p. 357). The challenge present, then, is the 

question of defining Waldorf education, its parameters, and questions of its place in a pluralistic 

society. Questions continue to be raised concerning the degree to which Waldorf education 

maintains fidelity to “its original design’s underlying worldview” (Oberman, 1999, p. 262).  

 The debate in Waldorf education stems from “different streams” of Waldorf practice. 

Waldorf education teachers maintain different philosophical stances in regards to their 

pedagogical choices. Oberman identifies three types: the “purists” seeking to adhere assiduously 

to the words and works of Steiner, the “accomodationists…committed to reaching all students 

and their teachers with Waldorf’s pedagogical methods” and who in some instances “minimize 

and even side-step mention of Steiner and Anthroposophy to do so” (Oberman, 1999, p. 263). 

Finally, Oberman identifies “the evolutionists,” a group working to evolve Waldorf education. 

This group, like the accomodationists, seeks to further the establishment of Waldorf education in 

multiple sectors, and to expand its access. At the same time, members of this sector “do not want 

to compromise what is to them the movement’s bedrock, Steiner and Anthroposophy” (1999, p. 
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264). Some of the proponents of this ideology are key supporters of Rudolf Steiner College’s 

Public School Institute. Ideally, this would lead to greater access and equity for Waldorf 

education. This is problematic to some practitioners of Waldorf education and proponents of 

anthroposophy, who claim that this compromise is too much and alters the original intent too far. 

This is evidenced, for example, in decisions by larger guiding bodies, such as the Association of 

Waldorf Schools of North America (AWSNA) to restrict participation of Waldorf-inspired 

schools in AWSNA programs. A personal experience of this tension occurred in being told, 

when referring to a Waldorf-inspired charter as a Waldorf school, that it was not a Waldorf 

school in a very sharp reprimand from a school leader. Further examples of the tension is 

demonstrated in the trademarking of Waldorf for independent schools and its reservation for 

specific schools meeting certain criteria. This has led to the establishment of the Alliance for 

Public Waldorf Education. A promising new development is in recent collaboration, as AWSNA 

and the Alliance announced a “collaborative licensing agreement” for the use of the term “Public 

Waldorf School” (“Joint Letter,” 2015), which could indicate further joint work amongst these 

groups. Many groups and movements face such tensions, and it is essential to recognize the 

inevitable growing pains that groups experience as they act, re-create, and develop themselves 

further over time. 

 In exploring the question of adaptation and evolution, an examination of the findings 

from the report on the Milwaukee Waldorf school is beneficial, as it pertains not only to 

questions of Waldorf’s potential expansion into other, new arenas, as well as to my own practice 

of transplanting Waldorf inspired methods into new institutions such as university and college 

classrooms. The question of what Waldorf actually is comes immediately to the forefront, and 

many meanings might be identified, from a larger pedagogical movement, to a very specific 
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curriculum for a specific time, place and context. McDermott, Henry, Dillard, Byers, Oberman 

and Uhrmacher identified this debate of terms and definitions of Waldorf education when the 

Milwaukee public Waldorf school was established. As the school operated and developed, there 

were questions of the interpretation of Steiner as to adaptation of his ideas to local contexts 

(McDermott, Henry, Dillard, Byers, Oberman, & Uhrmacher, 1996, p. 132). The validity and 

veracity of Waldorf education as means to address educational inequalities and needs of today 

must continuously be examined and re-negotiated within its new contexts. Steiner is quoted as 

asserting that “the Waldorf idea was born from the social realities of the time” (quoted in 

McDermott, Henry, Dillard, Byers, Oberman, & Uhrmacher, 1996) which leads to further 

questions how to adapt, what to adapt, and in what ways these adaptations must occur. 

 

Conclusion and Implications: Practice and Policy 

The questions educators and education researchers ask do not occur in a vacuum. Their 

questions and investigations have the potential for addressing challenges and problems that have 

impacts on the world outside of academia. I would argue they have an inherent duty to do so; 

there are many concerns and issues in schooling which are in need of addressing and exploration. 

Sometimes, the situation outside of the academy is more dire and unforgiving. Arizona is 

currently enmeshed in multiple challenges to its schooling processes and activities, be it for 

consistent attacks on funding for education to attacks on philosophies of education which are 

considered “anti-American.” One contemporary example is in the educational policies of current 

governor Doug Ducey, a conservative Republican whose campaign platform provides an 

excellent example of spaces in need of challenge and interrogation.   
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 The process of supporting students of all ages and walks of life to attain a state of being 

“educated” presents varied and often conflicting ideas. It is especially important for policy 

makers to be versed on the complexities of these processes and to carefully measure how these 

differing ideas may be operationalized. These conflicting ideas may bring forth policy decisions, 

some of which contradict each other, such as how “higher standards and higher expectations” 

mandates from federal policy may come into conflict with “greater control” for principals and 

teachers in schools, guided by the Conservative appeal for less governmental intrusion (“Arizona 

Roadmap,” 2014, p. 4). Calls for policies to correct issues with “under-performing schools” and 

“schools with consistently-poor track records” (“Arizona Roadmap,” 2014, p. 4) seem to indicate 

a need for correction, but do not acknowledge or question how these schools came to this state to 

begin with. In further examining questions of policy, we come to even greater questions of 

definition and implementation; Ducey’s policy states that “Arizona kids should graduate 

knowing the basics regarding American history and what it means to be a U.S. citizen” 

(“Arizona Roadmap”, 2014, p. 4). We might pause to question this assertion: who defines the 

“basics,” what exactly is “American history” and why are we speaking of “citizen” instead of 

“citizens?” These questions require deeper, philosophical reflection as we move from policy to 

ontology: what does “education” mean, and what do we mean when we declare a person 

“educated?”  

 A primary focus in my research agenda has been the consideration of these larger 

philosophical questions as they relate to contemporary conceptions of education. In this 

exploration, I have constantly sought to interrogate the assumptions and accepted definitions of 

fluid terms such as “education,” “educated” and “school.” Rather than acting as if these terms 

had fixed definitions which are absolute and unmalleable, my research (and my teaching 
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practice, by extension) has evolved as a series of attempts to show the fluidity of the conceptions 

of education. This research has lead me to investigate and explore the places and spaces where 

these terms are variable, and where space exists to actively construct new and diverse meanings 

for these terms, and to not rely on unquestioned assumptions. This constant questioning, 

assessing, and reassessing is essential in order to avoid possible biases, from cultural to racial to 

sexist biases in the process of defining education and its outcomes.  

 It is essential to remember that questioning these assumptions is absolutely necessary to 

avoid biases. The base assumptions and beliefs of what “educated” and “education” mean are 

infused with unquestioned or unexamined conventions, many of which assume particular 

political, racial, cultural and heteronormative stances in regards to their definitions. Thus, a 

supposedly simple conception, such as Ducey’s seemingly innocuous “basics” of “American 

history” should alert the reader and educator (and, it is hoped, the voter) to a potentially 

problematic logic construction. What are the “basics?” Who is defining these? What is included? 

What perspective and voice is silenced? How is the decision to establish a set of “basics” a 

politically, culturally and racially biased position? And this only represents the beginning of 

exploration. Keep in mind, the statement here admonishes the education system with the task of 

teaching students the “basics” of “American history.” We first are presented with the problem of 

simplifying a complex a subject as history, which offers a unique and potentially unsolvable 

challenge: to simply the complexity of human experience. At the same time, educators are 

charged to present the basics of history of “America,” a term with many of its own built in 

assumptions and problems about what is “American” and what is not. The point of this, from a 

much broader perspective, is to consider the impacts these assumptions might have on students 

and their learning, and the conceptions of what it means for students to be “educated.”   
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 Assumptions and beliefs concerning educational practices has far deeper implications 

beyond choices in curriculum for history courses. We must question ourselves deeply and 

profoundly in determining what our beliefs are concerning educating youth and hopes for their 

abilities and development. These hopes have multiple implications, from their potential 

professional ventures to their personal development as human beings. As an initial point, it is 

essential to acknowledge my own bias in describing and defining what it means to “educate” and 

to be “educated.” Based on multiple experiences as a student, teacher, and researcher, I possess 

my own bias of what these words mean. As a student, I attended public schools which serviced 

my tribe, and which were often ranked as the lowest performing schools in the city. For these 

schools, the pushing out of Native American students was a regular, naturalized occurrence, and 

one that often went unquestioned (as I later found in an early research project, where I was 

unable to locate a single person who could tell me a story about Native American student success 

at the middle school that services our community). As a Native American person in higher 

education, I was often one of the only (if not the only) Native person in my classes.  

 As an instructor, I received training as a teacher in TFA, and constructed my conception 

of teaching on ideologies of testing scores, proficiency on standardized exams, and the 

discourses of bridging the achievement gap. What was less apparent to me at the beginning of 

my teaching career was the inherent political bias in my approach to teaching and instruction. 

My initial training focused on the assumption that teaching, in terms of pedagogical decisions 

and curriculum implementation, was an apolitical act. I was convinced that a decision to teach a 

particular subject in certain way carried no political stance. Later, through the development of 

my teaching philosophy and instructional style, I came to see that any curricular decision carries 

with it a political bias and positioning. A decision to emphasize Native American history in a 
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reading course was as much a political act as teaching “mainstream” American history. My 

instructional decisions altered as I developed my teaching strategy, not only to challenge the 

normalized conceptions of what could be taught in a classroom, but also to challenge 

conceptions of how these subjects could be taught. My interest has grown in terms of 

determining the myriad ways subjects can be presented to students and how these presentations 

might impact the students’ learning and retention. The methods I have utilized often contrast 

sharply with the expected norms of classroom instruction, but feedback from students indicates 

efficacy in terms of learning, retention, and enjoyment of the classroom climate and experience. 

The shift from standardized test-driven instruction to teaching inspired by Waldorf education has 

been the central focus on my instructional technique, as well as at the forefront of my research 

agenda. 

Common Core and “Common Sense.” In questioning the apparent bias of various 

educational systems and their potential political assumptions, we are brought to a much deeper 

and broader question in regards to pedagogical and curricular choices for students. Not only do 

we need to ask questions about the inherent bias in choices of teaching styles and material to be 

covered, but we must also ask more fundamental questions. What do we regard to be true in 

relation to beliefs and conventional wisdoms of what school is and how it functions? And how 

do popular and persistent discourses inform and formulate the way school functions, at all 

levels? “Common sense” dictates the structure of schools, from the choices of curriculum 

(Ducey’s so called “basics of American history”) to conceptions of the “appropriate” way for 

students to interact with teachers and other students. Classroom structures, such as the alignment 

of desks, the placement of the teacher in the classroom, even the very structure and construction 

of the school building itself is indicative of certain biases and beliefs regarding students and their 
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“place.” While often considered “natural” the structure and construction of the classroom and its 

various features are structured elements which have origins in particular desired outcomes for 

students, outcomes Foucault would describe as the control of docile bodies. What is important is 

to identify biases in terms of assuming what is “natural” in the classroom and to consider 

alternatives as necessary. It is interesting to note that as educators conceptualize forms of 

learning for students, the “common sense” approach of classes structured in lecture style format 

are characterized as “familiar” but also “passive” (Bonwell, n.d., p. 5). Thus, “common sense” 

produces a problem – namely that, while common, the instruction is also passive.  

This questioning is necessary in order to decide, not by assumption and tradition, but by 

conscious decision making, what we as educators and as a society want schooling and education 

to look like, what we want students to be able to accomplish, and what we want the outcomes of 

education to be overall. That is because “common sense” informs practices beyond the classroom 

and has larger implications for the educational system, such as the implementation of policies 

like “common core” standards and its close and insidious companion, Standardized Testing. 

Common core as connected to standardized testing developed out of the mid-1990s and the 

intense attention paid to the Standards and Accountability discourses went on to bring forth 

policies such as No Child Left Behind. Underlying the discourse of accountability and standards 

is a deeper interest based largely in competition and domination. The actions in education policy 

as they developed in the United States have been spurred on through an interest and concern with 

being ranked in relation to the rest of the world, and we have used this to inform accountability 

policies. While some would consider this action not inherently bad, in practice it has been 

problematic and detrimental to students of color in the United States, and arguably problematic 

for the entirety of the U.S. educational system. This reliance on measurable data as the definition 
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for “success” and “achievement” poses serious questions and concerns of equity and social 

justice. The problem then becomes amplified because there is no questioning of assumptions 

concerning the employment of Common Core, Standardized Tests, or Accountability as the 

measures of an educated student or an educated populace. It becomes, again, “naturalized,” when 

the truth is anything but.  

Common Core is an attempt to streamline and make efficient the education of youth – but 

we don’t have a clear definition for what it means to educate someone, in that we have differing 

(and often conflicting) views on what constitutes an “educated person.” While standardized tests 

may assist in providing “proof” of success, (another bias and assumption built into society that 

quantitative proof is the most reliable verification of objectives reached) it is essential to note 

that this can lead to a larger philosophical issue, namely the question of results as proof of 

success. Is the ability to perform on a test the most desirable designation of success for students? 

Do we want to state that levels of proficiency are the best designation of an “educated” person? 

We might ask: what about creativity? What about problem solving? What about emotional and 

intrapersonal sensitivity? What about appreciation for diversity? 

I have spent the last three years learning that there are excellent examples for educating 

students which re-think what Common Core is and re-consider what common sense is. Systems 

such as A.S. Neil’s Summerhill school system, the Free Schools movement, and Montessori 

schools all have different conceptions of what education means for students. One I have focused 

on recently has been Waldorf education. While full treatment of the tenets of Waldorf education 

is beyond the scope of this dissertation, there are several aspects of this schooling system which 

offer compelling points of interest. The importance of community building, the consideration of 

the constitution of the individual, and finally, the emphasis on art and creativity as curricular, 
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versus extra-curricular. Each of these points provides a contrast to the expected norms of 

education and re-considers the “Common Sense” discourses that currently govern many public 

schools.   

 In Waldorf schools, there is an importance placed on the development of community 

amongst students; various structures are practiced throughout the school day in order to foster a 

sense of togetherness in the class, between teacher and students, as well as amongst students 

themselves. From a formal greeting in the morning consisting of saying the student’s name, 

shaking their hand and making eye contact, to regular observations of the students as a means to 

assess their health and well-being, community plays an important role in the function of the 

Waldorf classroom. This is evident in the practice of students staying with their teacher from 1-

8th grade, as a way for the teacher to truly get to know and support students in their learning and 

development. Along with the development of community that is evidenced in teacher 

observations of students is the perception of students’ constitution beyond a physical and mental 

life: Waldorf teacher training emphasizes the spiritual life and development of young people and 

implores the teacher to carefully ponder this aspect of youth as central to the development of the 

child while in school. Thus, the emphasis on arts and creativity also become comprehensible, as 

the inner, spiritual life of the child is supported and fostered through the practice of artistic 

endeavors designed to support the child’s learning. These tools are considered essential to the 

development of the child as individuals in the world and are considered part of the “Common 

Sense” of Waldorf education. This example points out the malleability of “Common Sense,” and 

it is used to help remind us of the importance of questioning assumptions and beliefs regarding 

education and the “common” assumptions governing education systems. 
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EPILOGUE: 

FINAL THOUGHTS – A LOOK AT FUTURE WORK 
 

To quote a mentor, Bryan Brayboy, “the writing of this thesis has been long and 

arduous.” The production of this work has been challenging but not because of the length, not 

because of the formatting, and not because of the labor. If I could, I would go back to myself at 

the beginning of my doctoral work and tell myself not to be scared; that, in fact, producing 

something longer than 40 pages would not be as difficult as it sounded the first time I heard I 

would write a dissertation. The challenge of formatting and the time and energy going into the 

work are also of little consequence. The most challenging thing has been, and continues to be, 

grappling with concepts and ideas. There are so many! To be able to collect data, think about it, 

look at it in relation to all of the thinking and writing that has been done, and attempt to insert 

myself into these conversations, has been the most challenging aspect of my scholarly journey. 

Part of this is due to my personal fears and worries: many students of color report suffering from 

“imposter syndrome” or the “imposter phenomenon” (Gravois, 2007; Young, 2011). It is 

challenging to think that, as a doctoral student, I have earned the right to enter into conversations 

with the people I read, write about, and whose ideas I consider. Never mind the possibility of 

critiquing them! But as I have progressed in this long and arduous journey, I have come to see 

that it is actually my job to do this. My present occupation might be articulated as “professional 

arguer.” 

This conception is not impossible to consider when one thinks of oneself within the 

current methods and processes of traditional education. We are not taught to create, we are 

taught to recapitulate. We are not taught to deviate, we are taught to obey. We are not 

encouraged to be generative, we are taught to be derivative. Nor are we encouraged to consider 
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the ability to enter into a discussion with the knowledge makers in the educational system: 

instead, we are taught that knowledge is a static, monolithic, unquestionable rock. This has to be 

the case, given the objective of the market based ethic which drives education today, and of the 

neoliberal project in general. To question knowledge, to challenge the knowledge makers, and to 

contribute to knowledge that is present is too messy, too time consuming. In a word: inefficient. I 

seek to challenge this notion and help other students at all levels recognize their agency, potency 

and potential in the schooling world they participate in. It’s not okay for me to do this simply 

because I have earned some credentials. We must all engage in this challenging.     

I am not ashamed to explicitly state my positionality in this work. It has been generated 

from my personal ideals and beliefs as an educator, as a researcher, as a Native American and as 

a human being attempting to discover and embody my fullest potential. It is in this spirit that I 

engaged in the type of research I did for this dissertation. All of this work is developed out of the 

complex worlds and experiences of people living real lives, having real experiences, and learning 

and growing. I have worked to capture this complexity, its beautiful messiness, its intriguing 

chaos, to demonstrate the significance of paying attention to the voices and ideas of students. I 

disagree almost entirely with the fundamental operating premise of schooling being about 

efficient operation. Schooling needs to be complex and complicated because learning is complex 

and complicated because people are complex and complicated. The poet Walt Whitman alerts us 

to this, saying in The Song of Myself 

 

Do I contradict myself? 

Very well then I contradict myself, 

(I am large, I contain multitudes.)… 
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I too am not a bit tamed, I too am untranslatable, 

I sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world 

 

Human beings are beautifully, and sometimes painfully, complex beings. The objectives for 

teaching schooling should not be to simplify this complexity, but to celebrate it, to embrace it. It 

is in this way that schooling and learning can come to be more closely associated than they 

currently are.   

 

For the Schools I Will Serve 

 Given the “beautiful chaos” of developing human beings, it is essential to me that I 

consider for the future the life I will lead as a professor and a contributor to the generation of 

knowledge. Starting with an assumption of complexity, and a belief in the inherent beauty of this 

complexity, it becomes virtually impossible to assume a deficit view of students and the cultures 

they come from. Researchers understand (or at least many of us do) that there is no inherent 

hierarchy of cultures. Ask any person which language is better, not in terms of location in the 

world or its ability to garner economic or social power and goods. Simply ask, what language is 

inherently and intrinsically better; one does not exist. There is nothing inherent to the Spanish 

language that makes it better than English, nothing inherently better about Russian that makes it 

more valuable than Diné. Languages are, in essence, equal. Such is the case with cultures. No 

one culture is inherently better than another. Each comes with its own beauty and ugliness, with 

its own justice and injustice, with its own values and prejudices. The goal is to learn to 

understand the cultures one works with, and in so doing, gain greater understanding of the 
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students. It is in this way that schooling becomes effective for students because they are not 

pushed out or rejected by virtue of their home culture and experience.  

 I once got into a heated argument with a student in a community college course I taught. 

The course, a basic cultural anthropology class, started with a baseline assumption of equality 

amongst cultures. In order to reinforce this, I assigned students to explore cultures around them 

by conducting ethnographies and reporting their findings from the perspectives of their 

informants. During one lesson, I was teaching students to be observers by having them watch a 

YouTube clip of students from a Baltimore high school participating in a “cipher,” a circle where 

students recite raps to a beat provided by a student’s phone. I warned my class that the clip 

would include some harsh language and encouraged them to think about the types of questions 

they would ask the students about the culture of rapping they participated in. After showing the 

clips, one student declared that the rapping students simply appeared angry and could not 

understand my rationale for showing such a “garbage” film in class. The student went on to refer 

to the rapping in the clip as “filthy” and could not understand how such a film contained any 

educational merit. In essence, this student gave voice to the very problem I was attempting to 

combat: the conception of certain cultures being considered deviant and their members 

pathologized. This attitude in school can be devastating for students, and I would argue that it is 

my job as a future professor, scholar, and trainer of teachers, to remove this deficit perspective 

from the minds of my students. 

 

For the Students I Will Work With 

In 1991, John Taylor Gatto, a teacher who received the prestigious New York State 

Teacher of the Year Award delivered a speech entitled The Seven Lesson Schoolteacher (Gatto, 
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1992). The speech is a scathing critique of the work of schoolteachers. Gatto describes not the 

content of classrooms, but the inevitable outcomes of compulsory education and the unspoken 

lessons children learn from processes within traditional schooling processes. In one portion of 

the speech, Gatto notes that one lesson he teaches is “indifference” (p. 6). In another lesson, 

Gatto speaks of teaching “intellectual dependency” where  

 

good students wait for the teacher to tell them what to do. It is the most important 

lesson, that we must wait for other people…to make meanings of our lives…only 

I, the teacher, can determine what my kids must study, or rather, only the people 

who pay me can make those decisions…I transmit…what it ordered, punishing 

deviants who resist what I have been told to tell them what to think” (p. 8).     

 

Gatto has inspired my ideas as a teacher, partly because I have been the subjected to some of this 

“intellectual dependency” as well as the other lessons he presents in his speech, during my years 

in school. As a teacher, I believe it is my job to help students learn how to make decisions, be it 

decisions about how to read and why to read if you are in my reading courses, to decision 

making as a teacher if you take a teacher training course. I do not want to follow the edicts Gatto 

critiques in his speech. Instead, I hope to find a place of intellectual collaboration, where 

students are able to look at the meanings they make themselves and compare and contrast them 

to other meanings in the world. My hope is to help guide students and teachers-in-training to 

attain a confidence in attempting techniques and methods in the classroom, while at the same 

time developing systems for checking their actions to ensure the best possible practices for the 
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students they are working with. It is a complex, complicated process, but one that can support 

breaking out of the molds which hurt students in traditional schooling structures.  

 It easy to consider that the best way to teach is the way that you were taught. Sometimes 

this perspective is so pervasive that it feels natural and inevitable to assume that systems we 

received as students, like textbooks, lectures, tests and homework are the only way to teach. My 

experiences in Waldorf schools, with Waldorf teachers, and as a Waldorf-inspired educator have 

altered the way I teach completely. It was not until I experienced something different that I 

realized teaching and learning could be experienced in totally different ways. My hope for my 

students would be to have an experience similar to my own, to learn and know that there are 

different experiences possible for learning and schooling. Knowing this difference allows for a 

conscious decision about actions and activities; rather than relying solely on one’s previous 

experience alone, you are able to decide on a method and system based on a full experience of 

myriad systems. As stated before, this is all tumultuous and messy and chaotic, but then again, so 

are people, and so is life. Why reduce the experience of schooling and learning to an efficient 

machine if life is not that way?  

 

For Native American Students 

 Adrienne Keene, a Native scholar and postdoctoral fellow at Brown University, is the 

author of a popular web log, Native Appropriations. Dr. Keene’s web log discusses topics related 

to issues impacting Native American peoples and students. She has written and spoken 

extensively on topics ranging from the use of Native American stereotypes and their negative 

impacts, to the controversy surrounding the use of Native American “red face” in the form of 

Halloween costumes which mimic and mock Native American cultural outfits. She also writes of 
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a deep love and care for Native youth. In a post of January 2015, Dr. Keene wrote a letter 

entitled Dear Native College Student: You Are Loved. In it, she writes to Native students to keep 

in mind a most essential thought: “you are loved.” Dr. Keene’s words touched my heart when I 

read them, and I thought about all of my peers who followed different paths in life, for a variety 

of reasons. Many of them did not pursue higher education. I will echo Dr. Keene’s words in the 

first lines of her letter “we love you. And we need you. We need you here, we need you to fight, 

and survive and thrive. But above all else, please, please know that you are loved” (Keene, 

2015). I want more of my peers to be with me, because the world needs to hear our voices and 

our stories.  

 The experiences of Native American students, like many other students of color, is often 

set in the parameters of simple dichotomies, some of which I have cited here, and some I am 

guilty of invoking: students of color need engaging classroom practices versus lecture style; 

students of color need critical pedagogy, instead of traditional standard pedagogy; Native 

American students participate in “two worlds” of mainstream academia and their Native 

environments. These comparisons and contrasts are, ultimately, too simplistic. Brayboy (1999) 

reminds us that the situation is much more complex than this. Native American students, and 

indeed, all students of color, “live their daily lives in complicated, changing, and nuanced ways” 

(p. 2). The point here is that the experiences of students of color is complex and complicated, and 

it is up to us as researchers, teachers, policy influencers and knowledge builders to acknowledge 

and appreciate this. Through exploring this complexity, we come to better understand our 

students and the worlds they live in, and ultimately, better able to support them through our 

curricular and pedagogical choices.  
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 I will be on the lookout for you, Native students. To support you, to help you fight, 

survive, and thrive, and feel loved. To show you the possibilities that can be accomplished, to 

show you that you are supported, your voice is heard, and your contribution is valued and 

necessary. We have knowledge and wisdom of thinking and being which can benefit the world, 

and which can help teachers rethink assumptions about what it is to teach and learn. My hope for 

the scholarship I have conducted, and will continue to conduct, is that it will be sensitive to the 

needs and impulses of Native communities and Native students, in order to add more to the 

beautiful chaos of learning environments.  

 

For the Good of Education  

 Torin Finser, a Waldorf teacher educator and k-8 Waldorf school teacher for more than 

25 years, wrote a personal account of one eight-year teaching experience in a Waldorf school in 

New Hampshire. Finser related a personal example of the power of the Waldorf environment, 

reflecting on meeting a classroom of kindergarteners in the morning. “I saw joy, wonder, and 

excitement in those faces. Time stood still as I looked from one to another. I left the room feeling 

that the impressions had nourished me in a full and satisfying way” (Finser, 1994, p. 12). I relate 

deeply to Finser’s sentiments, as this was my own experience training at the Rudolf Steiner 

College Public School Institute in 2013. I felt “nourished” both in the training I was receiving 

and in the atmosphere of the school itself. This sense of nourishment continued as I carried my 

training with me to other environments; I remember this distinct feeling while teaching a course 

at the University of Arizona. I was teaching an anthropology course where I used the artistic 

training I received at Rudolf Steiner College to encourage students’ abilities to observe. The 

classroom at the university was eventually covered wall-to-wall with students’ artwork in 
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crayon, chalk, and charcoal, and ranged from self-portraits to maps of the school and other work. 

At the end of one class period, I was cleaning up and getting ready to leave for the next class to 

enter. A student from the next class walked in and looked around the class with obvious curiosity 

and wonder. 

 

“What kind of class is this?” she asked as she looked at the art all around. 

“An anthropology class,” I replied. 

“Oh,” she whispered. 

 

It was apparent to me that this student was intrigued by what we were doing in the class, and 

perhaps even wanted to participate. I left class that day feeling incredibly empowered, and even 

more validated in my belief that students at all ages want and need the opportunity to experience 

enlivening schooling experiences.  

  In a lecture to the first teachers of the Waldorf school in Stuttgart, Rudolf Steiner (1919b) 

discussed the task of education as being one of facilitation, to “harmonize the higher human 

being (the human spirit and soul) with the physical body” (p. 1). This task was to be 

accomplished through the teaching of subjects, in particular ways, and Steiner reminded his soon 

to be teachers that “the important thing for you is not to transmit information as such but to 

utilize knowledge to develop human capacities” (Steiner, 1919b, p. 1, emphasis mine). These 

human capacities extend beyond our contemporary, conventional conceptions of the human 

being. Steiner argued for a greater conception of the human being than he saw accepted in 

Europe at the time, which in his view emphasized material, economic-based ideologies to ground 

schooling practice. Ultimately, Steiner sought for people to break out of this, to attain true 
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“freedom” (1919b, p. 6). It is in this spirit that this dissertation has been produced, and it is 

hoped that it will be read in the same way; the writing of this dissertation has ultimately been 

enriching and nourishing for me and has helped me to attain a sense of freedom in my 

scholarship. This is my goal: the emancipation of students, that they may come closer to learning 

and fulfilling their greatest capacities. Striving towards this goal has made the work feel less like 

work and more like exploration. An adventure. An amazingly beautiful, complex journey. 
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